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INTRODUCTION 
Pasture l and occupies an important portion of the total land resources 
in southern Iowa . Capital inve stment in pasture renovation and new machine 
t echnology has been shown to increase the returns from land resource s . The 
crucial question , which has been reviewed by McKee (35), Worden (61), Heady 
(17), and Gibbens (12), among others, deals with the most profitable com-
bination of activities on the farm . A review of the progranu.~ing studies 
ment ioned above , along with othe r unpublished r esults, shows that under 
limitations of both capital and labor, beef cattle enterpris es which seem-
ingly could best utilize the abundance of pasture land in southern Iowa 
ente r the programming solutions only after capital and labor cea se to be 
limiting . In these programming studies, the dominant enterprises which 
give the highest return on labor and capital continue to be corn and hogs . 
The amount of land available fo r continuous row crop production is 
limited . Due to the slope of much of the land in southern Iowa, conserva -
tion r equires that a large amount of this land be occupied with rotational 
meadow which increases the amount of roughage available on the farm . 
The amount of land in rotation presents addi tional problems in that 
the labor required for the first and second cuttings of hay competes with 
labor required for the cultivation of the more profit able row crops . 
Tota l fa rm income is r es tricted when the labor required to utilize 
grassland r esources is limited in quantity and low in productivity. In 
some circumstances the maximum farm income may be obtained by not utilizing 
grass land r esources. Under these circumstances the operator can increase 
the farm income by one of several methods. He can attempt to r emove the 
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labor restrictions by leaving grassland unused , or renting it out, or by 
utilizi~g the pasture in combination with an expanded beef cattle operation 
wher~ corn silage is used for roughage . Alternatively, the operator can 
try to increase the productivity of the labor which is available through the 
use of new technology . 
The forage handling systems considered in this study a r e designed to 
either increase the productivity of summer hay labor through the use of a 
more mechanized hay operation or to eliminate the hay operation in favo r of 
a corn silage operation through beef cattle grazing activities. 
In selecting a fo rage system the planner must consider not only the 
total labor and capital requirements, but he also must consider the optimum 
use of this labor and capital among competing farm enterprises . For exam-
ple, the planner must determine the most profitable type , grade , and number 
of livestock to handle . Just as importantly, he must determine the impact 
of these decisions on total net farm income . 
The objectives of this study are to : 
1 . Study the profitability of substituting capital for labor to 
reduce labor in forage handling systems . 
2 . Determine the capital requirements and types of technology 
which will make the beef cattle enterprise competitive with 
other farm enterprises . 
3 . Determine the practicality of adapting linear programming to 
decisions involving capital expenditures. 
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GENERAL FARM DESCRIPTIO~ 
The Taylor County Test Farm is oi;med by the Iowa State University 
Agri cultur al Foundation . The farm , whi ch is located in central Taylor 
County, contains 720 acres in three tracts . The original farmstead, which 
consists of two 160- acr e tracts (SEl/4 Sec 14- 69N- 33W and Sec 24- 69- 33W), 
was acqui r ed by the Iowa State Agricultural Foundation in 1924 . The east 
160 acres (NEl/4 Sec 24- 69N- 33W) of the south 320- acre tract was acqui r ed 
in 196~ . The tract r eferred to as the Cash farm (NWl/4 Sec 14- 69N- 33W and 
Nl/ 2 SWl/4 Sec 14- 69N- 33W) was acquired in 1963 . 
The farm is l eased under a 50- 50 livestock sha r e ag reement . 
Present Farm Si tuat ion 
The Taylor County Test Farm, as is typical of many farms in southern 
Iowa , is f orced by the general topogr aphy in the area to mai ntain a large 
portion of the t ota l farm acreage in permanent pastur e and rota tional 
meadow . The current farm operator faces problems of obtaining sufficient 
labor to harvest t he relatively large meadow acreages . The meadow har vest-
ing operations confl i ct with l abor required for corn and soybean cultiva-
tion and for oats harvesting . Labor is also limiting during the fall plow-
ing period . 
Soil type and rotation frequencies 
The Taylor County Tes t farm i s loca t ed i n the Shelby- Sharpsburg-
Macksbur g soil associat i on . Yne soil maps pr esented in Figur es 1- 3 indi-
cate t~a t t he major up l and soils on the farm are either Shelby loam or 
Sharpsbur g silty clay loam while t he major bottom land soil is Nodaway silt 
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N 1/2 SW Sec . 14- 69 N- 33 W 
93 - Shelby loam 
103 - Gravity silty clay loam 
220 - Nodaway silt loam 
222 - Lag onda- Clarinda silt loam 
273 - Olmitz sil c: loam- Wabash silty clay loam 
370 - Shar psburg silty clay loam 
Figure 1. Soil map o f the Taylor County Test farm, ''Cash Farm". Soil maps 
co:npi led by F . W. Schaller, Iowa State Univers ic:y, June 196L,. 
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SE 1/4 Sec . 14- 69 N- 33 W 
93 - Shelby loam 
103 - Gravity silty clay loam 
220 - Nodaway silt loam 
222 - Lagonda- Clarinda silt loam 
273 - Olmitz silt loam- Wabash silty clay l oam 
370 - Sharpsburg silty clay loam 
Fi gure 2 . Soil map of the Taylor County Test farm, "Or iginal 160". Soi l 
maps c ompi led by F . W. Schaller , Io.va State Unive r s ity , June 
1964 
93 - Shelby l oam 
103 - Bravity silly c l ay l oam 
220 - Nodaway silt l oam 
222 - Lagonda -Clarinda silt loam 
273 - Olmitz sill loam-Wabash silty c l ay loam 
370 - Sharpsburg silty clay l oam 
Figure 3 . Soil map of tl-ic Tnylor CounLy Test farm, "South 320". Soil maps compiled by 
F . W. Sch aller , Iowa State Univers ity, June 1964 
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loam . 
The rotat i on frequencies, the field boundaries, the f i eld acreages , 
and the potent i al corn yie l ds are pr esented in Figures 3- 6 and in Tab l e 1 . 
These acreages represent the maximum l evel of c ropp i ng intensity cons istent 
with conservation pract ices . 
An institutional minimum required 150 ac r es of corn and 30 acres of 
soybeans in t he farm p l an . As indicated in Tab l e 1 , mos t of t h e pennanent 
pasture has been r enova t ed . No at t empt was made to ut i lize the waste 
ac r eage on the farm . 
Farm buildings 
The build i ngs on the "Original 160 11 acr es , wi t h the excep tion of t he 
hay barn , wer e deemed in r easonably good condition . However , the buildings 
on this farmstead are almos t completely utilized by the swine enterprise . 
It was assumed tha t the bar n and facili t ies on the " Cash farm" would be 
adequate to handle 50 head of steer s or heifers . Present corn storage 
(6000 bushels) i s inadequate to handle the 100- litter swine operation and 
more storage wou l d be r equired fo r the beef enterprise . Present hay stor-
age was assumed adequate for 260 tons . 
Labor 
Labor is the limiting factor on the farm . The operator has one hir ed 
man who is available on an hour ly bas i s . A smal l amount of family labor is 
also available . At the p r esent time, the operator hi r es l abor to h e lp in 
the hay hauling . I n this study the ope r ator and the h i r ed man wer e con-
s ider ed to be semi- skilled . A breakdown of the annual labor requ i rements be-
t ween direct and indirect labor i s given in Table 2 . 
Tabl e l. 
a 
Summary of crop acr eages , rolation frequenci es on the Taylor County Test f arm 
Crop l and Pas Lure 
Maxi mum cropping intcnsjty P1cscnl seeding 
Fnrm tract Cont. RROM RROMM COMMH COMt-1M CO HMM Tota ] Blue - T<• 1 ] - Birds-
crop 80 76 76 70 64 crop grass gn:·.,s fool 
bus. bus. bus . bus . bus . trefoi 1 
"Origina l 160" 15 . 5 22 . 2 14 . 4 63 . 2 115 . 0 4 
"Cash " 11 11 21. 5 23.0 66 . 5 l~3 . 5 30 70 
"South 32011 93 33.7 85. 8 212 . 5 51. 2 6 
Tot a l 119 . 5 11 33.7 22.2 35.9 172 394 . 3 47 .5 81. 2 76 
Add crop acres 
Add waste b ac r es 
Total farm acres 
a Taken from maps sho1;m in Figures 4-6 . 
b 
total roads , buildings , f ence and ditches . Numbe r of acres in rows , 
To t a l 
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145 .3 
57. 2 
204 . 5 
3% . 3 
121. 2 
720 . 0 
co 
5 . SA 
i P. P. 
i/ 21 . SA CO'MMM 
38 . A 
P. P . 
• y 
I i 
I 
I 
19.SA 
P.P . 
9 
SO . SA 
P. P. 
18 .A J 
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~I --~(.. CONT. I 
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Fi gure 4 . Field acreages and rotation frequencies used for "Cash Farm", 
Taylor County Test Farm 
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Figur e 5 . Field acreages and rotation f requencies used for "Original 160", 
Taylor C9unty Test Farm 
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Figure 6. Field acreages and r otation f r equencies used for " South 320 11 , Taylo r County Test F;:irm 
Table 2. Direct and i ndirec t semi- skilled labor required to mee t minimum 
livestock and crop r equirements 
Maxi mum operator fami ly l abor 
Naximum hired s emi - skilled labor 
To t a l semi- skilled labor available 
Tota l 
Less i'-~i recc labor requirements 
Livestock 
Crops 
Niscellaneous 
Total indirect l abor required 
Semi- s killed labor available fo r 
variable labor requirements 
Less direct labor required 
Beef herd ( 100 cows) 
Swine ent e rprise (100 litters) 
a 
Corn 150 acres b 
Soybeans 30 acres 
Oats 54 acr esb 
Minimum total indirect 
labor required 
Maximum amount of undesignated 
semi- skilled l abor 
aExclusive of harve sting labor. 
blnclusive of harvesting labor . 
Jan . 
290 
209 
4~9 
68 
17 
20 
105 
394 
78 
83 
161 
233 
Feb . 
290 
209 
499 
58 
17 
20 
95 
404 
65 
108 
173 
231 
Period 
Mar. 
330 
~J9 
539 
53 
24 
20 
97 
442 
90 
71 
62 
223 
219 
Apr . 
380 
222 
602 
51 
31 
10 
92 
510 
70 
84 
123 
ll 
45 
333 
177 
13 
Period 
:-by June I Ju::e II July I July II Aug . Sc:pt . Oct . Nov . Dec . Tota l 
398 205 205 205 205 360 410 360 330 290 4262 
286 128 128 128 128 242 236 242 232 209 2818 
684 333 333 333 333 616 646 602 562 499 7080 
48 20 21 21 20 49 41 41 44 49 584 
30 24 26 25 24 59 42 40 37 25 421 
10 5 5 5 5 12 20 20 20 20 192 
88 49 52 51 49 120 103 101 101 94 1197 
596 284 281 282 284 496 543 501 461 405 5883 
63 24 24 26 26 57 60 69 54 64 770 
93 35 39 41 38 111 72 84 90 69 1018 
212 69 36 57 34 68 599 
50 6 15 19 3 16 31 151 
31 5 31 10 184 
449 134 114 148 132 178 132 169 243 133 2722 
147 150 167 134 152 318 411 332 218 133 272 
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Capital 
The two types of capital which were distinguished in the progranuning 
analysis were long- term capital and short-term production capital . Capital 
was assumed to be non- limiting as long as it returned a minimum of 6% on 
each dollar invested . 
Source and Nature of Data 
It was necessary to consult a wide variety of sources to obtain the 
necessary input- output coefficients and operational costs used in both the 
capital budgeting sections and the linear programming model . The primary 
sources for the various categories of data used are given below . 
Present farm situation 
The main source of background data for this study was previous linear 
programming models developed for the Taylor County Test Farm by Gerald 
Schluter (45), Research Associate at Iowa State University . Additional data 
on costs and crop yields was obtained from Fran:<. W. Schaller (44), Extension 
Agronimist, Iowa State University, and f rom Jack Alexander (1), Farm Manager 
of the Agricultural Farm Foundation. 
~fachinery and equipment costs 
The costs fo r new equipment were obtained from manufacturer's suggested 
list prices . The initial costs for various machinery systems are presented 
in Appendix B, Tables31 -4 8 . The initial prices were adjusted to include 
necessary "optional" equipment, delivery charges, and 3% sales tax. The 
values for used equipment were estimated from the remaining farm values 
formulas published by the American Society of Agricultural Enginee rs (~2) . 
The data used in estimating the variable costs of machinery operation 
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were adapted from field studies by Wysong , University of Maryland (62); 
Kline, Unive r sity of Virginia (29); Gross, University of California (14); 
Thorfinnson, University of Nebraska (51); Stevens , D., Universi~y of 
Wyoming (49); and c1oore , University of Ohio (38); and from estimates of 
machinery costs by Van Arsdall , Universi t y of Illinois (56); and Larson, 
Kansas State University (31) . 
The data used in estimating l abor r equir ements for forage harvesting , 
handling , and feed ing systems was obtained in part from the studies cited 
above . Data was also obtained from es tima t es by Van Arsdall (58) , and from 
studies by Johnson, University o f Minnesota (28); Kleis , Michigan State 
University (30) ; and Bortfield , Kansas State University (5) . The labor re -
qu irernen ts for the p r esent forage harvesting system were used as obtained 
1 
from the operator of the Taylor County Test Farm. 
Cost of feed storage and beef handling facilities 
The silo costs presented in Appendix A are the estimated installed 
costs based on 1967 dealer quoted prices
2 
and f rom studies by Wysong (62), 
Kline (29), and from estimates by the author . The data fo r feed lot con-
struction costs was based on estimates by Van Arsdall (55, 58) . Additiona l 
data used to determine operational costs and input- output coefficients was 
obtained from studies by Hunter , Economic Research Se~ice (26); McCoy, 
Kansas State Universi ty (34); and Hoglund , Michigan State University (19, 
20) . 
1 
Donald Hinton, Conway, Iowa. Labor requirements. Private com-
munication. 1966. 
2
Iowa Silo Company , Des Moines , Iowa . Silo price list. Private com-
munication . 1966 . 
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The feed requirements for the various beef cattle activities wer e 
based on net energy values as given by Nelson Gay , Extension, Iowa State 
University (10) . Also recommendations by the National Research Council (40) 
and studies by Jacobs, Iowa State University (27), and Hunsley , ~ al ., 
Iowa State University (24 , 25) we::e used . 
Prices 
The ~~~ces Utie~ fo~ che slaughter cattle activities were t aken from 
Chicago average ~onthly quotations fo r a specific grade , weight , and class 
of livestock over tl--.e period from 1955- 66 . The average selling price was 
reduced by $1. per cwt . to an Omaha equi valent. An additional $ . 50 per 
cwt . was deduct:ed fo r marketing charges . The prices used fo r feede r cattle 
wer e t aken from Omaha moni::hly averages for weight , gr ade , and class of 
livestock from 1955- 1966 (52 , 53, 54) . Again a $ . 50 per cwt . marketing 
charge was leveled against the purchase or sale of al l feede r c attle . 
The corn price used was t he average annual price for Iowa between the 
years 1955 - 1966 (42) . 
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PROCEDURE FOR ANALYSIS 
The comparative profitabi lity of various corn silage and meadow har -
ve::iting systems is emphasizl..!d in this study . 
Th~ study utilizes both linear progra:n:ning and capital budgeting pro-
ced~res to de:~rmine the most profitable fo r age system and the optimum size 
of each forage system subject to institutional restrictions on total land , 
labor, and capital . . 
The analysis leading to the linear programming study of the forage 
handling systems is pr esented in three parts . First , the me t hod used to 
incor?orate long- term c apit a l investments into the linear programming mode l 
is explained . Next , a budgeting procedur e is us ed to provide an illustra-
tion of the unit costs o f possible alterna tive forage systems and to p ro-
vide a basis for selecting those systems to be studied in a linear program-
ming model . Following the budget ing se ction is a description of the sys -
tems sel ected fo r the linear progranu~ing model and a description of the 
variable costs and input- output coe f f icients used in the linear programming 
model. 
The results and conclusions of the ana l ys i s a re presented in t he f inal 
par t of the study . 
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INCORPORATION OF INVES'D1ENT CAPITAL INTO THE 
LINEAR PROGRA.'1MING "'.'10DEL 
A proof of the modified simplexalgorithm will not be pr esented here . 
For illustrated applications of and for a rigorous proof of the simplex 
algorithm, the reader is referred to publications by Beneke (4), Heady (15) 
and Dorfman (8) . 
The criteria for determining an optimal investment are conceptually 
the same fo r the farm planner as they are for individuals, corporations, or 
governnents outside the agricultural sector . 
In the review of studies concerning the optimal investment decision , 
it should be noted that most of the procedures used a budgeting technique 
to determine the expected cash flows forthcoming from undertaking various 
investment projects . This in part ignores the impact of investment on the 
present structure of the fir:n, or it implies that the firn can obtain all 
the resources required to implement and operate new projects at some speci -
fied cost . It would seem that the farm planner might reasonably want to 
evaluate a given investment in terms of its impact on the present farm 
structure . For example, the returns from a particular investment will de -
pend in part upon the opportunity cost of the land, labor, and capital r e -
sources it requires . Thus , the value of an investment to an individual 
planner depends on the ability of the investment to increase expected cash 
flows relative to the cost of the investment . 
Many types of investments are indivisible, that is they must be under-
taken in terms of discrete units . Where investments are characterized by 
indivisible units , the planner must regard the investment as an all or 
19 
nothing dec i sion . With other types of investment decisions, the s i ze of 
the investment pro jec t is a lso variable. Such is the case with storage 
c apacity , with pasture r enova tion, and with feedlo ts where the number of 
cattle to be fed is variable. When the size o f the investment is variable , 
the operator must make t wo decis ions: (1) f irst, the ove r a ll decision on 
whether to invest a t al l and (2) secondly, if he does decide to inves t , he 
must decide upon the optimal size of investment project. 
The pro f it maximizing criteria f or the firm facing multiperiod produc-
tion decisions are presented in a rigorous mathemati cal formula tion by 
Henderson and Quandt (18, p. 240- 252) . Briefly, these f irst order condi -
tions require (1) t hat for any two products, the r ate of product trans for-
mation be equa l to the ratio of their discounted prices, (2) that f or any 
two inputs , the rate of technica l substitution be equal to the ratio of 
their discounted prices, and (3) that f or any input, i t s discounted ma rginal 
value produc t be equal to its discounted price on the marke ting date . Addi -
tional second order conditions r equir e tha t the appropriate bordered Hessian 
determinants alternate in sign (18 , p . 242) . 
When the f irm is making investment decisions over time and if the firm 
desires to maximize the present value of ne t sales on the t 'th mar keting 
date , and if t he investment f unction is continuous , then the f irm wil l con-
• 
tinue to invest until the internal r a t e of return from production is equal 
to the market rate of interes t. If a maximum is to be assured, the second 
order conditions require that all internal rates of return must be decreas -
ing (18, p. 246) . 
These conditions are se t f orth in a theorem by Masse (33 , p. 27): 
"Theorem - a t the optimum, that is when the total discounted 
20 
p~·ofit is .-:it a m.-:iximrn .. , th~ m.:i.rginal rate of return is equal 
tu the m:i.rk\;!t interest rat~ . " 
:~e invcst~ent criterion can be put in terms of li~ear constraints and 
ad~pt~d to linear prograrr.:ning . The sta~dard linear programming problem is 
commonly stated 
n 
M:i.x .r ..
1 
c .x. 
J= J J 
S..ibje-:t to La . . X. < b. 
1.J J - J 
X 
. th .. . :::: J act ivity 
J 
C. net returns per unit of 
J the jth activity 
b. a vecto r of resources 
J 
t 0 :: the i· th a .. = amoun _ resource re -
iJ quired by the jth activity . 
In a ~odificacio~ of the ?rograrrnning models deveLoped by Charnes (6) 
a~d by Weingartner (59) , if it is assur:ied that unli~ited borrowing or lend -
ing can occur over a time horizon extending from the p r esent moment to .some 
future time T and technology and resource supplies remain fixed until time 
T, th~n the annual model can be modified to maximize discounted profits 
over a time horizon . 
In this c ase the ffiOdel can be stated as 
n T - t ~fax ~ - c. (1-rr) X. \-here C.X. is a vector of long j=l t~l J J ca~ital term 
n 
Subject to }' a .. X. <· j=l - o. 1. J J J 
T~e above formulation calls for the use of discounting to the present 
all future costs and revenues . Where costs, revenues , and technology arc 
assumed constant over a time horizon, then each C. in the model c an readily 
J 
be discounted and 1::xpressed in a lump sum present value form where 
T - t 
PV . = C.X. z1 (l+r) . CJ J J t= 
T 
Sinc e the term t~l (1-rr) - t is the sum of a geometric series , the term 
21 
1 - (l+r) - n 
can be rewritten as - -
r 
\.Jhich is present value of an annuity of n 
years at interest rate r. The co~~on notation for the present value of an 
annuity lasting for n years ac interest rate r would be A n r 
back into the present value formula we have the j th activity 
PV . 
CJ 
C.X. A 
J J n r 
1 
multiplying both sides by A we obtain 
c.x. 
J J 
1 
PV . A 
CJ 11. r 
n r 
Substituting 
Where a given C represents an invescment cost extending over the plan-
ning horizon , t he investment costs, denoted CI can be converted to a str eam 
of equal annual payments which will amortize the investment over the plan-
ning horizon . The annual payment , per collar invested , CI is 
1 (Present discounted Investment cost) 
A 
n r 
If we let X_ be an activity which borrows long term capital in the 
1 
linear progr amming model, the profit maximizing level of long t erm invest -
ment can be determined by the use of an annual programming model which can 
be expressed as 
n 
~ax .L1 C.X. - CIXI J= J J 
n 
Subject to . L.1 a . . X. J= l.J J 
where CI 
1 
A 
n r 
X. > 0 
J 
x > 0 I -
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Stat..:!d in this manner the linear programming model will continue to 
uti lize long term capital until the returns from a given investment no 
longer exceed the cost of that investment . 
Thus, maximizing the difference betwee-:i the sum of discounted net 
r evenues over the planning horizon and init i al investment cost is equiva-
lent in terms of optimum investment to maximizing the difference be t ween 
nee annual revenue and the annual amortized investment cost . 
The above procedure wi ll yield optimum sized investment and maxi mize 
discoun~ed profits if 
1 . All annual costs and returns remain constant over the plan-
ning period. 
2 . Unlimited borrowing can occur in all periods over the p l an-
ning horizon as long as it yields a previously speci f i ed 
rate of return . 
3 . The investment combinations given by alternative pr ogr arrnni ng 
solutions are distinct and separate . 
When the above restr~ctions are met, the annua l char ge fo r inves t ment 
capital becomes a function of the rate of interest and t he per i od of i nvest -
ment recovery or obsolesence . 
Choice of the pl anning horizon 
The annui cy concept used here allows the operator to repay the cost of 
any investment over the planning horizon . The model assumes perfect cer-
tainty over the planni ng horizon . Increasing the length of the planning 
horizon increases the amount of uncertainty ar ising from particular inves t -
~ent s beconing obsolete. For this reason , if a par ticular inves t ment has 
no resale value , an operator might reasonably want to be certain that a 
23 
particular investment project was paid for before the life of that invest -
ment expired . Thus , a planning horizon could reasonab ly be shorter than the 
lite of an investment . 
r 
tr.e annual charge per dollar invested, 1 _ (l + r) - n , decreases a t a 
dec r easing rate and approaches the rate of interest r asymptot ica lly as n 
becomes infinitely iarge . This relationship is shown pictorially in Figure 
7 . 
T'.1us, when the r ate of interest is 6%, a 30- year investment could be 
paid for in 15 years with an annual payment of $ . 10296 per dolla r inves ted . 
Alternatively, an extension of the planning perioc from 15 to 30 yea rs 
would low0r the .:innu.:!l per- dollar charge on long term investment capital 
f r om $ . 10296 to $ . 07165 . The increased use of long term capital by such an 
extension of the planning period would be at the increased risk of obsoles -
cence . 
Where a particular item has a resale value , this r esale value can be 
discounted and deduc r. ed when the present discounted invesr.ment cost is 
determined . 
The annual charge on long term investment: is approximately the same as 
given by the rule - of - thum~ whe r e strai ght line d~precia tion is assumed and 
inter est is charged on one- half the initial investment . 
The long ten-:i capital coe ff icients we re incorporated into the progr am-
ming model in the fol l owing manner : 
l . A 15- year planning horizon was selected . It assumed that the 
ann~al returns will be constanc up to that date and will be 
zero upon the termination of the 15- yea r period . The annual 
charge on each dollar invested is $ . 10296 . This assumes a 
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1 . 06000 l . 12679 11 . 08500 
. 54544 ·2 . 11928 12 . 08304 
. 37411 3 . 11296 13 . 08128 
. 28859 4 . 10758 iL:- . 07968 
. 23739 5 . 10296 15 . 07823 
. 20336 6 . 09895 16 . 07690 
. 17913 7 . 09544 17 . 07569 
. 16104 8 . 09235 18 . 07459 
. 14702 9 . 08962 19 . 07358 
. 13587 10 . 08718 20 . 07265 
Figure 7 . Annual cost per dollar i'1itial investment when the ra t e oi 
interest is 6% ~nd the r epayment period var ies f rom 1 t o 30 
years 
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perfe ctly competitive capital market with a cons tant rate 
of inte r es t over the 15 year amort i za tion period . 
2. For accounting pu rpose s, two types of capita l were dis -
t inguished , p roduc tion capital (annual) and long- term 
capita l. Production c apital is defined as that capital 
which is used fo r those expenditures which occur on an 
annual basis . These annua l expenditures include expendi -
ture for fertilizer , f ue l, repairs, hired l abor, taxes , 
etc . Conversely, long- t e rm capital is us ed here for those 
expenditures which occur on a l ess - than-annual basis . Long-
t e rm c apital would be used f or such items as silage storage, 
feedlot capacity, pasture renovation, e tc . 
The act ivity which supplies the long- t erm c apita l i s unbounded but has 
a c -row value of -.10296. The activity which requires the long- term capital 
has a coefficient in the long term capital row which corresponds to the 
present cost of the investment . The c - row v a lue of the long-term capital 
using act ivity includes only annual opera ting expenses in addition to t axes 
and insurance, but it is exclusive of long-te rm capital charges . However, 
6% i nterest is charged on the annual expenses . For purposes of illustra-
tion, a skeleton model depicting investment in an earthen trench silo is 
presen ted in Figure 8 . 
The second step is to de t e rmine the profit ability of the v a rious in-
vestment combinations . The simplest procedure is co adjust the various 
program values by subtracting the annual f ixed costs . These fixed costs 
include the annual cha r ge on f ixed investment c apital . The adjust ed program 
values c an be compared with the v alue of a base program. Theoret ically , 
Prod . Cap . 
L . T . Cap . 
Silo Fill . 
Silage Feed 
C- Row 
Earthen 
trench 
silo 
. 87 
2 . 47 
1. 
- . 9 
-. 87 
?' _o
Activities 
Borrow long 
term capital 
- 1. 
- . 10296 
Borrow production 
capital 
- 1. 
- . 06 
Figure 8 . General form of the linear progra~.ming model used to determine 
the optimum level of silage capacity 
the investment combination which gave the gr eater amount of annual profits 
would be chos en . 
Treat~ent of Decreasing Average Cost Activities 
Nany types of agricultural investments are characterized by economies 
of scale , that is the larger the operation the lower become the average 
costs of production . Common examples considered in this study are feedlots 
and silage storage . 
With silage storage in particular, although the average cost per ton 
of storage declines as the size of the silo increases, the total cost per 
ton of storage increases at a relatively constant rate . 
When the total cost of the silo is regressed on the capacity of the 
silo, a linear investment equation of the form y = a+ bX is obtained . 
Then, the investment cost can be divided into two parts as follows : 
Ini tial investment = constant cost + (cost per added ton) (number of 
tons) . 
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For example, the following total ir.vcstment cost (T . I.C . ) equation was 
. l 
obtained from price estimates supplied by the silo manufacturer : 
T.I . C. = $1,194 . 12 + $7.621X 2 R = . 93591. 
When formulated in th~s manner, the ap?ropriate cost to consider when deter -
mining the optimal size on an investment is the cost of incrementing the in-
vestment activity . This cost is ~iv2n by the slope of the total investment 
cost iur.ction . The constant or intercept term becomes a long run "fixed 
cost" which is subtracted from the final value of the program . Since this 
is by nature a fixed cost, it does not influence theoptimal size of the in-
vest:nent project. The fixed cost does become relevant in the final decision 
regarding the overall profitability of a given project . 
If the linear equation gives an acceptable fit to the actual cost data 
over the planning range, investment projects can readily be evaluated in a 
linear programming model . If the total cost were increasing at an increas -
ing ra-.:e, this could also be handled in a linear programming framework by 
the use of upper bounds on investment activities. When the total cost rune-
tion is i~creasing at a decreasing rate, the marginal cost curve would have 
a negative slope, and the programmer w.Juld be c~:tfronted with problems of 
decreasing marginal cost . The procedure used here is valid for cases where 
the marginal cost curve is horizontal or upward sloping . The procedure 
would not be valid for cases where the marginal cost curve is sloping down-
ward . 
1 
See Table 32 ior more detailed information . 
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Budgeting Analysis of Forage Systems 
In the subsequent linear probrarr~ing mod8l, only the variable costs 
are included. The to~al fix ed costs are subtracted only f rom the final 
solution. Tnis section on cost bud5eting is included to provide additional 
i:tfor:nation with respect to "economies of scale" or the spreading of fixed 
costs. 
The capital budgeting procedure will give the least cost method of 
accor.i?lishing certain for~ge operations a:'l.d provide a means of compari ng 
closely competitive forage systems . However, the capital budgeting p roce -
dure is limited in that it does not consider the opportunity costs of all 
the resources used in the a:'l.alysis . For this reason, the least cost system 
as given by a budget i r.g analysis may not be the system which maxir:iizes farm 
profit s . Therefore, certain forage systems will be evaluated by through 
both a budg~ting and a linear programming analysis . The budgeting procedure 
is used first to eliminate those forage systems which are obviously non-
competitive and to provide a means for selection of forage systems for a 
li:'l.ear p rogr am:ning analys is. 
Tne following fo r age systems were considered : 
Corn silag..: sys t ems . Both Ovmed and custom hi r ed equipment were con-
sidered in connection with the following storage and distri bution systems . 
(1) Horizonta: silo with silage unloaded from t he silo with a 
tractor scoop and 
(a) silage fed from a tractor drawn wagon with a nand scoop 
(b) silage fed using a self- unloading forage wagon and fence -
line bunk . 
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(2) Concre~e scave tower silo ~ith unloader where 
(a) silage was fed from a tractor drawr. wagon with a hand 
scoop 
(b) silage was distributed with an augcr conveyor system 
(c) silage was fed with a self- unloading wagon . 
:!eadow harvesting systems . 
(1) Present hay harvesting system using a round baler, hand labor 
to haul and store bales . A tractor and wagon is used in 
feeding . 
(2) Semi - actomated hay system using a baler with bale thrower, 
hay condition.:r, and mow conveyor . A tractor drawn wagon is 
t.:.;,ed :.n feE:ding . 
(3) Wilted grass silage system with concrete stave tower silo, 
st...rface '1nloader wh1::n 
(a) sila~e is fed using an auger conveyor system 
(b) silage is fed using a self- unloading fo r age wagon . 
Dete~inacion of annual fixed costs 
Tne annual capital charge was determined ~Y awort izing the discounted 
investmenc cost over a 15- year planning period at a 6% rate of inte r est . 
l'he present discou~ted investment cost is defined as the initial cost of an 
investment plus the discounted value of all future costs . If an asset 
(such as a machine) could conceivably be sold for cash at the end of the 
?eriod, the prese~t discounted investnent cost (P.D . 1 . C. ) is 
? . D. 1 . C. = Initial cost - (Resale value) (1 . 06) - 15 
The resale value for equipment was estimated by assuming straight line 
devaluation over the life of the asset with a salvage value equal to 10% of 
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the origin.:Jl cost.. When the cxpectl.!<l life of a capital asset fell short of 
the planning horizon, the P . D. I.C . was expanded to include the present dis -
count.Gd r eplacement cost of that asset . 
·1 
P.D.I.C. =Initial ~ l + (1-.1) (l.06) -t - resale value 15 
cost at end of (1 . 06)-
L period j 
where t = year of replacement 
All machinery prices were assumed to remain constant over the planning per-
iod . Again the annual capital cost was obtained by amortizing the P . D.I . C. 
over the planning period . 
An add i tional charge (2 . 25% of the initial cost) was made for taxes, 
insurance, and housing . 
Cost analys is of corn silage systems 
When considering a corn silage system , the operator must decide upon 
the type of harvesting equipment , the type of storage faci lity and the 
method of feeding which will be the most p rofitable . 
Silo tyµes The following silage storage facili ties were consid·ered : 
1 . Concrete stave upright silo . 
2 . Concrete bunker silo . 
3 . Trench silo with concrete floor, earth walls . 
4 . Unlined earthen trench silo . 
The es timated initial and present discounted construction cost for the 
a lternative silo types are presented in Table 3 . All s ilos were assumed to 
have a life of 15 years or less. The present discounted investment cost was 
determined by discounting back to the present all future replacement costs . 
The annua l cost was determined by amortizing the present discounted invest-
ment cost over the 15 yea r planning period . 
3i 
By inspection o; the annual costs presented in Table 3, it is evident 
that the earthen - trcr.ch silo would always be the least cost means of silage 
storage . 
1 
Ifa mini~al value of $6 . 91 per ton is placed on corn silage and 
if the horizontal silo were charged with a 10% stor age loss, then the up-
right silo would become a more economical means of silage storage afte r 730 
t:ons of silage were fed annually . 111is analysis is based on the assumpt i on 
chat all silo costs are r ecovered over a 15 year period with 6% interest 
bein;; charged on the unpaid balance. 
Eo Liprnent ownership The i nvestment costs and annual fixed costs for 
corn silage systems fo r owner one and two - row equipment or for custom hired 
equip~ent for harvesting and hand feeding of corn silage are presented in 
Table 4 . 
If the operator has sufficient tractor poNer to handle the equipment, 
t:he two - row harvester becomes nore economical than one row equipment if more 
than 200 tons of silage are harves~ed on an annual basis . However, the cus -
tom hi:::-ing of equipment: would be more economical than machine ownership un-
less 975 tons or mo:::-e oi corn silage are harvested and fed on an annual 
basis . This analysis does not allow fo r field losses arising from late cut -
ting \·.rhich would justify ownership when fewer tons of silage were fed on an 
annual basis . 
Methods of distribution Some method of unloading silage from scar-
age, either a tractor s coop or a surface unloader, was assumed f or all sys -
teras . 
1 
- This is the net cost of replacing the corn gr ain 
silage. 
lost in the spoiled 
Tn b 1 P 3. Cs Li ma tNl constn1<'Lion and nnnual cnpil a l for a 1 Lerna t: i v c· s ilo 
a 
cost s Lypcs 
Inil l.;i 1 constn1cl inn Prest nt discounLul Annual capj l:al 
cos l i nvc· R l nicn l cosL cos Ls 
Type of s ilo pc• r years 
added U Sl f ul per add ed 
fix eel ton life fixe<l Lon fixed per ucldC'd Lon 
Cone re Le slave 1194 . 7 . 62 15 1214 . 78 7.62 123.98 . 77 
uprigh t silo 
wiLhout: roof or 
unlondcrb 
llori zon t a l silos 
Earthen trenchc . 68 3 2 . lf 7 . 25 
Earthen tri;,nch, 2 . 58 5 5.98 . 61 
cenwnl floor 
Woo cl \•1a 11ed bunker 457.92 LL 69 15 457 .9 2 LL 69 47 . lit . 48 
s:ilo wilh cement 
fl oorcl 
a1~c ini tia l construc Lion costs arc pre sented in Lh c form of simp l e linear regression cq11atio~s . 
bFina l installed cosl . Sec Tahle 32 for additiona l i nformation . 
c $ 1 f Assumed that bulJ dozer and opcra lo1- arc h ired at 16 . 50 pe r hour and t hat 11 cubic yarc s o 
e«rth are moved pe r hour . 
dCa l cu l nLion by use o[ n ·grcs s ion ana lysi s on cost da t a publi sl1e<l by Wysong (G2) . 
:...; 
1...: 
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Table! 4 . ?..:r unit costs of h.:irv0stin0 co.:.-n silage by owned one row o:: t;-10 
row ~quipmL!nt as comp.:ir~d to custom hiring of two- row equipment 
~fc: tho<l 
Custom O;med 0;.med 
Equip:nent hir.:::d one- row two- row 
equipme:i.t equipment 
Initial investment: $640 . 00a $5216 . 00b $5410 . oob 
? . D. I.C . 631. 46 6355 . 81 6602 . 79 
Annual fixed cost 79 .41 771.76 801. 57 
Variable cost ?er toil l.17c _?d . .) _ . 43c 
Xo . tons fod annually Average total cost ?er t on 
0 79 . ·U 771.76 6602 . 79 
50 2 . 75 15 . 95 16 . 45 
100 1.% 8 . 23 8.44 
150 1. 69 5 . 67 5 . 77 
200 1. 56 4 . 38 4 . 43 
250 1 . l,.8 3 . 67 3 . 63 
300 1.43 3 . 09 3 . 10 
350 1 . 39 2 . 73 2 . 72 
400 1. 37 2 . 45 2 . 43 
450 i.. 34 ? ? '· - . _..,.. 2 . 21 
500 1. 33 2 . 06 2 . 03 
550 1. Ji 1. 92 i. 83 
600 1. 30 1.81 1. 76 
650 1. 29 l. 71 1. 66 
700 1. 28 l. 62 l. 57 
750 1. 27 i.5L,. 1.49 
800 1 . 26 1.48 1.42 
aTa~en from Appendix n, Table 34 . 
b . 
Estimated f ina l cost obtained from prices supplied by Daulton Imple -
ment Co . , Ames , Iowa suggested retail p r ices . Private conununica tion . 
1967 . 
c 
See Table 5 . 
d 
Source : Van Arsdall, R. X. (56) . 
'J'ahlc 5 . Ope>l <: Ling costs , lahor rcqui.r(•mvnLs , ;ind v~riablc j11vv~Ll11c•n L costs requirl!cl for ;_ lLe;rnatiV(' 
corn sila£c harvcsl i ng and stor<1g0 sysLcms 
Syst('m 
Owned 2-ro.v Custom hired 
c-quj ptn1.•11t equipment 
/\cLiviLy in rnocle l P08 P09 PlO pl) P08 P09 PlO Pll 
Po l:t·n ti ci 1 corn yield 80 76 70 M 80 76 70 6L1 
Variable machiue cost: 1. 63 1. 5(i 1. 52 1. 49 12 . 50 12.00 11. 60 11 . 110 
per acre 
Value managcmc:nL l abor 2 . 62 ? . 55 2 . 5!+ 2 , /18 2.62 2 . 55 2 . 54 2 .!18 
Additional hired labor 1. 30 ] . 28 1. ?5 1. 22 
Short Lenn interest ( 6/.) . 33 . 3 2 . 32 . 31 . 95 . 91 . 88 . 87 
l oLnl wninblc cost/acre 5 . 88 5.71 5.63 5.50 16 . 07 15.Li6 15. 02 ll1 . 75 
Si 1:1gc yield (Lons) 
a l/1 . ] 11.11 12 . 3 11. 3 l lf . ] 13 . Lf 12 . 3 11 . 3 
Cos l per Lon $. l1? $ .113 $ . Li 6 $ . L1 9 $1 . 111 $1.167 $1 . 22 $1. 31 
a 
107 l o!1S. J\s Sllffi(' S S l Ol .1gc 
w 
~ 
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1'..lbl._ o. ,\nm:al stor.:igc cost fo: olti.::rnativ.:: silo types 
a 
Cost per added ton 
Lxpcct1.;:~ lif" (y._ars) 
Annu~l CJpital cost 
Taxes, ins4rance 
Hauling charge 
::'illi~!; cost 
Spoih.ge cost 
Interest on variable 
cost 
Aver~ge variable cost 
per ton 
Ea1.-~hcn 
trl.:nch 
$ . 68 
3 
. 25 
. 03 
. 34 
. 10 
1. 34 
. 03 
2 . 09 
aSee Table 3 for more detai:\.!d information . 
Silo type 
\·:ood 
r,w 11 cd 
bunker 
$4 . 65 
15 
. 48 
. 06 
. 3L,. 
. 10 
1. 34 
. 03 
2 . 35 
Concretl.: 
s Lav<:: 
upright 
$9 . 03 
15 
. 95 
. 11 
. 3L,. 
. 31 
. 67 
. 05 
2 . 43 
Tnr~.: methods of distribution were consider~d , a hand- scoop with a 
tracto-:- - drm·m wagon, a self- unloading forag~ wagor:, and an auger - conveyor 
syste'-1 . 7.r.e laccer system was consider~d only with the upright silo . For 
the pt:.~poses of the budget:ing analysis , one foot of bunk space was assumed 
- h?- - .. "dl ~or ~~c - · ~ tons o= s11age =e . The labor require~ents a~d variable coses 
for the ulternacive cis tribution sysce~s are presented in Table 7 . In the 
l.:sti~ation of variable costs, a 10% spoilage value was charged to :he up-
right: silo system and a 20% spoilage V.'.l.lue w:is charged to the horizontal 
silo syst\.!m . Corn silage was valueo at th e cost of t he c orn 
1 
The relationship between the quanticy ot torage fed and bunk space 
was t:.,:,l:C: only to provide a cor:-.parison bctw\.!en total feeding syste1::s . In 
the subs\.!quent li~ear proJramming mocte: , the bu~k requir ements were assumed 
to be a fu'-Ctio~ of number of livestock fed . 
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Table 7. Labor costs and operating expenses o f selected corn silage dis -
tribution systems 
Earthern trench 
silo using tractor 
scoop to unload silage 
hand self-unld . hand 
Concrete stave 
upright silo with 
surf ace unloader 
sel f auge r Method of 
distribution unloaded forage unloaded unloading conveyor 
wagon wagon wagon wagon 
Labor requireda 
(hours) 
Unload from s ilo . 07 . 07 . 16 . 16 . 16 
Move to bunks . 11 . 11 . 11 .11 
Unload into bunks . 65 . 11 .65 . 11 
Total hours . 83 .29 .92 . 38 . 16 
Variable costs (distribution) 
Value labor at $1 . 25 $ . 44 $1. 38 $ .57 $ . 24 
$1. 50 per hour 
Power . 39 . 39 . 67 . 39 .12 
Repai r s . 03 . 06 .04 . 07 . 07 
Total variable 1.67 . 89 2 . 09 1.03 .43 
distribution a cost 
Total variable cos t 
Distribution cost $1. 67 $ . 89 $2 . 09 $1.03 $ . 43 
Harvest costb .48 .48 . 48 . 48 . 48 
Storage cost c 2 . 09 2.09 2 . 43 2.43 2 .43 d Est imated bunk cost . 28 . 42 . 28 . 42 . 63 
Total 4.52 3 . 88 5 . 28 4 . 36 3 . 97 
aSummarized from studies by Kl i ne (29) and Wysong (62) and f r om esti-
mat es by Van Ar sdall (55) . 
bAdd $ . 74 per ton i f cus tom harvested. See Table 4 . 
c 
See Table 3 for additional information . 
d 
See Table 48 f or addi tional information. 
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Table s . Annual cost pur ton of corn silage harvested , s t or ed and fed by 
altcrnutive m"'thods 
Silo type Dirt tr<;!nc!-1 Concr~te stave upright 
Equipnent Custo;n Q,vncd Cuscom Owne:d 
He tho .... H.ind s .u.w. a Ha:ld s .u.w. Hand S . t: . W. A. C. 0 Hand s .u.w. A. C. 
o: dis:: . 
Xo . tons £.:;d 
an:-i~ . ...-lly 
50 7 .96 10 . 43 2:'.. . 53 23 . 66 15 . 54 17 . 90 15 .47 28 .42 30 . 38 31. 24 
:.vo 6 . 61 7.52 13 . 02 13.77 10 . 78 11 . 50 10 . 09 16 . o5 17 . 37 17 . 60 
150 G. lo 6.5o 10 . 19 10.47 9 . l.!,. 9 . 37 S . 30 13 . 00 13 . 03 13 .05 
200 5 . 94 6 . 07 8 . 77 8 . 83 S . 40 o . 30 7 .40 11. 07 10 . 86 iO . 78 
250 5 . 80 5 . 78 7 . 92 7.84 7 . 92 7 . 66 6 . 86 9 . 91 9 . 56 9 .42 
300 5 . 71 5 . 59 7 . 36 7 . 18 7 . 61 7 . 23 6 . 50 9 . 14 8 . 70 8 .51 
350 5 . 64 5 . 45 6 . 95 6 . 71 7 . 38 6 . 93 6 . 25 8 . 59 8 . 08 7 . 87 
4l 0 5 . 60 5 . 35 6.65 6 . 35 7 . 21 6 . 70 6 . 06 8 . 17 7 . ol 7 . 38 
.!,.50 5 . 56 5 . 2b r I , 0 . ....,. ... 6.08 7 . 08 6 . 50 5 . 91 7 . o5 7 . 25 7 . 00 
500 5 . 5.3 5 . 20 , ., ') o . __ 5.86 o . 97 6.3o 5 . 79 7 . 59 6 . 96 6 . 70 
550 5 . 51 5 . l5 6 . 07 5 . 68 6 . 8& 6 . 2o 5 . 69 7 . 38 6 . 73 6 . 45 
600 5 . 49 5 . 10 5.94 5.53 6 . 8:'.. 6 . 17 5 . 61 7 . 21 6 . 53 6 . 2L 
650 5 . 47 5 . 07 5 . 83 5 .40 6 . 75 b . 08 5 . 54 7 . 06 6 . 36 6 . 07 
700 5 . 45 5 . 04 5 . 74 5 . 29 6 . 70 6 .01 5 . 48 6 . 93 6 . 22 5 . 92 
750c 5 .44 5 . 0- 5 . 65 5 . 20 o . 82 6 . 12 5 . 59 6 . 98 6 . 26 5 . 95 
800 5 .42 4 . 98 5 . 5o 5 . 12 6 . 77 6 . 05 5 . 54 6 . 88 6 . 14 5 . 83 
850 6 . 72 5 . 99 5 . 49 6 . 78 6 . 04 5 . 72 
900 6 . 67 5 . 94 5 . 45 6 . 70 5 . 9L,. 5 . 62 
2
S .U.W. - self unloading forage wagon . 
b 
A. C. - auger conveyor system 
cTwo upright silos were assumed when 750 or more tons of silage wer e - ~ :::c ... . 
grain lost. 
The annual total cost per ton of silage harvested , stored and fed by 
alte'!:":lativc silage systerr.s is pres ... nted in Table S. In this analysis where 
labor co5tS arc consta~t and a mini~al val~e is placed on corn silabe, the 
eart!-.en trench silage system is more econo~icnl ::: .. '.m the upright silo (in 
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the range in which the d.'.lt.'.l is pres.cnted) . If the corn acreage were co be-
come a limiting factor in a progr.'.lmming analys is, the opportunicy cost of 
corn silage would rise and the upright silo system would become more com-
petitive with the earthen trench silo system . 
The ownershi.p of a self unloading forage wa.,;on and fence - line feed 
bunks becomesjustified over the hand unloaded wagon when 250 or more tons 
of silage are fed when the silage harvesting operation is custom hired . If 
the eqi.:ipment is ovmed , then the self-unloading forage wagon wou l d r e/ lace 
the hand unloaded wagon after 200 tons or more are fed on an annual basis . 
Within the range in which the data was ar.alyzed, toe auger conveyor 
system had slightly lower costs than the self- unloading fo::-age wagon i f 
equipment was custor.1 i1ired or after 200 tons of silage were fed if the har-
vesting equipment were owned . 
Meadow harvesting systens 
Four basic systems, three baled hay systems, and one wilted grass 
silage system,were considered . Because of the lack of data on spoilage 
values for wilted grass silage stored in horizontal silos, the horizontal 
silos were not considered in this analysis . However, the fixed cost rela-
tionships between the hori zontal and vertical silos wou l d be similar to 
those for corn silage . 
The variable costs and labor requirements for the alternative meadow 
harvesting systems for one, two, and three cuttings per acre are developed 
in Table 9 . Two types of labor, semi- skilled and unskilled labor were con-
sidered . The latter type of labor was used for handling bales, etc. but 
was ass~med to require supervision . In estimating variable costs, all 
labor was valued at $1.50 per hour. 
Table 9 . Labor requirements and variable costs for alternative meadow har-
vesting systems 
Activity in model P23 P24 P25 P26 P27 
Present hay system Custom swathed , 
one cut/ two cut/ three cut/one cut/ t:wo cut/ 
acre acre acre ac re acre 
Labor re<:_::__ ...__:enc s 
(per acre) 
manare::ient 1. 72 3 . 39 4 . 98 . 38 . 74 
hir .:i 2. 54 4 . 49 6 . 24 2 . 54 4 . 49 
total 4 . 26 7 . 88 11 . 22a 2 . 92 5 . 23 
Hours per ton 3 . 28a 3 . 43a 3.5la 2 . 24 2 . 27 
Tons per acre 1. 3 2 . 3 3 . 2 1. 3 2 . 3 
Value of mgt. labor at $1.50 2 .58 5 . 08 7 .47 . 57 1.11 
Value hired labor $1.50 3 . 81 6 . 73 9 . 36 3 . 81 6 . 73 
Total labor value 6 . 39 11 . 82 16 . 83 4 . 38 7 . 84 
Variable machine cost/ 
ac r e0 
mow and cond . $ . 70 $ 1. 36 $ 1. 97 
rake . 62 1.08 1. 57 
bal e 1. 86 3 . 58 5 . 20 12 . 30 23.98 
haul and store . 80 1.56 2 . 32 . 80 1. 56 
Total mach . cost 3.98 7 . 58 11.06 13 . 10 25 . 54 
Labor cost (above) 6 . 39 11 . 82 16. 83 4 . 38 7 . 84 
Total harvest expense 10 . 37 19 . 40 27 . 89 17 . 48 33 . 38 
Interest at: . 06% . 62 1.16 1. 67 1. 04 2 . 00 
Total 10 . 99 20 . 56 29 . 56 18 . 52 35 . 38 
Tot:al var . cost per ton 8 . 45 8 . 94 9 . 24 14 . 24 15.38 
Storage cost (per ton) 1. 30 1. 30 1. 30 1. 30 1. 30 
Dist . costs 
Var. exp . labor 1. 32 1. 32 1. 32 1. 32 1. 32 
mach . (t:ra . and wagon) . 90 . 90 .90 . 90 . 90 
Total var . cost per ton fed 11 . 97 12 . 46 12 . 76 17 . 76 18 . 90 
aDonald Hinton . Conway , Iowa. Labor r equi rement s . Priva t e connnuni -
cation . 1966 . 
bScmmarized from studies by Thorfinnson (51), Stevens (49), and from 
estimates by Van Arsdall (56) . 
cDerived from scudies by Thorfinnson (51), Stevens (49), Wysong (62) 
a7td from estimaces by Van Arsdall (55 , 56, 58) . All data was adjusted for 
field efficiencies as determined from time estimates suppl i ed by the farm 
operator . 
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PS3 P66 P67 P68 P76 P77 ?'>--'.> 
b ..:. l..1c Sc~i - auto~atcc b~le sys~em ~ilt~d gr ass silage sysce~ 
t hre2 cut/one cut/ '.:wo cut/ th-::-c.~ cut/ on~ ct.t/ two cu t/ three cut/ 
acre acre acre .:..ere acr1;; acre acre 
1.10 l. GS 3 . 28 4 . &0 2 . 05 .3 . 99 5 . 83 
6 . 2!. 1.17 2 . 29 3 . 35 . 63 l. 22 1. 78 
- . 34 ') . 5 . 57 o . 15 2 . o8 5 . 21 7 . 61 - · .::>'.) 
2 . 29c :l . 19c 2 .42 c -5C l. 87c l . 06c 2 . 16c - . .J 
3. 2 1. J 2 . J 3 . 2 1.43 2 . 53 3 . 53 
l. 65 2 . 51 4 . 92 7 . 20 3 . 07 5 . 98 8 . 74 
9 . 36 1. 75 3 . 43 5 . 02 . 94 1. 83 2 . 67 
11 . 0::. 4 . 27 8 . 36 12 . 22 4.02 7 . 81 11 .41 
$ 1.11 s 2 . 12 $ 3 . 07 $ 1.11 $ - . 12 $ 3 . 07 
. 62 l. OS 1. 57 . 62 1.08 1. 57 
35 . 67 1. 53 2 . 84 ..l . 12 2 . 02 4 . 26 6 . 17 
2 . 32 . 63 1. 22 1. 82 2 . 79 4 . 93 6 . 88 
37 . 99 3 . 89 7 . 26 9 . .J8 6 . 54 12 . 39 17 . 69 
ll . o: 4 . 27 8 . 36 12 . 22 4 . 02 7 . 81 11 .41 
49 . 0u 8 . 16 15 . 62 21. 80 10 . 56 20 . 20 29 . ::..0 
2 . 9..,. . 49 . 94 1 '"I 1 -. .) _ . 63 1. 2::. 1. 75 
s::. . 9L,. 8 . 65 l o .So 23 . ll 11.19 2::. . 41 30 . 85 
16 . 23 6. oS 7 . 20 7 . 22 7 . 82 8 . 46 8 . 73 
1. 30 1. 30 1. 30 1. 30 2 . 58 2 . 58 2 . 58 
1. 32 1. 32 1. 32 1. 32 . 26 . 26 . 26 
. 90 . 90 . 90 . 90 . 23 ? ... . _ .) . 23 
19 . 75 10 . 17 10 . 72 10 . 74 10 . 89 11 . 53 11 . 80 
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The fixed cos ts and equipment required for the sys t ems are contained in 
Appendix B, Tables 34- 37 . 
The initial investment for the present forage system was assumed equal 
to the estimat~d present resale of the equipment on hand . The cost of main-
taining the present system over the planning period was calculated by assum-
ing tha t each item of equipment wou ld be systematically r eplaced at the end 
of its remaining life by equipment which was equivalent in age and cost. 
Straight line devaluation was assumed . The P.D . I.C . was determined by dis-
counting back to the present all futur e replacement costs. The annua l c ap i -
ital cost was determined by amortizing the P.D . I.C. over the planning hori-
zon . The annual charges for taxes, insurance and housing were set at 2 . 25% 
of the current value . To provi de a comparison between the alternative 
meadow harvesting systems, all costs were converted to cost- per- ton of 90% 
dry matter alfalfa- brome equivalent (Table 9) . The per- unit costs for the 
alternative meadow harvesting, storing and feeding systems a r e presented in 
Table 10 . In making the cost comparis ons, it was assumed that each acre 
would be harvested two times . No charge was leveled against the baled hay 
systems for forage lost in harvesting. (A measure of forage loss in har-
vesting and storing will be given implicitly by the linear progranuning 
model . ) However, it was assumed that a 10% increase in yield would be ob-
tained by use of a wilted grass silage system. 
When all labor is non- limiting at $1 .50 per hour , the least cost 
method of harves ting , storing and feeding meadow crops would be with the pres -
ent hay system if mor e than 50 but less than 450 tons of hay were fed on an 
annual basis . The semi- automated bale system would then become the least-
cost method of forage handling through the maximum project ed production 
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T3ble 10 . Annu31 unit cost per ton of 90% dry matte r hay equiva l ent har -
v~sted , stored and fed by a lternative meadow harvesting methods 
when each acre is cul two times 
Total annual 
fixed cosc 8 
Variab l e cost 
per tonb 
Number tons 
fed annually 
0 
50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
Present 
hay 
system 
$266 .18 
$ 12 . 46 
266 . 13 
17 . 78 
15 . 12 
14 . 23 
13 . 79 
13 . 52 
13 . 35 
13 . 22 
13 . 12 
13 . 05 
12 . 99 
Bal.::!d hay 
sys tens 
Custom 
S1v.1thc!d 
and 
baled 
$70 . 85 
$18 . 90 
70 . 85 
20 . 32 
19 . tl 
19 . 37 
19 . 25 
19 . lS 
19 . 14 
19 . lO 
19 . 08 
19 . 06 
19 . 04 
Wilted 
silage 
Semi- Concrete 
automdted Self 
bale unld . 
system wagon 
$1056 . 20 $1615 . 38 
$ 10 . 72 $ 12 . 85 
1056 . 20 16 15 . 38 
31 . 84 45 . 16 
21. 28 29 . 00 
17 . 76 23 . 61 
16 . 00 20 . 92 
14 . 94 19 . 8lc 
14 . 24 18 . 64 
13 . 74 17 . 82 
13 . 30 17 . 20 
13 . 07 16 . 71 
12 . 83 16 . 33 
a 
See Tables 36 through 37 for additiona l information . 
bTaken f rom Table 9 . 
cTwo silos wer e assumed at this point . 
r ange oi 500 tons . 
grass 
sys terns 
stave silo 
auger 
conveyor 
$1325 . 60 
$ 11. 53 
1325 . 60 
38 . 04 
24 . 79 
20 . 37 
18 . 16 
17 . 32c 
16 . 36 
15 . 67 
15 . 15 
14 . 75 
14 . 42 
If labor or fo rage r espectively become more limiting , the semi -
au tomat ed bale system or the wilted ~rass silage system could be expected 
co become mor e competitive relative t o the present hay syste~ . ~~ile the 
~ore ~echa~iz~d sys t ens require fewer total hours of labor per ton o= hay , 
a r.igher propo rtion of this labor mus t be semi- skilled . For this reason 
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the semi- automated bale system or the wilted grass silage system will re-
liev2 a shortage of unskilled labor mor e than a shortage of 
labor . 
skilled 
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L 11\'EAR PROG1W!MING ~!ODEL 
Systems Considc~~d 
Each of the forage systems analyzed in the linear p r ogramming model 
has it,.; own particular fixed and variable costs . B'"cause the fixed costs 
are subtracted after the maximum income plan as given by the modified sim-
plex algorithm, .::ach forage syste:n must be treato3d as a cistinct and separ -
ate investment decision . While a given systtm way contain several harvest -
ing methods , the col l ection of these harvesting methods will give a unique 
set of :ixed investment costs which are subtracted fron the progr am value 
for each system. 
The following forage systems were selected for the linear programmi ng 
ana lysis : 
System I 
This is the present forage ha~vesting system . Basic equi pment in-
eludes a. round baler, seven- foot mower, side r ake , two wagons, and a bale 
elevat or . The labor r equirements for harvesting and storing the hay are 
3 . 28, 3. 43, and 3 . 51 hours per ton when one acre is harvested one , two , and 
thr ee tiT.eS . Yne vari able costs are those given in Table 9 . The f ixed 
coses for System I are given in Table lla . The average t o t al annual per 
unit costs will be similar to those given in Table 10 . 
Syste:::l II 
In System II, a corn silage harvesting operation can be used to sup-
?le:r.e:1t or r eplace t he pr esent hay harvesting system . Corn silage is cus -
tom ::i.arvestcd and stor ed in a dirt trench silo . It is assumed that a t;wo -
row silage h arves ter , a t r actor and cwo wagons and one man will be custom 
T<iblc J L1. Annual fixC'll c0st:s for <1 ll tcrnc1livl' f0rng0 syslvms 
Feed proccssing
8 
h 
Feed l c1 l 
Meadow lrnrvcs ting 
cq u i p•·1cn t 
Corn silHgc harvest-
i ng equipment 
Tolal annw1 l fixed 
COfl 
I 
695 . 76 
58 . 08 
266 . 18 
J0 20 . 02 
aSourcc : Arne, ll . (2) . 
IT Ill 
695 . 76 695.76 
58.08 58.08 
266 . 18 1056.20 
290 . 82 
13] 0. 8/1 1810.05 
bSce Table 31 for more detai led infonnntion. 
System 
I V 
695 . 76 
58 . 08 
1056.20 
290 . 82 
2100 . 87 
v VJ VlI 
----
695 . 76 695.76 695 . 76 
58 . 08 58.08 58 . 08 
62 . 08 1446 .1 2 l L1% . 12 
1363 . 31 81. 26 
?179 . 21+ 2199.97 228J.23 +' 
Ln 
Table l lb . Maximum hours of oper ator l abor avai lable by period and maximum hours of semi- skilled 
l abor wh i ch can be hired for each per ioda 
Oper ator Hiring Max . 
Month Row Amt . Act . hours 
J anuary R06 185 P41 209 
February R07 195 P44 209 
March RO B 233 P46 220 
Apr il Rll 288 P30 220 
May Rl 2 310 P35 236 
June I R09 156 P84 128 
June II RlO 153 P85 128 
J ul y I Rl3 154 P80 128 
July II Rl4 156 P86 128 
August Rl5 254 P87 236 
September Rl6 307 P7 8 236 
Oc t ober Rl7 259 P79 242 
November Rl8 21 9 P88 228 
December Rl9 196 P47 209 
8nonald Hi nton . Conway , I owa . Labor requi rements . Privale conununication . 1966 . 
.t-
0\ 
t..7 
hirca . The 3dditional labor and ~quipmcnt u~cd ~n feeding and storind sil -
~g~ is turnish~d by the op~racor . A s~lf-unloading forage wagon is used in 
~ceding . The variJble costs for silag~ harvesting ar~ given in Table 5 . 
The fix20 costs for the corn silag~ operation are presented in Table lla . 
Svstem III 
This system uses the scni-auto:nated bal~ combination . Basic equipment 
consists of a seven- foot r:iower, hay crush"r, side rake, baler with thrower , 
two \.J~.;,ons , a:id bale elevator with mow conveyor . The labor requirc::ients 
and v~ri~ble coses are pres~nt~d in Tubl~ 9 . Tnc fixed costs are given 
in Tab 1 e 11 a . The averabc tot ... l a:::ma~ per unit costs are gi ven in 
Ta:,le ..... 0 . 
Syster.i IV 
No corn silage activitit:..s were a:!. lowed in Syster:l III . 
In System IV corn silage could sup?lement or could substitute for the 
sc:ni- automated hay harvesting operations descri bed i n Sys t em III . The corn 
silage activities are the same for System IV as described fo r System II . 
The rix~d costs are gi ven in Table lla . 
Svsccn V 
In System V em?hasis is placetlon corn silage harvesting . It is 
assur.,..;d t:"lat two- row harvesting equipment would be owned . Silage is stor ed 
in a concrete stave upright silo, and an au~~r conveyor system is used in 
feeding . The fixed inv~stment costs ar~ given in Tab 1 e 11 a The 
~v~rage lJbor requi r ements and average variable coses fo r harvesting , stor-
ing, and feeding a r e g iven in Tables 5, 6, and 7 . The annual per unit costs 
:or System V will be s i mi lar to thos~ pr esented in Table 8 . 
Svs t~n 'lI 
Systl!m \II is a wil ted gr ass silaJe system . All equipment is assumed 
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to be owned . Basic harvc:> ting equipment cons is ts of mower, condi tioncr , 
side r ake, and forage harvester with pickup head. It is assumed that the 
haylage would be stored in a concrete stave upright silo and fed through an 
auger conveyor system . The labor requirements and variable machine costs 
are t hose presented i n Table 9. 
System VII 
System VII is a combination of Systems V and VI . Both corn silage and 
haylage equipment is owned . Basic equipment consists of forage harvester 
with corn head and pi ckup head, mower , condition1::r, and two forage wagons . 
Al l s i lage is assumed t o be stored in concrete stave silos . An auger con-
veyor system is used in feeding . The fixed costs are given in Tab le lla . 
The vari able costs and labor coerficients are the same as fo r Systems V and 
VI . 
Description of Model 
The model con t a i ned 103 possible activities with 53 restricti ons . The 
fo llowi ng land resource restrictions were used for all solutions : 
Land A ROl 119 . 5 acres Cont i nuous row crop 
Land B R02 11.0 acres RROM 80 bus . corn potential 
Land c P40 33 . 7 acres CC OMX 76 bus . corn potential 
Land D P42 22 . 2 acres cmoo1 76 bus . corn potential 
Land E P44 35 . 9 acres cm-tl'rx 70 bus. corn potential 
Land F R03 172 . 0 acres co~~IX 64 bus. corn potential 
Land G R04 76 . 0 acres Land presently in trefoil 
Land H ROS 87 . 5 acres Land presently in bluegrass. 
Land I R24 41. 2 acres Land presently in alfalfa- clover-
orchard grass mix . 
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:'h~ amounts of labor available by pcrioos is given in Table llb . The 
hour s are net of overhead labor . 
:!:t: \,•;:;s assu;.:..-?d th<.?t <..11 o: th-: l..:.v..:!stock l..:.bor ;"ould °t)1;;: pcrforrni::d by 
the fa:.-m opcr ... to-:.· and hir..:!d :nan . Howeve r , pa::t of thC! c ro?ping labor , 
particularly i n hi.ly harv.:!stin"' w:1Cre labor quality was not crucial , could 
be p..:!r=ormed with equal eificiency by either the management or by additi onal 
T:-,~ l~bor of the: far::l O?Cr-::tor and hired 11and could be transferred to 
complete h~rvesting act i vities . 
PSl June I labor transferred . 
P82 Juiy I labor trans:~r:~d . 
P07 ~cgu~t labor transi~rr~c . 
In addit ion it was assumed the fol l owing addi tiona l (unskilled) l abor 
could be hired fo r fo r age harvesting activities to supplement management 
labor: 
?63 
?64 
P65 
June 
July 
..\ugust 
200 !:rs . 
200 hrs . 
100 hrs . 
The ro:lowi ng mi n i mum and equali t y restrictions were specified : 
;<2: Beef cow ninir:;um 100 co1. he r d 
R22 Cor n acreage minimum 150 acres 
R23 Soybean acr eage minimum 30 acres 
R24 Hog litter requirem~nt 99 to 100 litters 
Beef Cattle Activities 
Thr e..:! syst.::;ns of winter feed ing the beef cow herd were cons i der ed . 
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Th.!sc arc ~n ::ill -hay r..ition and two levels of corn silage mixC!d with corn 
c0bs ~r.d hay . The feed r~quircmcnts are dt.!signed to give 9 lbs . of T.D. N. 
:·1~e b.::!;:;:!: cow -r..inimun could b8 met by one of three alternative feeding 
syste:ns . Tht.! net revenue for each of the beef cow activities was deter-
mined by subtracting the variable costs per cow unit from revenue obtained 
fro-:n ;:he sale of the cull co1.,r . 
POl One beef cow unit on hay ..... d pasture . One beef cow unit 
consists of the following : 1 . 00 cow 
. 04 bull 
. 17 replacement heifer 
The annual production ~ro:n t:he uni;: is . 17 cull cow , .45 
steer ca~f and . 28 heif~r . It is assumec the beef unit 
is maintained in tne dry lot fror.1 January 1 to }fay 1 . The 
net price was $4 . 14 per cow unit. 
P02 Same as POl except the beef unit receiv~s a low level of 
corn silacie, corn cobs, and hay from January 1 to ~lay 1. 
The net ;Hice was $ .45 per cow unit . 
P03 Sar.1e ~s above except cows are maintained on high corn sil-
ag~, corn cobs, and supplemental protein . The net cost 
was $8 . 47 per cow unit . 
':'he ~eed requirements and average daily g~in~ , for the feeder cattle 
activities , were estimated from net energy requi~emcnts . The average daily 
gains ..:sec. in determining the total feed requirem~nts were reduced by 10% 
:'.ro;:; t:he races of gain which were predicted by the net energy system . Be-
tween the comparative hay and corn silage activities, all cattle were 
assu~ed to have equal rate of gain, (i . e . , to require the same input of 
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time per unit of g-.. in), equal pay w<Jights when marketed , and equal market 
out in one oi the iollowin3 ~ctivitics . Additional steers or heifers can 
be purcnasl.!J . 
P21 Long fed steer calves in dry lot. St~crs started at 420 
lbs . and sold at low choice weighing 1070 lbs . Feeding 
time is 294 days . The roughage requirements are in terms 
of hay equivalents . 
P20 Long fed steer calves in dry lot with ration high in corn 
sil~ge. Steers are sold a t 1070 lbs . to grade low choice . 
F~e<ling tiffie is 294 days . 
Pl8 Steers wintered on high roughage rations, fed grain on 
grciss, and finished in dry lot . Steers are sold at 1115 
lbs . grading low choice. Total feeding tit:'le is 388 days . 
?l.9 Steers are wintered on corn silage r.:itions to gain as above . 
Steers are full fed 5rain in self : eeders on g r ass and 
finished in dry lot with the same ration as in Pl8 . The 
steers are expected to grade low choice and weigh 1115 
:~s . after 385 days . 
P98 Winte r steer calves to gain 1 . 3 lbs . per day . The ration 
is the high roughage , 10\v concentrate ration used in 
activity Pl8 . The steers are sold on May 30 weighing 
750 lbs. 
P99 ~inter steer c alves on corn silage ration to gain 1 . 3 lbs . 
per day . The ration is the high corn silage ration used 
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in activity Pl9 . The steers are sold May 30 weighing 
750 lbs . 
P39 s~ll 420 lb . feeder steers . October 15th . 
P54 Buy 420 lb . weaning steers . October 15th. 
P31 400 lb . heifers fed out in dry lot on rations using hay 
P32 
and corn grain . The heifers are sold at 870 lbs . and 
expected to grade low choice after 227 days on feed . 
400 lb . heifers fed out in dry lot on a ration high 
in cor n si l age . The heifers a r e expected to weigh 870 
lbs . and gr ade l ow choice when sold after 227 days on 
feed . 
P96 Sell 400 lb . weaned heifers. October 15th . 
P97 Purchase 400 lb. weaned heifers. October 15th . 
are 
The program included the following activities which provided for the 
reeding oi purchased yearling steers . 
P36 Purchase 525 lb . choice yearling steers to graze corn 
stalks Xovember 1 to December 31 . The steers are fed out 
in dry lot on a ration of hay and corn silage . The steers 
are sold at 1070 lbs . and expected to grade low choice . 
Total feeding time required is 272 days . 
P37 Purchase yearling steers to winter on corn stalks as above, 
but they are fed out in the dry lot on rations high in 
corn silage . The steers are assumed to weigh 1070 lbs . and 
grade low choice when sold after 272 days on feed . 
P38 Purchase 525 lb . choice yearling steers October 20 . Graze 
steers on corn stalks until December 31 . Steers are win-
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tcrcd light and fed grnin on grass a nd then finished in dry 
lot on corn and hay ration . The st~~rs are sold at 1115 
lbs . to grade low choice a~ ter 347 days on feed . 
P73 Purchase 525 lb. d¥:>ice yearling steers October 20 . Graze on 
corn stalks until December 31 . The steers are wintered on 
a high silage ration and fed grain on grass . They are then 
finished in the dry lot on a corn silage r at ion. The steers 
are sold on September 20 to grade low choice and weigh 1115 
lbs. af t e r 347 days on feed . 
P22 Purchase 700 lb. good to medium steers May 1 t o be fed gr ain 
on grass. The steers are finished in the dry lot and are 
expected to grade good when sold on October 31 at 1075 lbs . 
P222 Purchase 700 lb . steer as above but steer is sold directly 
offpasture on August 15th . 
P93 Purchase 600 lbs . medium co good yearling steers on 
August 20. The steers are grazed on meadow aftermath and 
corn stalks until Decembe r 31 . The calves a re fini shed in 
the dry lot on corn and hay r ation. The steers are assumed 
to grade good and weigh 1090 lbs. when sold Xay 30 . 
P94 Purchase 600 lb . medium to good yearling steers August 30 . 
The steers a r e grazed on meadow aftermath and corn stalks 
until December 31 . The steers a re finished in the dr y lot on 
a ration high in corn silage . The steers are expected to 
weigh 1090 l bs . and grade good when sold on May 30 . 
Croon~~g a ctivities 
The cropping rotations considered were those using the maxi mum allow-
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able intensity of row crops fo r the various soil types . 7nus a maximum of 
:75 acres were av.;1ilab l e for row crops . A :ninimum of 150 ac r es of corn and 
30 acres of soybeans were specified . The following cropping ac tivities by 
land type are included : 
Land A continuous row crop 
P28 Continuous corn . The corn yield is 76 bushels per acre . 
Only variable costs are included . Only direct labor co-
efficients are included in any cropping activity . The 
net cost is $26 . 95 per acre . 
P29 Corn- soybean r otation . Each act i vity unit is two acr es . 
Corn yield is 76 bushels while soybean yield is 25 . 5 
bushels . Labor requirements are inclusive of that r e -
quired fo r soybean harvesting but are exclusive of that 
required to harvest corn . The soybeans are sold within 
the ciCtivi ty at $2.50 per bushel . The net price is $24 . 07 
for a two acre unit . 
Land B The maximum cropping intensity RRmL The expec t ed 
yields are 80 bushels and 26 bushels for corn and soybeans r e -
spectively . 
P33 CCOM Each ac tivity unit is four acres . Labor coefficients 
are exclusive of harvesting labor . The expected oat yield 
is 19 . l bushels of corn equivalent . The meadow yield is 
3 .5 tons hay equivalent . Both meadow and oatsare trans -
ferred to their respective harvestinb activities . The net 
cost for the four acre unit is $73 . 49 . 
?34 CSbOM The oats yield is 21 . 23 bushels of corn equivalent. 
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The labor coefficients arc inclusive of soybean harvesting . 
The soybeans are sold within the activity . The net price 
for the four acre unit is $5 . 34 . 
Land C The max i mum intensity is CCOMM . 
P40 CCOMN A f ive acre unit with an average yield of 76 bushels 
and 21 . 23 bushels corn equivalent for corn and oats respec-
t ively . The meadow y i eld is 3 . 5 tons hay equivalent . The 
net cost fo r the five acre unit is $66 . 10 . 
Land D The max imum cropping intensity is COMMM . 
P42 The yields are 70 bushels fo r corn and 17 bushels corn 
equivalent for oats. Meadow yield is 3 . 15 tons. The net 
cost for a five acr e unit is $55 . 94. 
Land E The maximum cropping intensity is COl'W!. 
P45 The yields are 64 bushels for corn , f i f t een bushels corn 
equivalent for oats, and 3 . 15 tons pe r acre for the meadow . 
The net cost of the five ac re unit is $55 . 94. 
Land F This land can be used f or row crops with maximum inten-
sity CO'MMM or put into trefoil pasture . 
P48 COMMM The specified yields a re 64 bushels for corn, 15 
bushels corn equivalent fo r oats and 3 . 15 tons per acre 
for the meadow . The ne t cost for the five acre unit is 
$55 . 94 . 
Grazing activities 
The following activities are included to provide cattle grazing . The 
long- term capital requirements for renovated pasture are given in Table 29 . 
(Additional grazing is also provided with the forage harvesting activities . ) 
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P50 Tr 0foil norma l gr az i ng May 1 - November 30 . Annua l cost 
pe r acre $6 . 65 . 
P51 Trefoil gr az i ng June 15 - ~ovember 30 . Annual cost per acre 
$6 . 65 . 
P5 2 Tr efoil grazing Hay 1 - June 15 , August 15 - November 30 . 
Annual cost per acre $6 . 05 . 
P72 Trefoil grazing Nay 1 - June 30 , September 1 - November 30 . 
Annual cost per acr e $6 . 65 . 
P53 Blue grass white clover normal gr azing . Annual cost per 
ac r e $1 . 70 . 
PlOl Blue grass white clove r with fe rtilize r . Annual cost per 
acre $6 .00. 
P73 
. 1 
Fertilized tall - gr ass mixture . Deferred grazing May l -
June 30, Octobe r 1 - November 30 . Annual cos t per acre 
$6 . 65 . 
P61 l Fertilized tall - grass gr ass mixture . Normal grazing cost 
per a cre $6 . 65 . 
P49 Renova te crop land to treioil . 
P93 Renova te bluegrass pasture to tref oil . Requi r es addit iona l 
$2 . 00 long t er:n c apital. 
Pl04 Renovate bluegr ass pasture to fe rtilized tall grass mixture. 
Requires an additional $2 . 00 long t e rm capital per acre . 
Pl05 Renovate crop l and to fe r t ilized tall gr ass mixture . 
P70 Unharvested meadow used only f or grazing. 
1 
Reeds - Canary, t all brome , orchard gr ass , or tall rescue. 
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Miscc l la~~ous accivities 
P04 One litter of pigs . This r~presents the ave r age litter. 
Pr~sent space limitation requires a fixed farrowing sequence 
with 30 sows farrowed in February and August and 20 sows 
farrowed in November and May . The net revenue per litte r is 
$242 . 23. 
P55 Borrow capital. No limit is placed on the amount of cap ital 
which can be borrowed, but all capital is borrowed at 6% 
interest. 
P90 Borrow long- term capital. Lon0 -term capital is borrowed at 
$ . 10297 per dollar . This assumes that a ll long term invest-
ments are amortized over a 15 - year planning ho r izon . 
P56 Sell hay . It is assumed that a maximum of 100 tons can be 
sold at $16 . 00 per ton. 
P57 Buy hay . It is assumed that 100 tons of hay can be purchased 
at $20 .00 per ton . 
P92 Purchase feed - lot space. The long- term capital r equirement 
is $62 . 25 per steer. Heifer capacity is set a t . 8 of the 
steer capacity . Feed lot capacity was divided into two periods; 
October 15 - May 1 and from May 1 - October 14 . 
Pl06 Purchase hay storage . The long term capital r equirement is 
$14. per ton . Storage is assumed fo r al l hay harvested or 
purchased . An initial storage capacity of 260 tons is assumed . 
Pl07 Purchase corn storage . The 10~£-term capital r equir ement is 
$ . 35 per bus~el . Storage is required for all corn harvested 
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or purchased . An initial capacity of 6000 bushels of star-
age capacity was assumed . 
For age harvesting activities 
It is assumed that all labor excepc that requir~d fo r hauling and 
stori~g of iorage is supplied by the operator . The labor f or hauling and 
stacking can be hired or supplied by the operator. 
Hav harvesting activities used for Systems I and II 
P23 One acre of meadow cut only once for hay . The meadow is avail -
able f or gr azing in July or can be deferr ed until fall . Hay 
yield is 1 . 3 tons. Ne t cost pe r acr e is $3 . 08. The activi t y 
is assumed compleced by June 15 . 
P24 One acre of meadow cut cwice fo r hay . The f irst cutting is 
completed in June and . 6 o f the second cutting i s comple t ed 
by July 15 . The cumulative yi eld for two cuttings is 2 . 3 
tons . The net cost per acre is $5 .85 . The meadow is avail -
able i or grazing August l . 
P25 One acre of meadow cut three t i mes for hay. The third cut -
ting is completed in August . The tota l y i e ld fo r three cut-
cings is 3 . 2 tons. The meadow is expected to fu rnish . 15 
tons pasture equivalent graz ing in che fa ll. The ne t cost is 
$8 . 44. 
Hay harvesting activities used for System V 
P26 Custom baling of hay. One cutting of hay which is cu scom 
swa t hed and baled . Labor mus t be fur nished co haul and 
stack the hay . ~et cost is $11 . 96 per acre . All gr az i ng 
and hay yi elds are the same a s i n activities P23, P24 , and 
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P25 . 
P27 Custom baling of hay . Two cuttings of hay are custom cut 
and baled . Net cost is $21.16 per acre for two cuttings . 
P83 Custom cutting and baling of hay three cuttings . Net cost 
per ac r e for the three cuttings is $29 . 44 . 
Hay harvesting activities used for Systems III and IV 
P66 Mechanized hay operation. One ac r e of meadow i s harvested, 
stored and unloaded from stor age . This lowered labor require-
ments for baling operation but assumed a conditioner i s 
used . Net cost per acre is $5 . 06 . Yield and grazing are 
as in activities P23, P24 , and ?25 . 
P67 Xechanized hay operation as described above but fo r two cut-
tings . Net cost is $9 . 33 per acre for two cutcings . 
P68 Mechanized hay operation as described above but for three 
cuttings . Net cost per acre for three cuttings is $12 . 46 . 
Hav harvesting activities used for Systems VI and VII 
P76 One cutting of meadow for grass silage . The yield (1 . 45 
tons per acre) is converted to a 90% dry mat t er hay equiva -
lent but reflects a higher percentage of dry ma tter saved . 
Grazing potential after cutting remains as above . Net 
cost for the activity is $7 . 51. Variable cost includes 
stor age and unloading from an upright silo . 
P77 One ac r e of meadow with two cuttings for grass silage. 
Net hay equival en t yield for two cuttings is 2 . 55 tons . 
Xet cost per acre for two cuttings ($14 . 14) includes stor-
age and unloading from upright silo. 
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P777 One acre of meadow harvested thA:"ec time s fo r gr ass silage , 
stored in an upright silo and unloaded . The net cost per 
acre is $21. 50 . 
Corn silage harv~sting activities 
All activities assume a 10% spoilage loss . The costs below and labor 
r equirements are fo r harvesting only . The costs fo r hau ling , stori ng , and 
feed ing a r e included as part of the silo cost on a per ton basis . All sil-
age yie lds we r e es timated on the basis of one t on per 5 . 75 bushels of corn 
grain. The cus tom silage harves ting activities were used fo r Systems II 
and IV. Owned equipment was used for Systems V and VII . 
Activity Corn yie ld Silage y i e ld Ne t cos t per acre 
Custom Owned 
POS 80 bus . 14 . 1 tons $12 . 50 $1. 63 
P09 76 13 . 4 12 .00 1.56 
PlO 70 12 . 3 11 . 60 1.52 
Pll 64 11 . 3 11 . 40 1.49 
Silage feeding activities 
These activi ties include the cos t on a per ton basis of hauling , stor-
ing , and unloading silage f r om storage fo r t:he two corn silage systems . 
The labor requi r ed fo r va rious methods of silage feeding is included with 
the activities . 
Pl2 Up right s ilo concrete stave with an unloade r . Cost pe r ton 
including labor cost for two additional men to haul and fill 
plus variable expenses i s $ . 79 . Long-term capital require -
ments per added ton ar e $9 . 04 . 
Pl3 Tr ench silo , unlined . An addi tiona l 10% spoi l age is a ssumed . 
Labor charges for two men a r e included with variab l e expen-
ses in fi lling . The construction cost per ton is $ . 87 . The 
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long- term c apital r equirement per additional ton of capa-
city is $2 . 47 . 
Corn grain h3rvcsting 
The coses below are on a per acre basis . Included ar e cos t s for haul -
ing, loading into storag~, and unloading from storage . 
Pl4 Harvest one acre of 80 bushel corn . Net cost $8 . 35 . 
Pl5 Harvest one acre of 76 bushel cor~. Net cost $7 . 75 . 
Pl6 H.:.rvcst one acre of 70 bushel corn . Net cost $7 . 50 . 
Pl7 Harvest one acre of 64 bushel corn . Net cost $7 . 25 . 
P58 Sell corn . The pric e is $1 . 12 per bushel . Ko limit is 
placed on c:he d.mount of corn which can be sold . 
P59 Buy corn . Tne cost is $1.17 per bushel . ~o limit is 
placed on the amount of corn which can be purchased , how-
ever , one bushel of storage space is required . 
Provision is made for the supplementary feeding on pasture in the fol -
lowi:i.g raonths . 
P74 
P75 
P61 
?62 
P69 
Feed one ton of hay on pasture in September . 
Feed one ton of hay on pasture in October . 
Feed one ton of corn silage on pas tu re in December . 
Feed one ton of hay on pasture in December . 
Oat harvesting ac tivity . The oac:s are assumed to be custom 
cut, but labor must be fu rnished to haul the oats . The 
stubble is cut and baled . Tne average oat yield is 17 
bushels of corn equivalent and . 5 ton of hay equivalent per 
acre . The net cost per acre is $7 . 45 . 
Pl02 Allow for late cutting hay . Transfer fou r 10 hour days from 
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June II to June I at a cost of . 34 tons of hay . 
Pl03 Allow for late completion of second cutting hay . Tr ansfer 
3 . 5 t en - hou r days from July II to July I a t a cos t of . 2 tons 
of hay . 
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PROGRAMMING Al~ALYSIS 
The results of the linear programming solutions are summarized in 
Tables 12 through 21 . A complete presentation of the results is contained 
in Appendix C. In Appendix C the results a re presented in the form given 
by the range analysis portion of the linear programming algorithm . The 
range analys is measures t he stability of each activity in the program . · For 
each system, the optimal level of each act ivity is given along with the 
r ange in which the net r evenue pe r act i v ity unit could vary without chang-
ing the optimal level of that activity . The range analys i s gives the next 
level to which a given activity would change if the revenue per unit were 
changed jus t enough to al t er the level of the activity in the final solu-
tion . Also included is that activity which will leave either its upper or 
lower bound i f the level of the named activity were to change . 
A broad summary of the results is presented first . Then the optimal 
farm plan f or each system is analyzed in detail . The optimum farm plan fo r 
the present fo r age harvest ing system is used as a bench mark progr am against 
which the proposed systems are compared . It should be noted that the bench 
mark program is not necessarily the plan under which the farm currently 
operates . The optimum farm plan is used to avoid crediting an alternative 
fo r age system with returns which could be obtained through the present sys-
tem by a reallocation of resources. Also, the optimum plans for each sys -
tem represent average farm plans over a planning period and would not depict 
the farm in any given year . 
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Table 12 . Beef c a tt l e activiti es in the opt i mal pr ograms fo r each fo r age 
systema 
Activity System 
I II III IV v VI VII 
Beef cow hay 174 175 179 181 170 17 
Beer cows c. s. 205 174 
Steers hay past . 70 19 
Steers C. s . past . 79 55 92 
Sceers hay dry lot 61 26 76 86 
Steers , sold at wean ing 8 
H~ifers , hay- dr y l ot 49 49 so 51 160 246 
Heifers C. s . dr y lot 57 
aSummarized f rom da t a i n Tabl e 49a, Appendix C. 
'{... 
Table 13 . Units of s t orage and feed lot space required to mazimize pr ofi ts 
for the alternative forage systems 
Initial Tota l in final progr am 
amount 
available I II III IV v VI VII 
Hay s torage 260 370 297 370 324 
(baled) 
Silo capacity 229 161 752 1, 181 1 , 425 
Feed lot 50 111 118 121 123 ·us 205 276 
space 
(yearling 
steer eg . ) 
Corn storage 6000 17 , 614 18 , 044 18 , 358 18 , 357 18 , 221 24 , 569 28 , 678 
Total acres 195 195 195 195 195 195 195 195 
renovated 
permanent 
pasture 
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Activities in the Optimal Solutions 
The beef cow herd and the cattle feeding activicies were an important 
part of the optimal farm plan for all forage systems . The heifer feed ing 
activities were more profitable than the steer feeding activiti es as the 
former met with fewer l abor restrictions than did the latter . 
The alternative steer feeding activities (high roughage , eithe r corn 
silage or hay , versus high - concentrate, either hay or corn silage) wer e 
highly competitive with eac h other under all systems . The activities in-
volving the purchase and feedin~ of yearling steer s did not ent e r che opti-
na l solucion with any of the forage systems analyzed . 
In all systems, al l of the available pastur e land was r enovated to 
e ither Birdsfoot trefoil or co a tall- grass mixture . The bulk of pastur e 
was utilized through rotational grazing activities . The crop l and \.;a s 
never renovated to permanent pasture . The corn acreage was always in ex-
cess of the specified minimum of 150 ac r es . The soybean acr eage was always 
at the lower minimum . 
It should be noted that had investment in the swine ent erp rise been 
considered, the 100 litter maximum would have been exceeded in all solu-
tions . 
Profitabilitv, labor requirements, and capita l requirements 
A surrrrnary of the total l abor requirements, capital requirements, and 
changes in the net income is presented in Tables 17 through 21. 
Yr.e results indicate that the alternative forage sys t ems i n this anal -
ysis are closely competitive in terms of income potential and in terms of 
~he labor required co achieve the maximum income potent i al . The r ange 
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between net income potentials of the alternative systems was approximately 
52200 . The most profitable syster.i (III) showed a $190 increase in annua l 
net inco~e over that o.:: the prcser._ syster:i. This is equivalent to a less 
' . 1 . 1 tnan one percent increase in net annua ~ncome . The least profitable sys -
tern (V)showl.!d a $2000 decline in net i ncome when compared to the pre:sen t 
system . However , system III required the gr eatest amount of annual labor, 
(~ . 5'/. ~or..! l abor than the present sys tern), while Sys tern V r equired & . 3% 
less labor than did the present system. The absolute spread in total labor 
required to maximize income under al l the systems was less than 700 hours . 
Ia the order presented, the optimal farm plan for each of the succes-
sive iorage syster.is re~uires a higher proportion of capital to labor . The 
sevent~ system requires approximately 42% more c apita l to sustain the opti-
mum farm plan over the 15 year planning horizon than does the optimum farm 
plan for the present forage system . 
In general, the optimal capital level in the final solution for each 
oi the forage systems analyzed, was more dependent upon the availability of 
land and labor resources required for the utilization of capital than upon 
the cost of its acquisition (Table 21) . The cost of acquiring capital in 
this analysis is a function of both the rate of interes t and the planning 
pe :::- ioC.. 
l T 
Net income as used here is inclusive of payments ~hich accrue to those 
factors ~hich ~re assumed to be unaffected by cype of forage system . O~­
viot:sly , th~ pl;!rcentage change in net operator income would be much larger . 
T:iblc> }/1. l llili:rnlion of crop and field resources by a ll.:cr11;1t:ivC' fornge sys Lc·111:, a 
-
l ]) ] 11 l \I v Vl VlT 
Corn l 5l1 . 5 ] SIL 5 15L1 . 5 J:A . 5 ] 511 . 5 1511 . 5 1511. 5 
Soybcm1s 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 
On ts 54. 2 54 . 2 54 . 2 5L1 . 2 54 . ? 54.2 54.2 
Rolnlional l"C'<td . 154 154 154 154 154 15'~ 1 511 
PermanC'nl pnsLurc 204 .5 2011 . 5 204 .5 204 . 5 20L1. 5 20l1 . 5 20L1 . 5 
Acrvs cut for C. S . 16 11 56 38 
To ns palatable s il age feel 187 ] 32 752 506 
BttSlll'l s corn required 17, 6JA 18 , 0119 18 , 358 18 , 356 18 , 221 22 , 569 28,678 
Bushe:ls corn purchased 4 , L163 6,071 5 , 206 6, 03L1 9 , 332 9 , 414 18,399 
MenJow utilization 
Acres first cutting 122 124 153 153 95 131 112 
Acres second cutting 97 98 119 126 27 122 56 
ACl:lS third cut ling 97 90 119 50 27 122 56 
Acre>s used only for grazing 29 30 59 23 42 
Tons Jwy purchased 64 .5 
°' Tol:il tons ha) equiv . u~ed 370 297 370 323 152 393 302 -..J 
Paslure: utilizRtion (ncres) 
BluegrM1s, tmfcrtilized 10 10 10 10 10 10 ]Q 
Trefoil def . 63 62 61 60 53 67 63 
1n·fojl ckf . 39 38 49 42 22 62 68 
Trefoil def . 33 32 13 7 59 ?3 22 
To La] trefoi 1 135 132 123 109 134 152 153 
Tall grnss + N, normal 28 34 68 75 37 5 
Tall grnss + N, def. 32 29 4 11 24 l13 31 
To La l L<tll r,rnss 60 63 72 86 61 43 L12 
Stored feed used lo supp l ement pas ture 
llay-fcd in DC'c . ( tons) 61 63 62 73 83 57 
Corn si l. foci in Dec . (tons) 186 
aSunm1ar ized from d:iLn presented in Appendix C, Table 50b . 
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Table 15 . Su1nrn;.iry of di rect labor requirl.:!mentsa oy monthly periods, total 
hir~d labor, total semi- skilled and total unskilled labor re -
quir.:!d to maxin.iz2 n...;t farm incOr.ll! 
?eriod 
I 
January 296 
?ebruary 295 
'.':a-:.-ch 413 
A;J-:-il 442 
:-:ay 510 
J~ :-:e 705 
July 766 
August 453 
Sc:ptemb2r 273 
October 433 
Novcmbe:- 461 
Decen'ber 297 
Too: al annual 5404 
Summary b 
To t:al operator and fCJ.1TI . 3031 
Total hired semi- skilled 1937 
Total semi-skilled 4968 
Tot: al hirc:d 
u~s!\.il:ed 436 
Se:r,i - skillc:d 1937 
?o ta =.. :-.ired labor 2373 
II 
277 
273 
394 
428 
514 
765 
766 
416 
289 
4U4 
4'· 1 ..,._ 
273 
5240 
3031 
1758 
4789 
435 
1758 
2193 
III 
312 
311 
430 
L,.59 
550 
721 
766 
584 
262 
L,.16 
453 
310 
5574 
3020 
2098 
511 8 
£..43 
2098 
2554 
System 
lV 
294 
291 
412 
443 
533 
702 
766 
411 
288 
406 
448 
295 
5289 
3030 
1830 
4860 
429 
1830 
2259 
aTaken f rom Table 4 , Appendix C. 
b 
Includes all labor used in silage harvesting . 
Analysis of Individual Systems 
Svs tc:n I 
v VI VII 
263 266 326 
250 252 301 
379 374 433 
391 395 447 
515 534 590 
556 637 626 
603 761 733 
360 551 444 
438 234 360 
386 379 387 
433 422 461 
284 278 317 
4858 5083 5425 
3065 2992 3063 
1522 1719 2032 
4587 4711 5095 
271 372 330 
1522 1719 2032 
1793 2091 2362 
Sys tern I \·JaS includl!d so the profit maximizing far m plan for the pres -
ent forage system could be obtained . System I serves as t:he basis to which 
subseque~t: for cge systems are compared . 
With t he present forage system, net farm income was limited by a lack 
()'.) 
T~~l..; 1 , ~O . 'l'ot~•l dir~ct and indir..:ct l.:1bor rl.!quircd to max irr.i z e; profits fo r 
.::ilternative for<.Jge syst.:!ms 3 
:--: .. mth Sy-.tem 
I II III I \I v VI VII 
J~.n . 401 382 417 399 368 371 4:n 
f1.;'b . 390 368 406 306 345 347 396 
}i;ir . 510 491 527 509 476 471 530 
A?r . 534 520 551 535 L,.83 487 539 
:-::iy 598 602 638 621 603 622 678 
..:-un..; 866 866 822 003 657 738 727 
July 866 866 866 0 } 703 861 833 
.\ug . 573 536 704 531 480 67:!. 564 
S .... :;>t . .576 392 365 39:'.. 541 337 463 
Oct . 534 505 517 507 467 480 488 
Nev . 562 542 554 549 53.'.. 523 562 
D<!C . 391 3o7 404 389 378 372 411 
To t al 6001 6437 6771 6480 6055 6280 6622 
aThc total labor requirements were detL!rmined by adding t he indirect 
labor r equir ements (Table 2) co the direct l.::ibor r equirements given by the 
linear progr.:imming solutions which were presented in Table 15 . 
1 of labo7 available =or hay h arvesting and storin0 during June and July . 
Operat:or labor was diverted to these tasks . If additional labor wer e avail -
able , al l 154 acres of the meadow would have been harvested a t least once 
for hay . 
In the present syste::1 , 108 acres of meadow were harvested for hay dur -
in0 Ju:ie and 86 acres were harvested again during July and August: . Twenty-
five acres of meadow were utilized only for grazing . If more labor were 
c.:tvailable during June , the acreage of first cutting meadow would be in-
1 Th~ shadow prices for an additional 114 hours o f labor during th~ 
first half or the second half of June were $4 . 27 and $4 . 11 per hour resp~c ­
t:ively. For cor:lparable periods in July an cxtr<?. hour of labor would have 
b~en worth $3 . bl and $3 . 51 resp~ctively . 
Tabl0 J 7 . lniLial inv(•SllllC'llLS r cquil C'd Lo m;iximize neL far111 i ncome' with 01 L~rl1<l (· i \IC [or aec.: li ;i rVl'f. t-
ing systems 
------
lnvl~S tmC'11L Sy!i l<·m 
I II lII I \I v Vl VII 
Be>ef he ic.1 43,500 . 00 113, 750 . 00 47,750 . 00 42,250.00 51,250.00 42 , 250 .00 47 , 750 . 00 
Trcfoj l p;1s ture l1, 105 . 35 4,01LL] 2 3,7 22 . 18 3 , 314 . 69 4,068 . 85 4,6 28 .40 11, GM . 89 
Tnll BTHSS p ns ! 1tre 1, 708 . 80 1,794 . 211 2,050 . 56 2 ,1111 9 . ? 8 1,7 25 . 88 1, 218 . 94 ] , 619 . 8L1 
Fe eel l o L 4, 235 . 811 4,752.51 4,895 . 68 5,007 . 73 5,978 . 80 10,149.L16 lli , %9 .11 
Corn slo1rige 4,0611 . 90 4, 215 . L10 li,325 . 30 l1, 3l4 . Cl5 I+, 277 . 35 5,7 99 .1 5 7,937.37 
ll ny SLOr<tgC' 1, 540 . 00 518.00 1,540 . 00 890 . LiO 
Siln6 c storage 141 . L1/1 99 . 78 7' 9811 . 68 13 , 053 . 03 15,?55.99 
Fee:d processing 6 , 000.00 6 , 000 . 00 6,000 . 00 6 , 000 . 00 6,000 . 00 6,000.00 6 , 000 . 00 
Me:adoP har . mach . 1,105 . 85 1,105 . 85 7, 270 .00 7 , 270 . 00 8,970.00 8 , 970 . 00 
Coni silage equip . 2,034 . 00 /,034.00 8,/32 . 00 655 . 00 ....i 
Swine enterprise 30,000 .00 30 ,000 .00 30 ,000 . 00 30 , 000.00 30 , 000 . 00 30 , 000 . 00 30 , 000 . 00 0 
Tota l 96, 2GO . 7L1 98,325.56 107, 553 . 72 103 , 61:0 . 33 119,517 . 56 122 , 068 . 98 117 ,112/_ . 20 
Tnhlr 18. Pre~cal <liscounled j nvl·S Lmcn l COSlS re.quired lo m.:n:l 1ni zc• net: f;in1 income wi th alttrnal:jvc 
for age hArvcstinr syslPmsn 
1 nve>s l111cn t Sys lt•rn 
I IT III IV v VI VI 
Bc·0 f hC>rd 25,3118.96 25 ,l1911. 65 26,077 . 38 ?6 , 3G8 . 7'1 29 > 865 . ] 6 24,766.23 27,815 . 59 
'J re foil JMS lure• 7,142.85 6 > 984 . 12 6 ,476 . 18 5,7 67 . 19 7 > 079 . 35 8,052 . 90 8,116 . 39 
'1'111] grass p,1st:urc 2 ' 704 . 80 2 ' 8011 . 09 3,?Lf5 . 76 3, 876 . 88 2 > 371 . 84 ] ' 929 ./12 1,839.26 
Feed lot 4, 235 . 8/f 4,752 . 51 4, 895 . 68 5,007.73 5,978.80 10 ' 111 9 .l1 6 14,569 .11 
Corn sLoragC' 4 '06/f . 90 4,215.40 4,325.30 4,3211.95 l1, 277 . 35 5,799 . 15 7,937 . 37 
llny slor.?gc 1,540 . 00 518 .00 1, 540 . 00 890 . L+O 
Sil<igc s l:orrtpe> 502 . 02 354. Li 8 7 > 9811 . 68 13,053.03 15 , 255 . 99 
Mc·.:1cl . h.:ir . mach . 2 , 3L13 . 7 5 7,343 . 75 8 , 669. 41; 8,669./;1+ 9, 861.81 9 , 8Gl. 81 
Corn sil<>gl..! C>quip . 2 , 180 .13 2 ' 380 . 11 10,1 95 . 35 815 . 71 
Feed processing 6 , 000 . 00 6 , 000 . 00 6,000 .00 6 , 000.0iJ 6,000 . 00 6,000 . 00 6,00C . OU 
St·; i ne: bldg . nncl 30,000.00 30 , 000.00 30 , 000 . 00 30,000 . 00 30 , 000.00 30,000.00 30,000.00 
equip . 
Tolt11 83 > 381.10 85 , 99Li . 67 91 , 229 . 74 93,639 . 95 103,752 . 'iJ 109,612 .00 1 22 , 221.2~ 
aThc present cliscount0d iuvc•SLP1cnt coi;t is the cost of nwintnin-ing cnch investment Oh .. r the 
pl nnn i ng pc•riocl at a 6°/ r ntc of i nlcresl . 
-....I 
t-' 
Table 19 . Summm.·y o[ the profj Labillty, capital requlrcmcnLs , and t otal l abor r equin:m1211Ls fc.r 
a l LcrnaLivc fornr,c liarvesLing r,ystcmc 
Gross program value 
Less fixed cost 
Net progi-am value 
( ch:mgc from 
Sys Lein I) 
I 
25) 3112. 01 
1,002 . 03 
2L1 , 339 . 98 
Tot <1l annual hours 6 , 601 
l ahor required 
(chang<" fron I) 
Ann11al production cap23,660 . 00 
(change fror.1 I) 
Total initial invcst-96,260.74 
mcnt req. 
(ch 1 nee from I) 
II 
25) 66/~. 57 
1, 310.8') 
24 , 353 . 72 
+13. 74 
6,43'/ 
-16fi. 
24, 110 . 00 
450.00 
98,325 . 56 
2,06Li .82 
Present discounted 
i nvestment cost 
(cl1ange from I) 
Ave. r ental valuca 
per added acre 
83,381.10 85,99~.67 
2, 613.57 
14 . 79 22 .1 9 
Systc·m 
I II IV v 
Program value 
26,341 .7 3 26,393 . 57 24 , L~94 . 74 
1, 810 . 05 2, 100 . 87 2,179.24 
2L~ , 531.68 24 , 29/ .70 22 , 315 .55 
+191. 70 -4 7 . 28 -2,0/L,.18 
Labor requircmE·nLs 
6 ) 771 
+170 
24 , 038.00 
378 . 00 
107,553 . 72 
11, 292.98 
6, 486 
-115 
24,209.00 
5L19 .00 
103, 6li0. 33 
7,379.59 
6,055 
-546 
27 , 350.00 
3,690 .00 
119,517 . 56 
23,256 . 82 
Present discollnted investment cost 
91 , 229 .7 L1 93 , 639 . 95 103,752.53 
7, 8L18. 61~ 10,258 . 85 20 ,37 1. L13 
2Li.58 26 . 06 21.61 
VI 
25 ) 977 . 09 
2 ,199.97 
23 , 77'/ .12 
-562 . 86 
6,280 
-321 
38,890 . 00 
15, 230 . 00 
122 , 068 . 98 
25' 808 . 211 
109 , 612.00 
26 , 230 . 90 
18 . 33 
Vll 
26 , 033 . 92 
2,281.2) 
23,752.69 
-587.29 
6, 622 
-121 
60,640 . 00 
36,980 . 00 
137, L122. 20 
41,161.46 
122 , 221.23 
38,840 . 13 
17 . 33 
aCalculated by t aking a weighted average of the sharlow prices for each l and type . This is th0 
maximum rent al price the operator cou l d pay in acquirint, one addition.'.11 acre of l and under each of 
the for age systems considered. 
Tcih]C' 20 . r .. ·rccnt<igt clwngcr. jn nel i11 C0 ClilC , 1 :1bor r r.quircmcnls, C<rp ilal T('(Juir<.:rcntr, hC!twccn ,,]t;vr -
nnlive systems nnd the l :-bo1 capital r atios for t:11c opLim.i l so] ulion of th e. a l ternative 
systcr,,s 
Sysl 0111 
I II III l V \I \1 L VJ] 
Percc,nt clwngc in net: + . 05 ·I . 78 - . 19 - 8 . 32 - 2 . 31 - 2 .!1 l 
i ncl (' f1 om System I 
Pcrct>nl: ch<ll16e i n l abor - 2 . 48 +7 . 57 - 1. 7/i -8.76 -L1. 85 +. 3] 
r (;qui rcmcn t:s from System 1 
P0rcc·nt: incr~asc in procluct:ion 1. 90 1. 57 2 . 32 15 . 59 64 . 37 156.39 
C<ipi t 1 from Sys tern I 
Percent inCl('ClSC in cliscounlc!cl Jong 2 . l l1 11 . 71 7. G9 2L1 . 211 26 . 78 42 . /2 
t c•n;i capit;il c O!Tt-:ii tr ie n L 
L i:!hor cap it : J ratio in op Li mn l . 0791 . 07h8 . 07112 . Oo92 .0583 .0572 . 05!· 1 
progr ;im so l ution 
-....! 
w 
T.1ul c> 21 . Ch.-:mgc i n tli 0 optim.11 c ap j t<1l 1:L"qui.rcmcnts clue t o clinnt_;e i n Ll ie r alc of in terest 
System 
I II III I V 
Rate Amount R.1 t r Amount R;i l c· Arnount Rn Le 
% i i "I. 
Produc Lion cc:1piLal3 
Ti ccluc tio11 nl: 9 . 6 127 . 211 11 . 8 L13 . 10 6.26 3%.03 J 0 . 35 
high r nlc 
Arnot mt (1 t 61~ 23 , 661.10 21. ) 11 3 . 7 3 24 ,038 . 03 
I ncrc;ise n t: 4 . 53 224 . 76 4 . e2 2) 461+. 27 /1. 82 1, 997 . 97 5 . 54 
l ower r<itc 
Long Lenn . la c: np1 l ;> 
Reduct i on :it 6.3 1, 516 . 40 6.6 88 . 19 6 . 2 859 . 00 7 . 6 
h irh rat·c 
({l. h An'O 11 t at 83 ) 381. 10 85 '9% . 67 91,229 .74 
I nc n'nsc· ;it 3 . 0 2 , 705 . 28 1. 0 3,1179 . f>l . 25 35 3 . 00 5 . 9 
l o·we:r r ,, LC' 
/\mount 
203 . 63 
/If, 209 . 63 
206 . 06 
699 . 57 
93,639 . 95 
536 . 112 
aAmount o[ discountc:d investment. cost \.'hich could be ."lmort:izcd O\"Lr <' 15 ye<1r pLriod. An in-
c rce1sc in t he planning period \l<" 1ld h<>vc Lhc snm0 effect: <>S ;i r educt i on in Ll'c rate of int.c·rcst 
uhil c a cl cct·LaSc i n Lh c plmm i.ng pe1 jod would have LhL' sanw effect on. l:l1c t olal qunnlity of c:ipiLnl 
as an increase i n tl1c r a Lc of interest . 
b 
Inc l ullcs both V<ld :ih l e:. and fixed prcsc.'Ot discounted invcctmcnt cof.L . 
'J'nh l c· 2 1 (Conti nul!d) 
----
Sy:· Lem 
\I Vl VIJ 
R'ltc· Amount.: Rn Le Amount Rate Ar:iount: 
f "/, "/ 
Pl.oducUon capital"' 
R0duc Lion <l L 6 . 33 41, 2 . 80 6 . 03 2.7 9 6 . 23 5,506 . 3l~ 
h it.It rate 
An:ounL (j l.: 6% 27,348 .76 38,886 . 7S 60,(,35 . ?[; 
I ncrease <l t: 3. 6L~ 22, 868 . 2lt 5 . 92 1, 356 . 21 5 . 84 922 . 73 
l o,1e>r rat<' 
Lour; t:erm c:ipital a 
Reduction nl: 6 . /. 1 ,146 . 07 6 . 1 1,090 . 00 6 . 45 2,145 . 16 
hj gli Y;"ll.:C 
6" h 
-...J 
A1 0tm t at 7. 103 , 752 .53 109 , 612 . 00 122 , 221 . 23 V1 
Incrcnsc· at 5 . ~ l) 551. l/1 5. 9 690.91 5 . 8 509 . 93 
l O\-JC: r r alc 
- --- -----
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cr(!ascd, but thL! l~t(! cuc:in~ acrLOgL! Jc~ing Jcly would declin<! . If the 
first cu!::ing acre;:ige wcr(! d1.1crease<l, p.'.lsturL! would have be:en less limiting 
.:md ~ore of th..! pastur1:.. acreL10e would h;.1vc remained in bluegrass . (.\11 the 
.::vaila"!Jlc ?asture was rL!nov.it..!C :.n Syi>t~;:-, I.) If all pasture were l<::ss 
::..Ltiti.:;.
0
, :::..f :.abor Here r.,c.·...: linici:ig, or if the acreage renovated to ear ly 
pasture \,'ere increased , then all o.;: tLe: steer calves would have been fed 
1 
out . 
T~e beef cow herd entered at 174 units . 2 Eight of the steers were sold 
at wea:;.ing :i~c . The SLeer Zeeding activ:::..ties must compete for labor both 
during ~ovenb~r and during the Jun~ and 1uly haying season and are less com-
petit:::..v~ than the heifer feeding activities . 
Seventy ste~rs were finished ~hrough the hay pasture activity . All 49 
of the: heifers were finis:1ed in t:he a-:y lot . At the mar2;in , che steer dry 
lot activity was closely competitive, but did not enter the progra~ because 
the extra labor involved in fcedin;; competes with hay ha!'vesting .
3 
'.::'he activities involving the purchase and feeding of year ling steer s 
d:::..d not encer the optimal pro~ra.m . The most closely competitive activity 
1
If the selling p~ice oE wean:~g c~lves were increased by $2 . 27, 63 
:-.ead wou::.d have been so:d c..nd X"ovember labor would not be limiting . If the 
price ?'-r heac were lowered by $.60 none of the steers would have been sold 
a:::c :-::or~ of the pasture land would renain in blue grass . :'he latt:er would 
occur as less meadow would be harvested for hay and chus would have been 
av~ilable for pasture . 
2'1"1 ... nc beef herd would have declined to 169 units if the revenue per 
head had been rec~ced by $ . 67 . 
3 
Forty- six steers would have been fed out thrm ... .;h the hay dry lot 
activ"i"cy if the revenue per head were increased by $1 . 15 . At this point , 
the hay buying activity would have been at its upper limit . 
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1 
i:avolvl..!<l the purcb1sc of m<..!tlium y.:.:::irling !.tCi..!L::> for surr.mcr pastun: . Had 
this <..Ct:ivity ~ntcrL.:d the solution, r.:or12 o[ t~1c lcte harvested mer.i<low would 
have 1.Jc.:::: l!tiliz""'" '"'s p:::st:i!-=:-.:.:. T· ....... ctivities ::.nvolving thL.; purc:.ase of 
ci;;ht ye .. rling s::..;ers ::or fr . .; ::'.ell a::d Si!rn::-:er wcr'- closely co:npe!:itive at 
the :n.::rrgin . It t:h.!se activities had entered the solution, more hay would 
La:id wzs less lir:i:::.:i.; in Sysr.L:r:-1 I th-..n in c::iy of the subsequent sys -
t..:::lS co::1sid<..!r..:d . In the subscqu12.n:: syster.1s, where either r.he productivity 
of labor was increased t'.1rou5h the application of b.:::tter technoloc,y or al-
ternar.ively was replaced by a corn silage systl..!m, land beca~e more limi t -
2 
i:ig . 
':!-."' corn sila;e ::eeain;; uC ... ivi::ies Je;:e not allowed to enter the op ti -
mal pro,;ram. :-iowever, at the: m ... ri;i::i, the rir::>t 40 tons of palatabl e si l age 
.Z:ed throu
0
h an upright silo would have returned $2 . 32 per ton over vari able 
costs. 
I~ ~he :i~st systen, th~ cos~ 0£ capital, ana co~seq~~n~ly the initial 
i:ives~~~nt cost, had litc:e influe~c~ on the ~ix of activities . This was 
true for both long r:erm and production capital. In System I , labor was 
li::1iced i:l qua:i::ity and low in productivity . Close to the margin the r e -
~urns :o capital we=e scill &hove the cost of capital . ConscGuently, the 
l_ - l . a . • 
_,_ t:.1<.! revLnul! per hL:a 1.vLcr.:! increased by :;.2 . 64, 24 s t~e:-s would have 
b~cn purcha::;cd for summer pasture . T:1e calf selling activity would have 
bl.!en fo-::ced out of the O?ti:r.al solution . \facn the cali selling ... 11.:tivity 
\Jer.c OLt o: so:ution (. .. o::c c...,lvl!s \·;ou:'..c! be £<..!d), f~w.;r acres would h.::>ve :,ce::< 
~arvcsr:ec ~or h~y a~d utilized for grazing. 
? 
--:he ciL:-fcrcnt classes o:: 2.anc vary -::elat.:ivlc! to each ot:ier octwc'-'n 
s:·s:~:'.ls, :.ut th<! av.:rage vaL.12 of an adaitional fa1-;:1 -.iCri:: was higher for a!.l 
oi ti-.. : su~sequent systc::-.a t::'1an for Sys ::ezt I . Sec T.::ble 19 . 
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qu.::mtity oi capital us'""d in Syst-.!m I woulC: rc:n..i;.n relatively constant while 
::he :.-.::;:~ of i:li:-.!rest und.::.rwcnt conside:.-able variation . 
Svst._>::-. II 
System II was ~nclcdcd to tcs~ the ?rofitability of using a limited 
corr. ailage harvesting system to substitute for or supplement the hay har-
vest~~s equip~ent in Systcn I . 
~'ne basic ch.:mge fro::i System I uas to allou the model t:o substitute 
capi ::a::. :trou.;h a corn si lag"' harvesting ar.d fceci.i:1g sys tern for labor used 
in hay harvestin6 and for labor UbCd in cattle feeding . 
Ir. Systen II, bot:h r.et far:n income and the anou~t of variable long 
te::::-. c apital inv~st~d were :iearly t~e sa~e ~s :or Syste~ I . 1 The total 
? 
labor r~quirements for System II were les~ t~~n for System I . -
':.'i~ere were 16 acres of continuous corn harvested for silage . One 
hundred eighty- seven tons of palatacle silage wer<:! fed .
3 
.5>.11 the silage harvesting wa~ custom hired . The silage feeding equip-
4 nent ·was assu:ned to be Ov;':'led . 
T!!e: cow herd was increased by one unit: . All of the s t eers and hei fers 
l~. 
1ne a~ounts o~ lo:ig t~rr:-i varieble capital inve~~ed at 6% were approx-
i:::ately c:-,e sar.1e .::or Syster:is I ~md II . B ... .;<.:.t..se the machine investr,1ent was 
greatc:.- i".'.. t:h"- !:>ccond system, the total initial investment was larger for 
the s'""conc sys=em tha~ for Systew I . 
2 
See Table 15 . 
3 
Tee upright silo would hav~ :i::duced trw variable cost per ton by $ . 42 . 
I . 
..,.Ovme'!:"ship of silc:ge harve:,;t~:lg e'!uipmenr: could not i:ave been justi.:ieci 
i~ Sys :::e::: II . R::~ge analysis ir.c1catec that: iO additio:i.al acres \·:0t .. lc have 
bee:i ::.&:-ves ;:.::c only i~ t.1e cost: p-:r acre \·!er.'.? rE.<..uced by $14 . 39. Equi?::lent 
O~·;::.e::-sr:.:.p \..oulC. reduce the ?.::!r acre cos t:s only by 89 . 50 . The $ll,. . 39 cost 
reduction is equivalent to a $2 . 39 pay:nent per acre . 
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produced were fed out. No additional cattle were purchased . While all the 
steers were fed out through a high roughage (pns.:ure silage) activity , the 
dry lot reeding activities were closely competitive . 
Activities involving the purchase of additional c a ttle for feeding wer e 
more competitive in System II than in System I. However , those activities 
involving the purchase of medium quality steers for surmner pasture were 
1 
less competitive as pasture became more limiting . 
When corn silage is fed with the self unloading wagon used in t h is sys -
tern , corn silage substitues not only for hay in t erms of energy values bu t 
also for winter labor used in cattle feeding . Thus part of the value of 
corn silage in System II stems from the renoval of the Xovember labor con-
flict which arose in System I. 
Corn silage also replaced the hay which was purchased in System I and 
part of the less profitable second and third meadow harvesting operations . 
The acreage of fi rst cutting hay was reduced only enough to release labor 
r equired to feed the addi tional steers.
2 
However, pasture was more lir.1it-
ing in all months in System II than it was in System I. The mix of pas ture 
ac tivities changed only slightly to supply more early pas ture for the steer s . 
1 
Those activities involving t he purchase and feeding of steers and 
heifer s became more competitive but did not enter the optimal solution . 
2 
The maximum amount of labor available during June and July \·J<lS hired 
but the limitntions 1.Jere less t'estricting th;m in System I. The .'.1creag0 of 
renovated t.:tll i;r;1ss pasture was incrcnsc<l slithtly 1.;hile the acr<.: ~1gc 
re11ovatcd to trecfoil declined slightly. The udditional later pasture re -
quired by the cow herd was acquired through meadow acr eage which was har-
vested fewe r times. 
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1 
When labor became l ess limiting during the June and July period and 
during November , the profitability of the row crop acreage was increased . 
As labor became less limiting during ~ovember, the profitability of the 
swi ne activity was also i ncreased . 
Corn silage al so reduced the forage limitation in System I . The i n -
creased supply of harvested roughage a llowed a more complete util i zat i on of 
brass l and r esources . As a result, the mar ginal value product of hay de -
clined (labor was less limiting) while the marginal value pr oduct of gr ass 
1 d . d 2 an was increase . 
When the optimal solu tion could utilize a larger portion of the gr ass 
land r esources through the peak period of production than utilized through 
deferred gr azing activities , the returns per ~ere wer e incr eased . 
Any further increase in the program value in System II would most 
readily come from the purchase of steers and heifers for feeding . The cow 
herd competes with the steer grazir.g activities ior gr ass . The cow herd 
could not be expanded unless the steer feeding activities were t r ansferred 
3 
to che drylot . 
1
An additional 111 hours of labor would have been worth $3 . 46 per hour 
during the first half of June or would have be~n worth $3 . 31 per hour during 
the lase half of June . During comparable periods in July, an additional 77 
hours would have been worth $1. 85 and $1. 76 respectively . 
? 
- The marginal value product of all land was increased in Syste:n II . 
However , the greatest percentage increase occurred with the permanent pas -
ture acreage . When a more extensive use was made oi pasture during its 
peak production period , the returns to land would be increased . 
3 
Range unalysis indicat~d ch~c 30 steers would ~ave occn noved to che 
dry lot if the revenue per head had been incrcuscd by $1 . 57 . The st~er hay-
pas cure activities were also closely competitive . See Table 49b . 
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lne range analysis indicated that more heifers would enter the optimal 
program if either the production cost of corn silage were reduced or mo r e 
labor were ~vail~ble in July . A cost r eduction or revenue increase of $2 . 28 
pe r heifer would have brought 18 heifers into the program. However , with 
the coefficients used , the harvesting o f corn silage to increase the number 
of heifers on feed was not profitable . System II was more responsive to 
r eductions in the cost of capital and the initial investment cost t han was 
System I. In System II additional investments would have expanded the feed 
lot and feed storage capacity to increase the winter feeding operations .
1 
System III 
System III was included to test the profitability of c ap ital invest-
ments designed to increase the productivity of labor used in meadow harvest-
ing . 
System III was the most profitable of the systems considered in the 
programming analysis. However , System III a lso had the highest total labor 
r equirements . 
As contrasted with System I , the increase in program value occurred 
from the increased utilization of meadow land for hay . All of the available 
meadow acreage was harves t ed for hay dur ing June . One hundred and nineteen 
acres wer e harvested both for the second and third times during July and 
August . 
The marginal value product of a ton of hay in Systems I , II, and III 
declined from $19 . 98 to $18 .59 to $17 . 26 respectively. The marginal value 
1 
In System II , land and sununer labor were limiting . The only expan-
sion possible was to utilize more corn as silage and use more winter labor 
in cattle feeding . 
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product of .:in acre of meadow land in the three respective systems was 
$12 . 01, $17 . 38 , a'Zl.d $26 . 31. The meadow land increased in value as more i n -
tensive use of meadow was made through hay ~arvesting or as the opportuni t y 
cost of labor used in hay harvesting was reduced . The use of the semi-
automated hay system increased the productivity of labor used in hay har -
vesting . The harvesting of meadow land for hay r a ther than grazing in -
creased the returns to land . 
The cow herd entered the solution at 179 units , which was five more 
than i n System I . Also more of the s t eers (19) were finished out through 
the dry- lot activity and mor e pastur e was made available to the cow herd . 
The por tion of the land devoted to early pasture increased as more of the 
meadow land was harvested for hay . The increase in beef c a ttle operations 
occurred as less total management labor was required in hay harvesting 
(even though a larger acreage was harvested) . After the maximlli~ acreage 
was harvested in June, the management labor transferred to hay hauling in 
Systems I and II was used for dr y lot feedi ng of steers and for expansion 
1 
of t he beef herd . 
System III was more responsive to a reduction in the cost of produc -
tion capital than Sys t em I . At the mar gin the pr ogr am was more sensitive 
? 
to the rate of interest on short term capital than on long term c api tal . -
1 
The cow herd appear ed co provide higher returns to pasture land as it 
provided a mo r e complete utilization of pasture resources . Dry lot feeding 
of steers required less hay per cwt . of gain but used more labor than steers 
on self feeders . 
? 
-~ad the rate o= interest on long :erm capital been reduced from 6% co 
. 25% GU additional $350 . would have been invested. If the rate of interest 
on production capital wer e reduced from 6% co 4 . 8% , an addi tional $2000 . 
would have been borrowed for the purchase and feeding of 11 additional 
heifers . 
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If t he rate of inter.::?st on short term c apital had beC!n lowcre:d , heifers 
1 d f - a· 1 would have been purc ase or winter tee ing . If the rate of interest on 
long t:erm c.apital wer e lowered (other costs remaining the same), t his would 
have lower ed t:he stor age costs and made the purchase of hay profitable . 
System III r equired more total annual labor than any other system . 
However, at the mar gin a reduction in t he number of hours in the solution 
would have r educed the program value less than in Systems I a nd II . 
Sys t em IV 
System IV was included to t es t the pro f itability of using a limited 
corn silage system to substitue f or or supplement a hay har vest i ng system, 
where t he labor used in hay harvesting was more productive than in System I. 
In System IV, a s in System II, corn s ilage entered t:he optimal solution 
2 
as a substitute fo r hay and labor. As the supply of roughage was increased, 
mor e steers we r e wi n tered out on high roughage r at ions and f u ll feed gr a in 
on gr ass . The labor released f rom the dry lo t feeding activity (in System 
III ) was used to expand t he cow herd and calf feed ing activi ties . As sil -
age was fed less t ota l labor was employed during the winter feeding period 
3 
than in System III . As pas t ure became more limiting , t her e were fewe r 
ac r es cut fo r the second and third times. From the r esults in Sys t ems II 
and IV, it would appear that corn silage har vesting and meadow gr azing 
1 
Only 14 heifers could have been purchased before November labor be-
came restricting . 
2 
As the supply of r oughage was increased (above) the p r ogr am was able 
to u tilize full feed ing on pasture which released labor . 
3
Silage was :!:ed t h r ough a self- unloading for age wagon , so less total 
labor was r equi r ed even though mo r e cattle were fed . 
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ac::.ivities substitute most readily for the second and third hay harvesting 
opera.tions. 
As the h.'..ly harvesting operations were reduced during July and August , 
l abor was not li:niting except during the peak haying periods . 
This progr.:im value would have been less affected by high interest rates 
1 than would the program value in System III. An increase in the interest 
rate on production capital would reduce the quantity of corn purchased . As 
the cost of corn was increased, the program would substitute forage for corn 
by finishing the steers through the hay- pasture activity rather than the hay 
dry lot activity . Expansion of the feeding activities was limited by a lack 
of pasture . Within System IV, the cow herd was complementary to the steer 
and heifer feeding activities, and they increased together . 
Land was more limiting to net fann income in System IV than in the 
other systems considered . The increased marginal value product of land 
arose as System IV provided a more complete utilization of meadow acreage 
without involving a winter labor constraint than was the case with t:he other 
systems analyzed . 
Yne r ange analysis indicated that a reduction in the interest rate 
2 would increase the quantity of hay fed on pasture . The feed conversion 
races used in programming are not efficient enough to increase the cattle 
feeding activities t hrough the harvesting of more corn silage . 
1 
The increased availability of harvested forage reduced i::he labor lim-
itatio;is which restricted farm income in System I . 
2
A reduction in the rate of interest would have made the cost of trans -
ierring pasture by harvested means more competitive with pasture transfer 
through rotational gr azing activities . 
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Syst1..'t" V 
Sy.,.:<!m V was i'!1.cludcd to t8St the profitability of using an all corn 
silag~ system with grazing .'.lc tivitics to replace the su.-maer meadow harvest -
. . . 1 ing activities . 
All the corn silage harvesting and feeding equipment was assumed to be 
owned . The ownership expenses ~verc treated as f ixed costs which were de -
ducted from the final value of the progr am . 
The net farm income as given by the linear prograrrming model for Sys -
tern V weis lower than for the other forage sys terns considered . This was 
tr~c both before and after adjustme'!1.ts for fixed costs . The total labor 
requirements for System V were also lower than fo r the other systems con-
sidered. The capital requirements fo r both long term and short term (pro-
duction) capital were larger than for Systems I - IV but l ess than for Systems 
VI and VII . All of these systems had a higher net farm income than System 
v. 
In System V there were 56 acres of continuous corn harvested for sil -
age and 751 tons of palatable silage were fed . 2 The acreage harvested and 
the tonnage produced appeared fairly stable in the fi'!1.al solutio'!1. . 3 If 
1 
-only corn silage feeding activities were provided in the nodel. Where 
hay was required in feeding, this hay could be custom harvested or purchased 
and fed in connection with the corn silage .'.lCtivitics as in Systems I - IV. 
2 
'The acre age harvested was ma rgina 1 with res pee t to ownership of two ·row-
corn silage harvesting equipment . See T.'.lble 4 . 
3
Silagc production would drop to 738 tons if the cost per ton were in-
creased by $ . 10 . A decrease i n costs of $ . 60 per ton would increase produc-
tion to 805 cons. However, a $ . 60 decrease in the per ton harvesting cost 
is equivalent to a payment of $5 . 25 per acre for corn silage harvesting . 
At the lower cost, the steers would have been shifted from the pasture 
activity to the dry lot activity . 
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silage production were increased, the silage dry lot activities would t hen 
enter the final solution . 
I:i. Systcr.1 V, the labor used in hay harvesting was not limiting as con-
tras t ed to the other systems nnnlyzed . 
All of the hay used in connection with the corn silage activities was 
ct.:stom harvested . T:iere were 81 ac r es harvested in June and 24 acres har-
vested again in July and in August . Total hay production was 152 tons . 
This acreage and tonnage would have been sufficient to justi f y r etenti on of 
the present hay harvesting equipment . H~d the present hay harvesting equip-
~ent been r etained, the progr am r esults would be similar to those for System 
II where more acreage was devo t ed to hay production and less corn acr eage 
utilized fo r corn silage.
1 
was 
As a larger volllille of the rou~hage was made availab l e through corn 
silage activities and a larger portion of the meadow acreage devoted to 
grazing activities , the cow- calf feed ing activities were expanded . The cow 
he r d entered the optimal solution at 205 units . At the mar gi n , the pasture 
limitation pr evented further expansion o:L the beef cow herd . 
The alternative feeder cattle activities were close substitutes for 
each other as they were in a ll systems . Although all t he steer s wer e fed 
1 
The present hay harvesting equipment has lower variable costs per 
acre and yields higher returns to labor t han the custo:n harves ting activi-
ties . Since the volume of hay harvested is large enough that average total 
cost per acre for the present hay system will be less than fo r the custor.i 
~ay ha~vesting activities , it c an be concluded that retention of the present 
h.;.y harvesting equipment could i ncrease the acr eage har vested and increase 
net fa.rm income . 
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out on p.::.s::ura , the dry lot activity was closely competitive at th1..: margin .
1 
There wer e no additional cattle purchased, but only a slight price differen-
2 
ti<::l was required to bring heif<.O!rs into tLe progr am . The r ange •malysis 
indicated tha t t:he bounded hay foedint, .:ictivities would have substitu t ed 
for the silage £ceding activities in tlH! optim.::il solution if the bounds had 
been removed . 
The corn silage system used in this analysis was the system (of those 
considered) which required the least amount of labor and the greatest amount 
of capital per ton of silage fed . Net ;arm income declined from that of 
System I and the expansion of the beef activities was limited by the quan-
tity of land available . Thus, it can be concluded that a substitution of 
capital for labor, in the form of corn silage harvesting for meadow harvest -
ing , could not be expected to increase net farm income unless l abor were 
more limiting than depicted in the series of systems analyzed here. 
At the margin, System V was more sensitive to the cost of capital than 
the other systems considered . The program was more sensitive to the cost 
of production capital than the cost of long term c apital. If the rate of 
interest on production capital were lowered to 3 . 64%, an additional $22,800 
would have been us ed to purchase additional heifers for winter feeding . 
If the rate of interes t on long term capita l were lowered to 5 . 5%, an 
additional $1550 would have been invested in silage and grain storage facil -
ities and the steer feeding activities would have been moved t o the dry lot 
l,, . 1 , h rorty - six steers wou a ave moved to the dry lot with an additional 
$ .70 per head price incentive . 
2 
One hundred fifty- nine heifers would have been purchased and fed out 
i i the revenue were increased by $3 . 39 per head . 
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1 fr0m th<! pasture . Further reductions in the rate of i nterest on long tenn 
capital \-:Ould h .. ve been rc~uircd to sufficiently lowc.:r the cost 0£ handling 
faciliti.:!s to allow additional heifers to b~ purch~sed . 
I:1c-::.-eases in the cost of both lor:.; - tcrr.: .:t:ld production capital would 
have cha'1~ed the mix of pasture activities in the optimal solution . Part 
of t~e gra ... ing of fi rst cutting m~adow aftennath would have been deferred 
U:ltil fall . 
'.:.'he s._nsitivity to the cost of capital inher.::nt in System V occur s as 
the ~arvestinci of corn silage is s tO?ped only bec~use the marginal r evenue 
per t on of silage fed no long~r exceeds the cost of produc tion , and not be-
c c.use of the labor resource restrictions which were found with the hay sys-
t:ez:s . I::i contrast with the hay harvescing syste:ns which were considered, 
t:he harvested acre~ge was limited by a r estric t ion on t he total number of 
hours which could be hired . 
Syst:e:n VI 
Sys~e:n VI was an all haylage system . Tnis system was included to test 
the rela tive profi tability of investing c apita l to increase the productivity 
of labor and land t h rough the use of improved technology in bo t:h neadow 
harvest i'1g and in cactlc feeding. Ket .farm incom.:! was l i mited with Syste:r. 
2 
VI by a shortage o.:: 7!lanagereent l abor dur in.; June a71d Ju_y . An additional 
eight hours of labor wou l d have been worth $9 . 38 or $9 . 23 per hour during 
1 
Thi.= dry lot act ivit:i..'.?s would be :::oy~ co:npctitivc with lower capi t~l 
cos~s as they r~quire more silag~ a~d ~ore silo capacity per head than the 
silage pasture plan wh i ch entered the pr ogram . 
? 
- The haylage system W.'.:.S aSSU.::'.Cd <:O r equire ..l 01..:,::er pYoportion or SC;.".i -
s:d:led labor than the other meadow harvesting systems considered . See 
:'able 9 . 
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the June I and June II periods .
1 
During th~se respective periods in July, 
an addi:::ional 98 hou::s would have been worch $1.68 or $1.59 per hour . In 
June, th~ labar uscJ for hay hurvesting must compete with labor used fo r 
st.ccr ..:-eedin:;, for t:he cow~1erd, and for corn and soybean cultivation . 
Additional labor during June would be used to increase the meadow acreage 
harvested in that month while the acreage harvested late i n July would de-
crease . 
The beef herd entered t:he optimal solution at 170 units . This was a 
smaller he rd size than specified by the other systems considered . Al l the 
steers were fed out through the dry lot activity . There were 160 he ifers 
(112 of which were purchased) fed out dur ing t he winter period.
2 
The decline in the cow herd size and the steer feed ing ac tivicies 
occurred as labor bec ame l i~iting duri ng June and July . Al chough chere 
were fewer steers produced and June labor was more limiting in Syst em VI, 
the forced purchase of additional steer calves for feed ing would have been 
less coscly than in Syste~s I - IV . This was due to the increased produc~iv-
ity o~ labor used in steer feed ing in System VI . 
The labor confl ict during June was also reflected by a r eduction on 
r e l ative profitability
3 
of the cropping activities . 
The t otal capital r equirements increased (when compar ed to Systems I -
1 
June I (June 1- 15), June II (June 16- 30) . 
2 
The hay system favors expansion of the heifer feed ing accivities over 
the steers because steer feeding and beef cow labor conflict with hay har -
vesting . rhus che heifer feeding and hay harvesting act i vit i es are conple -
~entary as are corn silage harv~sting and the steer feeding activities . 
Hay harvesting and steer feeding are competitive . 
3 
See Table 53, Appendix C. 
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V) JS the f~cd storage capacity and the feed lot ~pace were expanded . TI1c 
0pti~;.il capit:..i.l stock in Syst:cm VI w .. s mor:e dependent on the amount of labor 
available during June and July than on the race of interest or the cost of 
- . 1 various investment proJeccs. 
An additional ton oi 90% dry matter hay equivalent would have been 
wo'i'.'th $19 . 59 to the progr am . N'o hay buying or selling was allowed in Sys -
terr. VI . Had the hay buying activity been a llowed to enter the opti:nal pro-
gr a;:i , 23 tons of nay would have been purchased and less labor would have 
f been LSCd during August for Gay harvesting . 
The net proJram value for Systum VI (adjusted for fixed costs) was 
less than for the present system . The quantity of capital invested was 
greater than che amount which would maxinize profics for System I . There 
were 321 fewer total hours of labor r equired to maxi mize farm income in 
Systcn VI than in System I . More risk would be entailed fo r System VI 
than for System I because the number of feeder cattle was increased and the 
quantity of c apita l invested was greater . 
The acreage of meadow harvested could be increased if harvesting time 
could be r educed or if raore skilled labor were available . However , the 
later cuttings in July and August co~ld have been increased had che program 
found it profitable co do so . If the additionai 23 acres of meadow were 
harvested , it would be necessa ry to obtain a net return $23 .18 over variable 
cost per acre harvested in order to obtain the same net income as was ob-
taincd in System I . 
Thus , it would appear that the c apital costs offset t he increased 
1
see Tab:.e 21 . 
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productivity of labor . 
In System VI the wilted - grass silage harvesting operation required a 
high~r proportion of skilled to non- skilled labor than the other meadow har-
vesting systems . The progranuning model could substitue skilled labor for 
non- skilled lubor but could not substitute non- skilled labor for semi-
skilled labor . The resulting lower net income obtained in System VI as 
compared to System III occurred for two main reasons: (1) The proportion 
of skilled to semi- skilled labor required in meadow harvesting did not 
allow complete harvesti:i.g of the meadow acreage in June . (2) The opera-
t:ional cost:s per acre harvested were greater in System VI than in System 
III. 
In cont:rast, part of t:he increased net program value obtained in Sys -
ten III was due to the fact that the harvest:ing operation required a higher 
portion of non- skilled l abor than was required in System VI . 
The range analysis can be used to d~terrnine how the program value 
would change as bounded activities were first allowed to enter optimal farm 
plan . In System VI, the corn silage activities were restricted from the 
optirr.al solution by a series of upper bounds (i . e . , no more than . 5 ton of 
corn silage could have been fed by any nethod) . The option of storing cor n 
silage in the earth en - trench silo would not have been competitive in che 
opt~mal program unless the cost per ton were reduced by $ . 05 . In chis 
c ase 35 tons of silage would have been fed. The upright silo, which had 
lower variable costs per ton than the horizontal silo, would have increased 
the pro6rfu~ value by $ . 43 per ton for the first 35 tons of corn silage fed . 
System VII 
Sysi:em VII was included to test the profitability of using a corn sil-
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age sys t.!m to r.!place or supp lemcnt sumr.1.::r h..iy 1-.:irves ::ing labor where corn 
silage di-.. not substitue for l::..bor used in cattle feeding . 
1 
Excep..: for 
rixed costs, Syste.~ VII \,_.,;:is a li:-ic<.-.:- co:nbin~!:ion o.: Syste"1S V c:i.nd V: . 
A:l ::h..:: h;:irvcsting equipr::ent was s.ssu:ncd to be owned . All silage was 
stored and fed from uprigt.t silos . An aug0r conveyor system was used in 
feeding . 
in Syste:r. V:L:, t'."le corn sila,s"" was ::ed with a hay ::iixtur.:: c:nd corn 
? 
cobs to the cow herd .- ?art of the cow herd wc;.s naintained on the hay 
r a tion. As the low silage activity and the hay activity are l inear cor;ibin-
ation oi each other, the optimum winterin0 ration for the cow herd would 
consist o: a high percentabc of hay and a snall p'-rc~nta0e of corn silage 
and co~n cobs . Corn silage was used :o supple~cn:: pasture in December . 
In contrast, when corn silage entered thl! optimum solution in Systems 
II and IV, the silage was fea to the steer calves . In Systems II and IV, 
the feeding of corn silc:ge to the s-ceer calves uas assumed to requi'::-e less 
labor t~.=.n feLding bal ed hay . In Syste:n VI where: c..11 ieedint; was through 
an auger - conveyor system, the feeding of corn silage or haylage was assumed 
to r equire eq~31 amounts of labor . 
Syst:e::i VII was limited, "'s was Syst:en VI, by a lack of semi- skilled 
il\nen corn silage suppl~mented the baled hay systems, the corn silage 
subs-cituted in part for labor used in £cedin0 • 
') 
-rn Systems II and IV where corn silase (!nt.::r~d the solutio!1, a pref-
e=ence w~b given to the stcur f~eding as la~~ fc~uing labor was requir~d 
whe:i sila.,,e w..is f.:?d whereas the dssumption w ... ~ made that the !':lixed corn 
silage r<.o.cion required the same amount of labor as did the hay ration . 
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labor <l•.rin0 Ju:1e .
1 Also, as in System VI, the program would have increased 
t:12 acreage h.irvested in June an'- reduced tl~c acre.:;.ge harves t:ed late i n 
.July i.:: the ..idJitional la0or were available in Ju:ie. In t:his case the corn 
silage harvestir:g operation would have declined . (Since :\'ovember labor was 
limiti:16, the expansion of all feeder cattle activi t ies was prevented , s o 
alt:ernativci! harvesting syst0:ns substi t uted for each other . ) 
As with t:hc previous syst:er:1s analyzed , th..: alternat i ve feeding act: i v i -
ties were closely competitive. 
All the steers and heifers were fed out through dry lot activities . 
An additional 246 heifers were pur chased for winter feeding . However , t he 
retur ns over opportuni ty cost ~or the last: 32 ~eifers was $ . 37 .Der head . 
T:12 t:otal meadow acreage !"larvested decL..ned as the cow- calf feeding 
activities were expanded :fror:l the levels in System VI . There were 112 
2 acr es cut during June and 56 acres harvested again in July and in August . 
~t the mnr6in the acreage harvested for silage, haylage, and that 
renovated to perman.::n.:: pascure will substitute .::or each other with only 
slight char.gcs in price . If the meadow3 or corn harves t i ng coscs were re -
duced , part of the steers would be fed on pasture (less labor requir ed) , 
and ~ore 0£ the permanent pasture would have been utilized as early pastur e 
1~n additional hour of labor during t:he :irsi:: and during che s~cond 
half of Jur.e would have been worth $8 . 61 and $8 .45 respectively . The re-
spective shadow prices for June labor in System VI were $9 . 38 and $8 .45 
per '.lour . 
? 
- :n Syst..:<m VI, 131 acres were h~rvestcd in June and 106 acres harvest:ed 
for t~e second and third times during July and August . 
" 
.;I.:: che cost of harvesting an acre three tir.1es were reduced by 
80 acrE:s would be narvested three ::imes . 
9t., 
(tJll g~~ss activity) . 
In Sys.:(c.'1 VII, as in Syst.::m VI, the ~ctivitics involving the purchase 
oi li_,tt ye~li..·:.ing sr.ee::-s ..=or .:-.11 a;:'ld ..:urx:-,er pasture we r e rr.ore CO;'ilpetitive 
1 th.'.ln t!;ey v.·cre in Systems 1- V . 
T.1crc we::.·e 506 tons oi corn silage il;d through the uprigh t s ilo. The 
quanti:y of s:lage in the program w~s relacively unstable . Only a small 
in~rease in cost would have caused a substantial reduction in the tonnage 
harves:ed . 
In both Systems VI and VII, the margin for corn silage was low . In 
Syste;;i. VI the trench silo foe ding activity was closely competitive at the 
~argin bt.t would not have cntered tl1e O?tinal solution unless the per ton 
costs had bce:-i r educed by $ . OL.. . 
2 
At the margin, System VII was relatively insensitive to the cost of 
capital and, consequently, to the co~t of capital investments . The insen-
sitivity arose fron labor limitations during June and Novc~bcr which were 
restricr.ir.g t he opti~al solution . 
Further expansion of cattle reeding was limited as each individual 
activity replaced another revenue producing activity . Thus , any increase 
in progr~m value in Syst:~~ VII would arise f~om a reallocation of reso~rces 
within ~he system. 
Th~ quantity of capital used to expand the cattle feeding facilities 
l 
Au increase in the revenue per steer of $2 . 61 and $3 . 61 respectively 
would ~ave brou0 :1r: 22 steers into the pr ogra:-:1 through either the !1ay or cor:i. 
si~age ?aSt:ure activit i es . 
') 
- A $ . Ot,. reduc-.::ion in the cost per ton would have brought 35 ton:. i:tto 
Syste~ VI . 
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w::is gr'"'..itcr .:.n Sys ten VII th:m thl.! ot.Lc.:r sy~t<.:m:; conBidl.!rC!cl . Tht: program 
vo.luc fo;;: Sys!:c::l VII when all f ix<::d costs \·:ere considen:<l was appro:-:ir:iately 
the s.:>r::.:! .::s for Syste::i VI. Th<.! qu<..:.l.ticy of l ... bor c:nployeci in System VII 
As Nov~:uoer labor was limiting , c.ny fu rther expans i on of any cattle 
fced~:.i.g a~tivi:y iron the numbers in Systc..~ VIl could occur only as one 
c.::tc:e feeding activi;:y ~ould substicute for anoci.e:- . 
:~c ::!"-.e r:iar.;:..n, ::he opti:nal stock of capital invested was r::ore sensitive 
to incr"' .... se:; in, rather than to decre.:.ses in, it.,, costs. The reason was that 
labor used in cuttle feeding was li~iting both during ~ovcmber and during 
Ju!'le an .. July . Thus , e:qc:ision ol. the c ... ttlc f._ .... ding activities was possi-
ble o:-.ly i:'. ot:11..;: inco:ne producing ac ti vi ties W.:!re reduced . 
"...ob_cally tnc progran will be more insensitive to r ed..ictions in the 
cost of purchased resourcl.!3 when oth .... r r esources (such as labor) arc li:nit -
i:1.g fr.an when additional resou::-ces a:-e avail.::"ole at a specifi ed cost . In 
the o:Jt:Lr..al soh.tio:t additional c api;:al would be invested ii its cost wer e 
iowcrec c:""tou0 h to o~fset th.:: opportu:iity cost of those re;:;ources used witil 
the c apital. In any c ase, the capital cost must be reduced enough to off-
se.: t:':".e opportunity cost of resources used wi t.1 the capital . When resou:-ces 
c:.re 2.i::-.::..=:..ng, the opportunity cost 0£ a resource will be breater th.:n or 
equal to its cost of a c quisition . 1.Jhen resources are unli:-Jitir..i;,,, t:he O?por -
tuni;:y cost of o given r~:;ourcc will be less th~n or equal to its cost of 
acqu.:.sicion . 
R - cx~~::..~ntion o~ net: inco~e and capital reouir0mcnts 
:n =he results present~d, th~ bulcd hay systems appear relativ~ly ~ore 
profitable than the automated feeding syster.is (VI, VII) . However , the i n -
Tabl e 22 . Net i ncome and capital requirements for forage systems I, II , III, IV , VI, and VII when 
a all hay storage must be construc t ed 
Sys t em 
I II III IV VI VII 
Nel i ncome 24 , 339 . 98 24 , 353.72 24 , 531.68 24 , 292 . 70 23 ,77 7 . 12 23 ,752 . 69 
Adj usted for hay 374.77 374 . 77 374 . 77 374.77 
storage 
Ne t income 23,965 . 21 23 , 97 8 .95 24 ,156 . 91 23 ,917. 93 23' 777. 12 23 , 752 . 69 
Change from I +13. 74 +191. 70 -47. 28 -188 .09 - 212.52 
I nitia l investment 96,260 . 74 98 , 325 . 56 107,553 .12 103,640 . 33 122 ,068 . 98 137 , 422 . 20 
Adjusted for 3,640.00 3,640.00 3 , 640 . 00 3 , 640 . 00 
hay storage 
Tota l 99,900.74 101 , 956.56 111,193 .7 2 107, 280 . 33 122 , 068.98 137,422 . 20 
Change from I 2 , 064 . 82 11, 292 .98 7 , 379.59 22 ' 168 . 2l~ 37 , 521. 46 
Present discount ed 83' 381.10 85,994 . 67 91,229 . 74 93 , 639 . 95 109 , 612 . 00 122 , 221. 23 
i nves tment cost 
Adju sted for hay 3,640 . 00 3,640 . 00 3,640.00 3,640.00 
storage 
Tota ] 87 , 021.10 89 , 634 . 67 94, 867 .74 97,279.95 109, 612 . 00 122 ' 221. 23 
Change from I 2 , 613 . 57 7 ' 848. 6l~ 10, 258 . 85 22 ,590 . 90 35 , 200 .01 
a Sys t em V i s not analyzed here because a char ge for h ay storage in that system would change the 
optima l mix of activities . This ana lys is does not affect the optimal mix of act i vities for Lhe sys-
t erns ana l yzed here . 
'° C1' 
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co-::\.! lcvc: o:: the b ... l'"-; hay systl.!n ::lso rcfl ... cL.:. tne fact that initial 
stor::~ "' c.-,}~City (260 to:1s) wos assu:::ed to b..: c.va.ila:,le . 1..:: it w1... re n.;ces -
s.c.::-y co co::struct all Loy :;tor ... gc at th.:: init:i.1tion of the planr.ing period , 
th~ inco~c adv::ntage oi Syscl!rns I - IV would d~clinl.! relative to Systu~s VI 
and VII . Since additional hay stora~~ capacity was purch&sed in SystGms I -
IV, a c~arbe for the :.nitial ca?acity c_n b~ leveled a3~inst the final pro -
gram v~lu~ fo= the hay storas~ without affecting the optimal mix of activi -
ti..:.s in tn1:.se so :utioEs . h~acn this is cor.c, che a::..ternative syste:-r.s beco~e 
even r::o...-c closely cor:-.?etitive in c1..ri';!S of net a:inual income (T ... ble 22) . In 
this a::a!.ysis the -.:-~nkir.b o:: the syst'-'r:.s i~ tcr~3 o:r profitabi::..ity \,•ould 
remain u:ichan~ed . Eowevcr, the c,qital cor:m:itm.::nt (after adjustment ) for 
either Syste:n VI o r System VII is SL..:>St<J.ntially larger than is the capital 
commicm~nt for any or the first fou r systc~s . 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of t his study was to determine the net income or profit 
potential, the labor requirements, the capital requirements of forage sys -
tems designed to ei ther r ep l ace or increase the productivity of labor con-
cerned with the utilization of rotational meadow . Specifically, the study 
dealt with the feas ibility of supplementing or replacing meadow harvesting 
operations by using corn silage as a roughage and utilizing the meadow 
acreage through grazing . 
A procedure was outlinedby which long term investment decisions could 
be incorporated into and analyzed through a linear programming model . A 
budgeting procedure was used to select seven separate forage systems to be 
evaluated by a linear programming procedure. 
A linear programming model was used to depict the present farm situa-
tion and to determine the level and allocation of fa rm resources r equired 
to achieve the maximum net farm income subject to the resource restrictions 
on the farm . The labor and capital requirements are thos e required to maxi -
mize net farm income with each forage system. 
The results of the seven systems analyzed show only small differences 
in income potentials between the systems . 
The results do indicate that a greater income pot~ntial is obtained 
when the meadow acreage is utilized in the form of harvested forage rather 
than grazing . There are two main reasons for this: (1) when labor is 
available, the utilization of meadow by harvesting provides greater returns 
toland, and (2) because at the present time , all of the potential corn pro-
duction on the farm is required by the swine enterprise . Any corn utilized 
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by th~ b1.ei cnt~rpr1:se, l!ithe:: in the form o[ corn silag0! or corn grain, 
Ther~..'.:o;.·t...!, L:1os~ ra::.:.o-:1.S in · ..:hich SO!'.:<.! for::i of r,ay is 
sil~;;e -r'1tinns . o~:y ia t~I.:! cJsc of t~c s~cor:.d sysce~ was labor liniting 
to the ext1.mt that the corn sil.:...g..; O?erati.on could r<.!place labor and show 
;.::i :..:tc-:.-..;.lse in net annual ir.co~ .. c over c cu;.,;)nrabl.:: hay ha-.:-vestir:.g system . 
tialLy bec~usc the cow herd provided a more co~plete utilization of the 
pasture r.::~ourC<.!S than did th~ s~uer grazina activiti2s . 
:::..:! !)UE'- o..:: the fee ... \.:!:'.' c.. ... tt:.e ac=ivit:Lcs consisted of finis!'ling calves 
?::-odu.::ec on the f.:.rm . \..ithin <.!..iCh system, the r.10chocs by which the cnlves 
wer..:: finished wer-e highly compctit:ive . One r.iethod would substitue for 
another ~ith only a small cn-~g~ in resource ::-~quirements or in selling 
In the ~ore r..ech.:mizcd fe.::d::.ug sys::...:-;:;., (V, V!., a:-.d VII) the 
acc:..v:..c:..es involving the pu~chase of addition.:.l cattle for feecin~ ~ecawe 
~ore co~petitive in t he optimum fan:: ?lan . Ho·Jever, the number of these 
cattle purc.1a.,ed for feeding was higf:ly s'2.nsitive to price changes . 
~ ~cti:13 as a choice -~...:chanism for evulu~ti~~ invcsc~~nt decisions, 
c:;e ?!:"Ogrc;:-;-.:n:!..:1g apj)roach do~s define the r.1~xir.mm level of net incorr. .... obtain-
~b:e with th..: alternative forage systens and t~e r~sources required to ob-
tain this maxir..um level of income . However, when the alternative syste;:1s 
.:.'!'."<:: ne.::.::-ly equal in terms of !kt an:1uz.l incom..:, then addicion~l judgu:~nts 
wit:h -::.:::spect to labor requirements ar.c ca?itu.l corr.mitments rr.ust be mad~ by 
t:he far::; ?lanncr . 
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APPENDIX A 
Table 23. Labor coefficients used for alternative beef ac tivities a 
Steer calves Heifer s Purchased light Purchased Purchasc:d 
yearling steers 600 l b . 700 l b . 
good good 
POl- yearlings year lings 
03 P98 P99 Pl8 Pl9 P21 P22 P31 P32 P36 P37 P38 P71 P94 P95 P22 P222 
Beef Wint Wint Pas t Past Dry Dry Dry Dry Dry Dry Past Pas t Pas t Pas t Past Past 
cow hay sil . hay sil . lot l ot l ot l ot lot lot hay sil. hay sil. dry only 
unit h<'!}:'. si l . hay sil. ha}:'. sil. lot 
Jan. . 78 . 79 . 1+4 . 79 . l~5 . 85 .43 . 60 . 31 .75 . 44 . 75 .45 . 86 .42 
Feb . .65 .80 .41 . 80 .41 . 86 .40 . 62 . 25 . 73 .40 . 68 . 41 . 87 . 39 
Mar . . 90 . 80 .45 . 80 .45 . 86 .44 . 67 . 28 . 79 . 44 . 73 . 45 . 86 .42 
Apr. . 70 .70 .42 . 70 .42 . 78 .41 .67 .27 . 68 . 41 .63 . 42 . 78 . 39 
May . 63 . 73 . 50 . 21 . 21 . 76 .40 . 72 . 28 . 70 . 34 . 21 . 21 . 83 .44 .41 .41 
June I . 24 .10 .10 . 39 . ] 9 .10 .14 . 33 .16 . 10 .10 .1 . 1 
June II . 24 .10 .10 . 39 . 19 . 33 .16 .10 .10 .1 .1 ...... 
July I . 26 .10 .10 .39 .20 . 32 .17 .10 .10 .1 .1 0 -....J 
July II . 26 . 10 .10 . 39 .20 .32 .17 . 10 .10 .1 .1 
Aug . .57 . 78 . 40 . 78 .40 .45 .38 . 82 .40 . 1 . 1 .45 . 2 
Sept . . 60 . 78 .40 .24 .82 . 38 . 2 . 2 . 79 
Oct . .49 . 76 .23 1.08 . 63 .23 .46 .18 .48 . 35 . 37 . 29 . 15 .15 . 86 
Nov. .54 . 85 . 39 1. 10 . 79 . 73 .39 . 71 . 28 . 40 .40 .40 .40 . 15 . 15 
Dec. . 64 . 85 .43 . 85 . 43 . 85 . 43 . 82 .32 . 20 . 20 . 20 . 20 . 20 . 20 
7.50 6.28 3 . 27 8 . 29 l~ . 99 8 .03 4 . 55 5.37 2 . 31 6 . 48 4 . 02 6 .01 4 . 01 5.00 2. 86 2 . 91 1.01 
a 
Source : Labor r equirements are based on estimates by Van Arsdall (5 8) and studies by Johnson 
(28) and Bortfield (5) . 
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Table 24 . Resource requirements, variable costs, capital requirements, and 
net revenue for beef cow unita 
Activity POl 
Primary wintering ration 
Net 
b 
revenue 
Variable exp . 
Vet . and med . 2 . 00 
Taxes 4 . 00 
Salt and min . 5.00 
Breeding 3 . 00 
Power 2 .50 
Hise. 2 . 50 
Protein and cubbs . 
Total var . exp . 19 . 00 
Net revenue per head 
Feed requirements 
Corn bus. 2 . 
Hay tons 1.2 
Corn sil. tons 
Pasture days 258 
Hay 
23 . 14 
19.00 
4 . 14 
P02 
Hay , low 
corn sil . 
23 . 14 
2 . 00 
4 . 00 
5 . 00 
3 . 00 
2 . 50 
2 . 50 
4 . 61 
23 . 61 23.61 
- . 45 
.5 
.3 
1. 85 
258 
P03 
Corn si 1., 
low hay 
23 . 14 
2 . 00 
4 . 00 
5 . 00 
3 . 00 
2 . 50 
2 . 50 
12 .50 
31.50 31.50 
- 8.36 
.5 
. 1 
2 . 2 
258 
aEach beef cow unit consists of 1 cow, .18 replacement heifer .04 
bull . 
b 
Sale of . 16 cull cow. 
Table 25. Prices used in de t er mining net r evenue for steer and heifer acL i vities 
Activity No . P98 P99 P20 P21 Pl8 Pl9 P31 P32 P54 P39 P96 P97 
Steers Hei fer s Steer calves Hei fer calves 
Winter only Full fed Winter- full Dry l ot Sell Purchase Sell Purchase 
dry lot fed past. at at at a t 
Bas ic r at ion Hay c.s. Hay c.s . Hay c.s. Hay c.s . wean . wean . wean . wean. 
Grade Choice Choice Choice Choice Choice Choice Choice Choice Choic e Choice Choice Choice 
Month of sale May May Aug . Aug . Nov . Nov . May May Oct . Oct . 
Wei gh L 750 750 1075 1075 lll5 lll5 870 870 420 400 
p . a rice per cwt . 26 . 00 26 .00 24 . 06 24 . 06 23 . 96 23 . 96 23 . 82 23 . 82 28 . 67 25.92 
Sale value 195 .50 195.50 258 . 64 258 . 64 267 . 15 267 . 15 207 . 23 207 . 23 120 .41 103.68 
Month of purchase Oct . Oct . 
Weight (All steers or he ifers were either r ais ed 420 l100 
Price per cwt
0 or purchased through activities at r i ght) 29 . 67 
26 . 92 
Purchase cos t 124 . 61 107.68 
Gross value 195 . 50 195 . 50 258 . 64 258 . 64 267.15 267 .15 207 . 23 207 . 23 
Less var . costs 17 . 60 23 . 35 17 . 82 26 .62 16 . 98 20 . 26 14 .41 19 . 72 
Ne t r evenue 177 . 90 172. 15 240.82 232 .02 250 .17 246 . 89 188.47 183 . 16 120 . 41-124 . 61 103. 68-107 . 68 
(us ed in program) 
aAll s e lling prices for s l aughter cattle are average Chic ago prices for the r es pec tive grade 
and weight of cattle for the period 1955-1966 . The aver age Chicago price was r e>d uced by $1 .00 per 
cwt . to an Omaha equivalent. An additiona l $ . 50 per cwt . was deducted for selling costs . Ca l f 
selling prices are Omaha average by gr ade and weight for 1955- 1966 . 
bPriccs for f eeder cat tle are average Omaha prices for choice c a lves in October from 1955 -1966 . 
I-' 
0 
"° 
Table 25 (Continued) 
Activity No . P36 P37 P38 P71 P94 P95 P22 P222 
525 lb. choice year fall past. Good ycarlinu Good yearling stc<:'rs 
Full (eccl Winter for steers for summer pasture 
D.L. finish sunnner past. f a ll pasture D.L. fin Graze 
Hay c .s . Hay c.s . Hay only 
Past. 
Month of sale July July Oct . Oct. May May Nov . Aug. 
Weight 1075 1075 1115 1115 1075 1075 1075 823 
Grad e L.C . L.C . L. C. L. C. Good Good Good Good 
Price per cwt . a 23 . 57 23 .57 24 . 13 24 . 13 21.39 21. 39 22 . 63 23 .41 
Cross r evenue 253 . 37 253.37 269 .05 269.05 231. 55 231. 55 243 . 27 192 . 66 
Month of purchase Oct. Oct. Oct . Oct . Aug. Aug . May May 
Weight 525 525 525 525 600 600 700 700 
Grade Choice Choice Choice Choice Good Good Good Good 
P . a 26.73 26.73 26 . 73 26 . 73 24.42 24.42 24.41 24 .41 rice per cwt . t-' 
Purchase costb 140 . 33 140 . 33 140 . 33 140.33 146 .46 146 .46 170.87 170 . 87 t-' 0 
Gross value 113 . Ol~ 113 . 04 128 . 72 128 . 72 85.09 85. 09 72 . 40 21. 79 
Less var. cost 22.33 25. 23 18. 79 21. 64 22.38 27.62 18. 72 8.89 
Net r evenue 90 . 71 87.81 109.75 107.08 61. 71 57 . 54 67. 70 12 . 90 
Table 26 . To La l feed r equirements , l bs . of feed per 100 l bs . of gai n , average daily gain , and 
s laugh ter grades for feeder cat tle ac t ivities 
Shelled corn Corn silage Hay- alf . brome Protein Total Total ADG Grade 
l bs/cwt Total l bs/cwt Tota l l bs/cwLaTotal lbs/ Total pasture gain 
(bus . ) t ons t ons cwt l bs . days 
Steer cal ves 
Winter-hay 292 17. 6 725 1. 21 33 llO 330 1. 5 L.C . 
Wint er-C . S. 266 15 .4 1660 2 . 75 66 220 330 1. 5 L.C . 
Hay- dry l ot 556 65 . 02 229 . 764 29 190 655 2 . 23 L. C. 
C.S . - dr y l ot 440 51. 57 957 3 . 13 56 371 655 2 . 23 L. C. 
Hay past . 51 9 64 .42 475 1. 29 38 264 30 695 1. 77 L. C. 
c. s . past . 505 62 . 74 680 2 . 37 160 . 19 54 378 30 695 1. 77 L.C. 
He i fers 
Hay dry l ot 485 40 . 71 271 . 64 30 140 470 2 . 07 L. C. ...... 
c.s . dry l ot 331 27 . 85 ll42 2 . 69 53 250 470 2 . 07 L. C. ...... ...... 
Purch ased 525 l b . light yearling steers 
Hay- dry l ot 555 54 . 64 366 .53 48 265 37 . 2 525 2 . 02 L. C. 
Corn s il. - dry l o t 380 35 . 61 1142 2 .69 182 61 368 37 . 2 525 2 . 02 L. C. 
Hay past . 456 l~7 . 52 ll32 . 86 34 204 67 . 2 590 1. 7 L.C . 
Corn si l. past . 458 48 . 62 1075 2 . 82 482 . 14 38 264 67 . 2 590 1. 7 L.C . 
Purchased 600 l b . good yearling 
Hay-past . 506 44 . 28 727 . 64 57 280 90 287 1. 7 Good 
Sil . -past . 359 31. 20 97 9 2 .4 465 90 440 90 287 1. 7 Good 
Purchased 700 l b . good yearling 
Past .-d r y l ot 535 32 .4 892 . 22 44 165 82 37 6 1. 62 Good 
Pas t . on l y 187 4 .3 1780 82 128 1. 31 Good 
a Inc l udes lbs . hay equiva l ent of p as ture . 
Tab]e 27 . Capit a l requirements and variable costs used for various calf feeding activities 
Calves either purchased or raised Purchased yearling steers 
Steer calves Heifer calves 525 lb. choice yearlings 600 lb. fall 
Hay Corn Hay Past . Hay Sil. Hay Sil. Hay Sil. Pur . yearling 700 Jb. 
dry sil. past . corn dry dry dry c.lry past . pasl . Hay Sil. good to 
lot dry plan sil. l ot lo t l ot lot pas l. past. medium 
plan lot steer 
l an 
Var iable costs 
t axes and ins . 1. 50 1.50 1. 50 1. 50 1. 25 1. 25 1. 60 1. 60 1. 60 1. 60 1. 20 1. 20 1. 20 
Vet. 2. 00 2.00 2 . 00 2.00 2 .00 2 . 00 2.00 2.00 2 . 00 2 . 00 2 . 00 2 . 00 2 .00 
Spray and beda 1.00 1.00 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 1. 00 1.00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
Powerb 1.52 1.52 1.52 1. 52 1. 40 1. 40 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52 1. 20 1. 20 1. 20 
Power (hay) . 75 . 60 .10 .so . 80 . 60 .10 1. 00 . 30 
Death l ossc 1. 02 1.02 1.02 1. 02 . 87 . 87 1.48 1. 48 1.48 l . l~8 1.10 1.10 1. 68 
Prot. 10 .03 19 . 58 9 . 34 13 . 12 7 . 39 13. 20 13 . 93 17 . 63 10. 77 13 . 94 14 . 78 21.12 10 . 25 
Total var . cost 17 . 82 26 . 62 16 . 98 20 . 26 14.41 19. 72 22 .33 25 . 23 18 . 97 21.64 22 . 38 27 . 62 17.63 
Capital factor .5 .5 .6 . 6 .3 . 3 .5 . 5 . 55 .55 .3 . 3 .3 
S. T. capital r eq . 8 . 91 13 . 31 10 . 18 12 . 15 4 . 32 5 . 91 11 .17 12 . 61 10.43 11 . 90 6 . 71 8 . 29 5 . 29 
Purchase cost 140.33 140 . 33 140.33 140 . 33 73 .00 73 . 00 51 .00 
Short t erm cap . coef . 151. 50 152 . 94 150 . 76 152 . 23 79.71 81 . 29 56 . 29 
a 
Val ue of manur e is assumed equa l to cos t of r emoval and spreading . 
b 
Power costs for silage feeding are i ncluded as part of silage feeding activities . 
cDea th l oss i s .03 weaning va l ue for r a i sed calves , . 03 of purchase price for purchased calves 
and .0 3 for yearling steers . 
t..J 
t..J 
N 
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Table 28. 
. . a Input- output coefficients used for the swine enter pris e 
Resource requirements per litter 
Labor required (hrs . ) 
January 
February 
March 
April 
~lay 
June I 
June II 
July I 
July II 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Total labor 
Corn equivalent 
(bus . ) 
Short term 
capital 
Long term capi -
tal per litter 
!\et price 
per litter 
Bounds lower 99 . litters 
upper 100 . litters 
. 83 
1.08 
. 71 
. 84 
. 93 
. 35 
. 39 
. 41 
. 38 
1. 11 
. 72 
. 84 
. 90 
. 69 
11 . 69 
97.2 
$22 .46 
$300 .00 
$242.23 
Total indirect labor 
for 100 litters (hrs . ) 
15 . 
20. 
13 . 
15 . 
16 . 
6 . 
7 . 
7 . 
7 . 
20 . 
13 . 
15 . 
16 . 
13 . 
258 . 
a 
Source adapted from R. N. Van Ar sdall. Resource requirements, in-
vestments and expected r eturns f r om hog production systems in Illinois, 
1965 . 
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Table 29 . Initial investment costs and annual costs for pasture r enovation 
ac tivitie s 
Machine and labor cost 
Opera tion 
Disk (2 times) 
Harrow 
Seed (machine expense) 
Labor 
Ma t eri als cos t 
Seed 
Birdsfoot trefoil 
Tr efoil (5 l bs . at $1 . 75/lb .) 
Orchard gr ass (3 lbs. a t $ . 32/lb.) 
Starter fertilizer (200 lbs. a t $ . 09/lb . ) 
Lime (2.5 tons a t $4 . 25) 
Total Es t ablishment Expense 
Expec t ed life 
Amortiza tion fac tor 
Annual capital cost 
Annual expenses 
Fertilizer 
Clip (1 time) 
Annua l expenses 
Total annual expense per acre 
7 years 
.17 914 
Tall grass mixture (alfalfa- clover-orchard gr ass) 
Machine and labor cost 
Disk (2 times) 
Harrow 
Seed (machine expense) 
Labor 
Cost 
$ 
per ac r e 
. 96 
.49 
. 72 
1. 95 
8 . 75 
. 96 
8.00 
10 . 63 
30 . 41 
5 .44 
6 . 00 
. 65 
6 . 65 
$12 . 09 
. 96 
. 49 
. 72 
1. 95 
Table 29 (Continued) 
Ma t e rials cost 
Seed 
Alfa l fa (6 l bs. a t $ . 60/ l b . ) 
Clover ( 3 l bs. a t $ .40/lb . ) 
Orchard grass (4 lbs. a t $ . 27) 
Lime 
Starter fe rtilizer 
Tot a l Establ i shment ' Expense 
Exp cc tcd life 
Amortization factor 
Annual c apita l cost 
Annual expenses 
Fertili zer 
Clip ( 1 time) 
Total annual expense per acre 
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7 years 
. 17914 
Cost per acre 
3 . 00 
1. 20 
1. 08 
10 . 63 
8 . 00 
28 . 48 
5 . 11 
6 . 00 
.65 
6 . 65 
$11 . 76 
Table 30 . Pasture production from a lternative grazing ac tivities 
Type of pasture 
Bl ue grass- white clover 
Bl ue grass-white clover , 
f ertilized 
Trefoil-norma l grazing 
Tr efoil deferred 
Trefoil deferred 
Tr efoil deferred 
Fer tili zed tall grass 
(normal grazing) 
Fertilized tal l grass , 
deferred 
Meadow graze , onl y 
Rotational meadow , 
grazed after one cutting 
Rota tiona l meadow, 
grazed after two cuttings 
Rotationa l meadow, 
gr azed after t hree 
c utting 
Corn st a lks 
Activity 
no. May 
P53 
PlOl 
P50 
P51 
P52 
P72 
P61 
P73 
P70 
15 
42 
19 . 9 
9 . 9 
19.9 
55 .5 
56 .l 
36 
J une 
18 
42 
49 .5 
25.75 
22 
44 
55.5 
56 .1 
40 . 5 
Month 
Ju l y August Sept. Oct. 
6 
9 . 6 
49 .5 
48.7 
18 . 5 
40 
17 
13 . 7 
3 
6 
39.6 
L18 . 7 
33 
9 . 25 
27 
35 . 9 
10 . 7 
9 
12 
19 . 9 
27 . 6 
47 . 3 
44 
18 . 5 
9 
17. 8 
21.4 
6 
4 . 8 
9 . 8 
9.83 
22 
33 
18.5 
46 . 6 
9 
20 
1.5 
5.5 
Nov . 
3 
3 . 6 
9 . 9 
9.83 
11 
16 .5 
9 . 25 
23 . 8 
9 
2 . 8 
15 
33 
Dec . 
5 . 5 
10 
16 . 5 
Tota l 
60 
120 
198 .1 
170 . 3 
155 . 5 
162 . 9 
185 
183 
171 
93 . 5 
47.3 
25 
55 
a Source : Adapted f r om Schalle r , F. W. Pl anning the forage supply , Iowa Sta te University of 
Science and Technol ogy Cooperati ve Extension Service AG- 51. December 1966 . 
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Table 31 . Initial cost for feed lot constructiona 
Capacity Shelter Equipment Total Invest -
of bldgs . uscable ment 
feed lot and only by per 
(head) lo t cattle head 
20 $1346 $224 $1870 $93 . 50 
40 2482 298 2780 69.50 
60 3618 370 3988 66.46 
80 4754 594 5348 66 . 85 
100 5890 668 6558 65 . 58 
120 7026 740 7766 64 . 71 
A simple linear regression technique was used to obtain 
the following i nvestment cost (I. c . ) equat i on : 
I . C. = $500 . 93 + 62 . 25X X = n~ head yearl ing steers 
r = . 998754 
a 
Adapted from Van Arsdall (58) . 
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Table 32 . Initial construction costs fo r concrete stave silo withoutroofa 
Dimensions 
(feet) 
Capacity 
(tons) 
14' x 30 ' 
14 ' x 40 ' 
14' x 50 ' 
16 ' x 45 ' 
16' x 50 ' 
18' x 45 ' 
20' x 40 ' 
20' x 45' 
20 ' x 50 ' 
22 ' x 40 ' 
22 ' x 45 ' 
24 ' x 40 ' 
24 ' x 45 ' 
2l. ' x 50 ' 
24' x 55 ' 
24 ' x 60 ' 
96 
145 
200 
239 
251 
283 
295 
350 
407 
380 
428 
470 
528 
587 
650 
710 
A linear regr ession procedure was used to obtain the 
f ollowing investment cost equation : 
I. c . $1194 . 12 + $7 . 62X where X = tons capacity 
R
2 
. 97 6618 
Construction 
cost 
1789 
2352 
2968 
3006 
3354 
3438 
3619 
4049 
4520 
3918 
4402 
l.359 
4907 
5462 
6159 
6928 
a 
Source: The total construction cost was estima t ed f rom dat a fur n -
ished by Iowa Silo Company , Des Moines , Iowa. Retail price list . Private 
communication. 1966 . 
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Table 33 . Investment costs for surface unloaders fo r upright silosa 
Dimension 
10' x 30 ' 
12 ' x 40 ' 
14 ' x 40' 
14 ' x 50 ' 
16' x 50' 
16' x 55 ' 
18' x 50 ' 
20 ' x 50' 
20 ' x 60 ' 
22 ' x 60 ' 
24 ' x 60 ' 
26 ' x 60 ' 
28 ' x 60 ' 
30 ' x 60 ' 
Capacity 
tons 
47 
101 
138 
192 
250 
286 
317 
391 
506 
612 
729 
855 
992 
1139 
A s imple linear regression analysis was used t o obtain 
the following investment cost (I . C. ) equation fo r sur-
face unloaders: 
I.C. = $938 . 34 + $1.42X 
R
2 = . 92858 
X = tons c apacity 
3nata taken from Wysong (62) . 
Unloader 
cost 
1163 
1179 
1260 
1260 
1296 
1296 
1311 
1535 
1535 
1570 
1611 
2500 
2550 
2600 
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Table 34 . Estimated i nvestment required and annual costs incurred in main-
taining the present equipment over a 15 year planni ng horizon 
Equip- Estimated a Years Estimated Present 
ment curr ent remain- scrap discounted 
sale ing value investment 
value life cost 
Ba ler 300 . 00 3 50 937 .49 
Side r ake 302 . 32 7 50 468 . 13 
"Mower 187 . 74 5 so 346 . 73 
Wagons 
c 
273 . 00 5 50 543 . 31 
Eleva tor 42 .00 6 25 48 . 14 
Total 1105 . 85 2343 . 75 
Add capital cost 
Total annual fixed cost 
aEstimnted present sale value in southern I owa . 
Annual 
capita l 
cost 
96 . 53 
48 . 19 
35 . 69 
55 . 94 
4 . 96 
241. 30 
Truces 
insurance 
hous ingb 
6 . 75 
6 . 80 
4 . 22 
6 . 14 
. 95 
24.88 
241. 30 
266 . 18 
b~ d txpresse as a percentage of initial cost according to estimated age 
and class of equipment (32) . 
CT . d h axes insur ance an ousing are charged a t 2 . 25% o f the es timated 
current value. 
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Table 35 . Equipment required, initial investment, present discounted in-
vestment cost and annual fixed costs for semi- automated bale 
system 
Equipment 
Baler, bale 
thrower 
Mower (7') 
Side rake 
Conditioner 
(crusher) 
Wagons (2) 
Bale elevator 
and conveyor 
Total 
Add cap. cost 
Total annual 
fixed cost 
Initial a Years 
cost expected 
life 
2683 10 
749 13 
719 12 
977 10 
1250 15 
892 10 
7270 
Present Annual 
b 
Taxes 
c 
discounted capital insurance 
investment cost housing 
cost 
3415 . 62 351. 68 60 . 37 
827 . 15 85 . 17 16 . 85 
814 . 08 83.82 16 . 18 
1243 . 78 128 . 06 21. 98 
1233.24 126 . 97 28.13 
1135 . 57 116 . 92 20.07 
8669 .44 892 . 62 163 . 58 
892 .62 
1056 . 20 
aSource : The initia l cost is based on data suppl ied by Daulton Imple-
ment Company, Ames, Iowa . Suggested retail prices . Private cormnunication . 
1967. Inclusive of necessary "optional" equipment, freight charges and a 3% 
sales tax . 
b 
The annual capital cost is de t ermined by amortizing the net pr esent 
discounted investment cost over the 15 year planning horizon . Where the 
machine requires replacement within the planning horizon, the net r eplace-
ment cost was discounted back to the present . As equal portiore of the 
machine were assumed to be transformed each year , the discounted unused 
value of the machine was c r edited against the purchase cost . 
c 
Taxes , insurance are estimated at 2 . 25% of the ini tial cost of the 
investment. 
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Table 36 . Equipment r equired, present discounted investment cost and annual 
fixed cost required to mai ntain the wilted gr ass - s ilage sys cem 
over a 15 year planning horizon where grass s ilage is stored in 
a concrete stave upright silo and is fed with an auger conveyor 
systema 
Equipment 
Silage cutter 
wi th pickup- head 
Forage wagons (2) 
r ear unld . 
Blower for silo 
Unloader fo r silo 
Conveyor equip. 
Silo 
To tal 
Add capital cost 
Initial Years Presenta 
cost expected discounted 
life investment 
cost 
3128 
2020 
802 
938 
1082 
ll94 
9164 
10 
12 
10 
10 
10 
15 
3,982 . 13 
2,287. 12 
1,020.99 
1 , 194.12 
1, 377 . 45 
1,194.00 
ll , 056 . 81 
Total annual f ixed cost 
a 
See Table 35 for additional informa tion. 
b 
No charge made for housing . 
Annual 
c apital 
cost 
410 . 01 
234. 28 
105 . 12 
122 . 95 
141 . 83 
122 . 93 
ll37. 12 
Taxes 
insur ance 
housing 
70 . 38 
45 . 56 
18. 05 
12 . 19b 
24 . 34 
15 .52b 
186 . 07 
ll37 . 12 
1323 . 19 
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Table 37 . Estimat ed initial and present discounted investment cost and 
annual mmership costs for wilted grass s i lage when silage is 
stor ed in concrete stave upright silo and fed wi t h self unload-
ing feed wagona 
Equipment 
Forage harvester 
with pickup head 
r:ower 
Conditioner 
(crusher ) 
Side rake 
Forage wagons 
r ear unld . (1) 
f ront unld . (1) 
Blower fo r 
silo 
Silo unloader 
Silo 
Total 
Add capital cost 
Total annual fixed 
a See Table 35 
Initi al Years Present 
cost expected discounted 
life investment 
cost 
3 , 128 . 00 10 3 , 982 .13 
749 . 00 13 827 . 15 
977 . 00 10 1, 243 .7 8 
719. 00 12 814 . 08 
1, 010 . 00 12 1 , 143 .56 
1, 584.00 10 2,016 . 53 
802 . 00 10 1,020 . 99 
938 . 00 10 1 , 194 . 12 
1,194 . 00 15 1,194 . 00 
11,095.00 13 , 436. 34 
cost 
f or additiona l information. 
Annual 
capi t a l 
cost 
410 .01 
85 . 17 
128 . 06 
83 . 82 
117.74 
207.62 
105.12 
122 . 95 
122 . 93 
1383 . 42 
Taxes 
insur ance 
hous ing 
70.38 
16 . 85 
21. 98 
16 .18 
22 .7 3 
35.64 
18 . 05 
12.19 
15 .52 
229 . 52 
1383 . 42 
1612 . 94 
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Table 38 . Equipment required, initial investment, present discounted in-
vestment cost and annual fixed costs for corn- silage system when 
harvesting equipment is custom hired and silage is fed using a 
hand unloaded wagona 
Dirt trench silo -
Equipment 
required 
Tractor scoop (~) 
Wagon 
Total 
Add capital cost 
Annual fixed cost 
hand unloaded wagon 
Initial Years 
cost expected 
life 
450 
640 
1090 
15 
15 
to feed 
Present 
discounted 
investment 
cost 
443.99 
631.46 
1075 . 45 
aSee Table 35 for additional information . 
Annual 
capital 
cost 
45 . 71 
65 . 01 
llO. 72 
Annual 
cost for 
taxes, ins . 
hous ing 
10 .13 
14.40 
24 . 53 
llO. 72 
135 . 25 
Table 39. Equipment r equired , initial investment, present discounted in-
vestment cost and annual fixed cost when corn silage is custom 
harvested, stored in a dirt trench silo and fed with a self un-
loading forage wagona 
Equipment 
required 
Tractor scoop (~) 
Front unld. wagon 
To tal 
Add capital cost 
Annual fixed cost 
Initial 
cost 
450 
1584 
2034 
Years 
expected 
life 
15 
12 
Present 
discounted 
cost 
443.99 
1936.14 
2380.13 
a 
See Table 35 for additional information. 
Annual 
capital 
cost 
45 . 71 
199.34 
245.05 
Annual 
cost for 
taxes, ins . 
housing 
10 . 13 
35 . 64 
45.77 
245.05 
290 . 82 
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Table 40 . Equipment required , initial investment, pr esent discounted in-
vestment cost, and annual f ixed costs when corn silage is har -
vested with owned two- row equipment, stored in a dirt trench s ilo 
and fed with a self unloading forage wagona 
Equipr:ient Initial Years Present Annual Taxes , 
cost expected discounted capital insur ance , 
li fe investment cost housing 
cost 
Forage harvester 3390 10 4315 . 67 444 . 35 76.28 
2-row 
Forage wagons 1010 12 1143 . 56 117 . 74 22 .73 
(1) r ear unld . 
(1) front and rear 1777 10 2262 . 23 232 . 93 39 . 98 
unld . 
Trac tor scoop(~) 450 15 443 . 99 45 . 71 10 . 13 
Total 6627 8165 . 45 840.19 149 . 12 
Add capital cost 840 . 19 
Annual fixed cost 989 . 31 
aSee Table 35 for additional information. 
Table 41 . Equipoent required, initial investment , pr esent discounted in-
vestr.ient cost, and annual fixed cost when corn silage is har -
vested with O\.med two- row equipment, stored in a dirt trench 
silo , and a hand unloaded wagon is used in feedinga 
Equi pment Initial Year s Present Annual Ta,-xes , 
cost expected discounted capital insurance , 
life investment cost housing 
cost 
Forage harvester 3390 10 4315.67 444 . 35 76.28 
2- row 
Forage wagons 2020 12 2287 .12 234 . 28 39 . 98 
2 rear unld . 
Tractor scoop (12) 450 15 443 . 99 45 . 71 10 . 13 
Total 5860 7046.78 724 . 34 126 . 39 
Add capital cost 724 . 34 
Annual fixed cost 850 . 73 
a 
See Table 35 f or additional information . 
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Table 42. Equipment required , initial investments , present discounted in-
vestment cost, and annual f ixed costs , when corn s i lage is cus -
tom harvested and auger conveyor system is used in feedinga 
Equipment Initial Years Pr esent Annual Taxes , 
cost expected discounted c api t a l insurance , 
life investment cost housing 
cost 
Blower fo r silo 802 10 1020.99 105 . 12 18 . 05 
Unloader for s ilo 938 10 1194 . 12 122 . 95 12 . 19 
Auger conveyor 1082 10 1135. 57 116 . 92 24 . 35 
installed 
Silo fixed cost 1194 15 1194 . 00 122 . 93 15 . 52 ---
Total 4016 4544 . 68 467 . 92 70 . 11 
Add capital cost 470 . 92 
Annual f ixed cost 538 .03 
aSee Table 35 for additional information . 
Tabl e 43 . Equipment r equired , ini t i al investment, pres ent di scounted in-
vestment cost , and annua l f i xed cost when corn silage is cus tom 
harvested, stored in c oncrete s tave upright silo and fed f rom 
self unloading wagona 
Equipment Initia l Years Present Annua l Taxes , 
cost expected discounted c api tal insurance , 
li fe investment cost housing 
cost 
Blower fo r si lo 802 10 1020 . 99 105 . 12 18.05 
Unloader for si lo 938 10 1194 . 12 122 . 95 12.19 
Silo fixed cost 1194 15 1194 . 00 122.93 15 . 52 
Self unld . wagon 1584 12 2016 . 53 ·207 . 62 35 . 64 
Tot: al 4518 5446 . 64 558 . 62 81 . 40 
Add c ap i tal cost 558 . 62 
Annual f ixed cost 640 . 02 
a 
See Tabl e 35 for additional information . 
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Table 44 . Equipment requir ed, initial investment , present discoun ted in-
vestment cost , and annual fixed costs when corn s i lage i s cus tom 
harvested , stored in an upright silo and fed by a hand s coop and 
tractor dr awn wagona 
Equi pmen t Initial Years Present Annual Taxes , 
cost expected di scounted c apital insur ance , 
l i fe investment cost housing 
cos t 
Blower for s i lo 802 10 1020 . 99 105 . 12 18 . 05 
Unloader for silo 938 10 1194 . 12 122 . 95 12 . 19 
Wagon (1) 640 15 631.46 65. 01 14 .40 
Silo fixed c ost 1194 15 1194 . 00 122 . 93 15 .52 
Total 3574 4040 . 57 416 . 01 60 .16 
Add capital cost 416 . 07 
Annual fi xed cost 47 6 . 23 
a 
See Table 35 for additional i n f orma tion . 
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Table 45 . Equipment r equired, initial investment, present discounted cost 
and annual fixed cost f or owned two - row corn silage harvesting 
equipment when an upright silo is used for storage and an auger 
conveyor system is used in feedinga 
Equipment Initial Years Present Annua l Taxes , 
cost expected discounted c apita l i nsurance , 
life investment cost housing 
cost 
Forage harvester 3390 10 4 , 315 . 67 444 . 35 76 . 28 
2- row 
Wagons (2) 2020 12 2 , 287 . 12 234 . 28 45 .46 
rear unld . 
Blower for silo 802 10 1,020 . 99 105 . 12 18 . 05 
Unloader for silo 938 10 1,194 . 12 122 . 95 12 . 19 
Cross conveyor, 1082 10 1 , 377 . 45 141. 83 24 . 35 
installed 
Silo fixed cost 1194 15 11194 . 00 122 . 93 15.52 
Total 9426 11,399.35 1171 .46 191. 85 
Add capital cost 1171. 46 
Annual fixed cost 1363 . 31 
a See Table 35 fo r additional information. 
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Table 46. Equipment required, initial investment, present discounted in-
vestment cost, and annual fixed costs for ovmed 2- row harvesting 
equipment when corn silage is fed from upright silo and self un-
loading wagon is used in feedinga 
Equipment Initial Years Present Annual Taxes, 
required cost expected discounted capital insurance 
life investment cost housing 
cost 
Forage harvester 3390 10 4 , 315.67 444 . 35 76 . 28 
2- row 
Wagons 1584 10 2,016 .53 207 . 62 35 . 64 
front unld . (1) 
rear unld . (1) 1010 12 1,143 . 56 117 . 74 22 . 73 
Blower for silo 802 10 1,020 . 99 105.12 18 . 05 
Unloader for silo 938 10 1,194 . 12 122.95 12.19 
Silo fixed cost 1194 15 1,194.00 122.93 15 .52 
Total 8918 10,884.87 1120 . 71 180.41 
Add capital cost 1120 . 71 
Total annual fixed cost 1301.12 
a 
See Table 35 f or additional information . 
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Table 47 . Equipment required , intial investment , present discounted in-
vestment cost, and annual f i xed costs when 2- row har vesting 
equipment is owned and corn silage is stored in an upright silo 
and fed with wagon and hand scoopa 
Equipment Initial Years Present Annual Truces , 
r equired cost expected discounted capita l insurance , 
life investment cost housing 
cost 
Forage harvester 3390 10 4,315.67 444.35 35 . 44 
2- row 
Forage wagons 2020 12 2, 287 . 12 234 . 28 45 . 46 
2- rear unld. 
Blower for silo 802 10 1,029 . 99 105 . 12 18 . 05 
Unloader for 938 10 1, 194 . 12 122 . 95 12 . 19 
silo 
Silo 1194 15 1,194 . 00 123.93 15.52 
Total 8344 10 ' 041. 90 1030.63 126 . 66 
Add capital cost 1030. 60 
Annual fixed cost 1157 . 26 
a 
See Table 35 for additional information. 
Table 48. Initial invcs lment, present di scountcd invcs tmcnL cost and annua l [j xcd cos ts for feed 
bunks wilh alternative feeding systems 
Type 
Fenceline bunk , 
f ence roacla 
Wood enbbunks 
i n l ot 
Auger conveyor 
bunk , ap ronsc 
Inilia l cost 
per foot 
$6.50 
5.00 
20 . 00 
Expected 
life 
years 
10 
5 
10 
a 
Adapted from cost es t imates by Hunter ( 26) . 
Presenl 
discounled 
i nvestment 
cost 
$ 8. 54 
11. '~6 
26 . 32 
b 
Adapted from Midwest Farm Planni ng Manual (37). 
Annual 
c apital 
cost 
$ . 88 
1. 18 
2 . 71 
Taxes 
. 07 
.OS 
. 20 
Total 
annual 
f i xed 
cost 
. 95 
1. 23 
2 . 91 
c 
Adapted from cost estimates by Hoglund (20) and from data obtained from Jack Alexander , Ames, 
Iowa . Cement costs . Private communication. 1967. 
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Table 49a . Livestock activiL i es and program prices 
Activ ily No . Descriplion Program price 
POl Beef cow a ll hay 4 . 14 
P02 Beef cow low C. S. - . 45 
P03 Beef cow H.C . S . - 8. 36 
Pl8 Stee r-Hay-Past . Sell lll5 lbs. 250.17 
Pl9 Steer-C.S.-Past . Se ll lll5 lbs. 246.89 
P20 Stee r-C . S. Dry lot Se ll 1075 l bs . 232 .02 
P21 Steer-Hay Dry l ot Sell 1075 l bs . 240 . 82 
P98 Steer-Winter Hay Sel l 850 lbs . 177. 90 
P99 Steer-Winter C.S . Sell 850 lbs. 172 .15 
P39 Steer-buy 420 l b . weaning -1 24.61 
P54 Steer-Se ll 420 lb. weaning 1 20 . L~l 
P31 He ife r-Dry lot h ay Sell 870 lbs . 188.47 I-' 
P32 Heife r-Dry l ot C. s . Sell 870 l bs. 183. 16 w ~ 
P96 Heife r-Sell 400 lb. weaning 103 . 67 
P97 Heifc r- Buy 400 lb. weaning -107 . 68 
P36 Buy 5 25 lb . yearling H. Dry lot 90 . 71 
P37 Buy 525 lb . yearling S . Dry lot 87 . 81 
P38 Buy 525 lb . yearling 11. Past . 109. 75 
P71 Buy 525 lb . year ling c . s. Past . 107.08 
P94 Buy 600 lb . good yearling hay 61. 70 
P95 Buy 600 lb. good yearling C. s . 57 . L~ 7 
P2 2 Buy 700 lb . Med. yearling finish 53.67 
P222Buy 700 lb . Med . year ling Pas t . 12 . 90 
P04 Hogs -one litter 242 . 23 
Table 49b. Livestock activilics i n the optimal so lu tions 
Sys Lem I System II 
Act. Act . a No . - !IP No . +AP No . Act . Act . No . - LIP No . +t>P No. Act . 
no. Aff. at in a t Aff . Aff . at i n at Aff. 
L. P. Sol. H.P. L.P . Sol. H.P . 
POl +P5 3 167 . 67 174 5. 26 184 +P21 +P02 117 3.59 175 7 . 40 190 +P57 
P02 0 5.12 . 1 -Pl9 . 0 2 . 29 70 +Pl07 
P03 0 13. 35 .1 -Pl9 0 10 . 87 57 +Pl07 
Pl8 +P21 33 1.41 70 1.00 75 +P53 0 2.09 11 +P24 
Pl9 -Pl3 0 2.49 .1 2 . l.9 19 - P20 +P20 49 1. 64 79 6. 06 111 +P39 
P20 0 3.29 .1 - Pl9 0 1. 57 30 +P24 
P21 0 1. 15 46 -P57 0 2 . 33 7 +P24 
P98 0 7. 35 54 - P54 0 9. 62 11 +P24 
P99 0 8.99 .1 -Pl9 0 9.18 83 - Pl9 
P39 0 11. 67 oO 0 5 . 77 33 - P88 I-' 
P54 +P53 0 . 59 8 2 . 27 63 - P88 0 5. 90 73 +P91 v..i VI 
P31 +P53 47 2 . 40 49 4. 76 152 +P97 +P32 0 3.33 49 2.33 66 +P97 
P32 0 6. 81 .1 -Pl9 0 3. 28 50 -P31 
P96 0 5 . 60 11 - P54 0 8 . 20 51 -R5 1 
P97 0 4.85 102 - Pl8 0 2 . 22 18 +P24 
P36 0 26.04 57 - P57 0 21. 41+ 7 +P24 
P37 0 19.97 . 2 -Pl9 0 13.18 11 +P24 
P38 0 6 . 19 53 -P57 0 4. 20 12 +P24 
P71 0 6.91 .1 - Pl9 0 3 . 18 36 +P24 
P94 0 40.89 24 - P54 0 42 . 06 60 -Pl04 
P95 0 38.16 1 -Pl9 0 35.89 76 +R42 
P22 0 6.58 24 - P54 0 8 . 02 37 +R51 
P222 0 2.64 24 - P54 0 4.38 77 -P7 2 
P04 - P54 93 71. 23 100 71. 23 174 - P91 -P59 37 74 .78 100 74. 78 115 +P24 
aThc activity affected is the act i vity wh i ch will eici1er enter (+) or exit (-) the optimal 
solu tion when the level of the named activity is increased or decr eased. 
Table 49b (Continued) 
System III System IV 
Act. Act . No . - tiP No. +'IP No. Act . AcL. No . -...:. P No . +.'\P No . Act . 
no. Aff. at in at Aff. Aff. at i n at Aff. 
L. P. Sol. H. P. L. P . Sol. H. P . 
POl +P67 176 . 36 17 9 10.78 180 -P57 +Pl 8 178 2 . 55 181 . 57 183 +P75 
P02 0 4. 66 .1 - Pl9 .o 4 .40 33 +P85 
P03 0 12 . 88 .1 - Pl9 0 12.61 27 +P85 
Pl8 +P67 15 . 24 19 .32 30 -P85 0 . 36 25 -P21 
Pl9 +P20 0 1. 36 .1 1. 36 6 +Pl3 +P75 53 .36 55 . 24 82 - P86 
P20 0 1. 79 . 2 - Pl9 0 1. 16 65 - Pl9 
P21 - P85 50 . 31 61 . 35 64 +P67 - P86 0 . 24 26 . 28 29 +P75 
P98 0 7. 63 16 - Pl8 0 7. 99 24 - P21 
P99 0 9. 49 . 2 - Pl9 0 9. 45 54 -P21 
P39 0 6.37 12 - P87 0 5 . 50 22 +P88 t-' 
P54 0 4.95 7 -P73 0 6 . 18 54 - Pl3 w O'\ 
P31 +P67 49 1. 30 50 1. 64 64 +P97 +P32 0 3 .74 so 1. 09 72 +P97 
P32 0 4 . 80 . 2 - Pl9 0 3. 70 51 - P31 
P96 0 8 . 88 11 - P73 0 9 . 39 52 +RSl 
P97 0 1. 57 15 +P88 0 1. 07 21 +P88 
P36 0 20 .12 12 +P88 0 19.90 22 +P88 
P37 0 13 .l~3 . 2 -Pl9 0 12 .47 33 +P65 
P38 0 3.18 11 +P87 0 3.37 39 +P65 
P71 0 3.51 . 3 - Pl9 0 3.48 34 +P85 
P94 0 41. 82 38 - Pl8 00 42.34 60 +P65 
P95 0 37.39 . 2 - Pl9 0 37 . 23 52 +P65 
P22 0 7 .96 8 - P73 0 8. 08 21 - P72 
P222 0 4.50 7 - P7 3 0 4. 77 21 - P72 
P04 - Pl8 79 75. 36 100 75. 36 108 +P87 - P72 41 75 . 95 100 75 . 95 118 - P33 
Table 49b (Continued) 
System v System VI 
Act. Act . No . -LI P No . +ilP No . Act . Act . No . -LIP No . +tiP No . Acl. 
no . Aff. at i n a t Aff. Aff . at i n at Aff . 
L.P . Sol. H. P. L.P. Sol. L. P. 
POl +Pl04 0 2 . 15 l a 2 . 15 88 +P63 +P02 169 . 11 170 . 29 171 P92 
P02 +P60 201 . 38 205 1. 92 206 - POl .0 .07 l a - P19 
P03 0 8.13 211 - P02 0 7 . 72 l a -Pl9 
Pl8 0 2. 17 la 2.17 66 +P63 0 . 39 9 - P77 
Pl9 +P20 48 . 73 92 2.03 93 - Pl8 0 1.05 la +P09 
P20 0 . 70 46 +Pl02 0 2.94 l a - P19 
P21 +P86 0 4.01 la 4 .01 60 - Pl02 +Pl8 65 . 33 76 . 07 77 +P02 
P98 0 5.43 68 +P78 0 7 . 89 29 - P77 
P99 0 9. 17 71 -P104 0 8.82 l a - Pl 9 
P39 0 4 . 37 45 +P88 0 4 . 72 17 +P86 t-' 
P54 0 7. 30 71 -Pl04 0 6 . 95 64 -P77 w -..J 
P31 - Pl04 0 5 . 97 l a 5.97 57 +P32 +P02 159 • OLf 160 . 11 169 +P75 
P32 +P60 56 1. 37 57 3.43 215 +P97 0 5 . 26 l a - Pl9 
P96 0 7.06 58 +P32 0 10. 46 oO - P97 
P97 0 3 . 39 159 +P63 +P02 112 .04 112 . 10 122 +P75 
P36 0 19.49 22 +P65 0 19 . 10 18 +P86 
P37 0 15 . 34 22 +P65 0 14 . 62 l a -Pl9 
P38 0 4 . 14 23 +P65 0 2 . 51 11 - P77 
P71 0 7 . 09 27 +P65 0 3 . 18 l a - Pl9 
P94 0 40 . 86 38 +P65 0 40 . 38 11 -Pl04 
P95 0 36.74 29 -Pl04 0 34 . 69 l a - Pl9 
P22 0 7 . 38 43 +R51 0 7.73 7 - P77 
P222 0 3.09 72 -Pl02 0 3.54 7 - P77 
P04 - P86 74 75.14 100 75 . 14 117 -Pl02 -P77 99 71.04 100 71 . 04 109 -P07 
8 Bounding r estriction prevented further i ncrease in the ac tivity l eve l . 
Tabl e 49b (Continued) 
System VI I 
Act . Act . No . a t -ll p No . in +AP No . at Ac l . 
no . Aff . L . P . Sol. H. P. Aff . 
POl +P62 0 .05 17 .09 67 +Pl9 
P02 +Pl9 114 . 08 174 .09 190 +P62 
P03 0 7. 64 138 - P02 
Pl8 0 1. 02 9 +P64 
Pl 9 0 .51 10 +P64 
P20 0 2 . 55 9 -Rl6 
P21 +Pl9 72 . 35 86 3 . 59 87 +Pl04 
P98 0 8 . 02 16 +P64 
P99 0 8 . 82 16 +P64 
P39 0 4 . 63 4 - Rl 6 t--' 
P54 0 7. 04 33 +P64 w co 
P31 - P88 267 . 35 300 . 25 306 +R23 
P32 0 4 . 79 7 -Rl 6 
P96 0 10.46 oO 
P97 - P88 214 . 37 246 . 25 25 2 +R23 
P36 0 18 . 92 6 -Rl6 
P37 0 14 . 00 3 - Rl 6 
P38 0 2 . 61 22 - P61 
P71 0 3 . 22 22 - P61 
P94 0 40.55 2 - Rl 6 
P95 0 34 .59 1 - Rl6 
P22 0 7 . 60 10 - P61 
P222 0 3 . 49 11 - P61 
P04 - POl 99 70. 59 100 70. 59 101 - Rl6 
Table 50a . lla rvcs ling and f eeding ac tivitl<'s , description :mcl price s 
Act . AcLivily Program price 
No. UniL Sys tem I-IV V- VII 
P08 Harvest corn silage, 80 bus . corn l and acre - 12 . 50 - 2 . 93 
P09 Harvcsl corn silage , 76 bus . corn l and acre -12 . 00 - 2 . 8Li 
PlO Ha rves t corn silage , 70 bu s . corn land acre -11. 52 - 2 . 77 
Pll Harvc>s t corn silage , 64 bus . corn l and acre -11. 40 -2 . 71 
Pl 2 Store, f eed corn silnge, upright silo ton -.73 -.73 
Pl3 Store , feed corn silage , trench s ilo ton -. 87 - . 87 
Pl4 Pick, store 80 bus . corn acre - 8 . 35 -8.35 
Pl5 Pick, store 76 bus . corn acre - 7 . 75 -7 . 75 
Pl 6 Pick, store 70 bus . corn acre - 7.50 -7.50 
Pl7 Pick, store 64 bus . corn acre - 7 . 25 -7 . 25 
P69 Harves t oa ts acre - 7. 45 -7. 45 ...... 
PrcsenL bale system w \0 
P23 Harves L rota tiona l mead . 1 cutting acre -5 . 15 
P24 Harvesl rotational mead. 2 cutting acre - 9 . 65 
P25 Harvest rotational mead . 3 cutting acre - 13. 94 
Cuslom swa th, bale , s t ore 
P26 Harves l r ota tiona l mead . 1 cutt i ng acre -12 . 22 
P27 Ha rvest rotationa l mead . 2 cutting acre - 23 . 87 
P83 Harves t rota tiona l mead . 3 cutting acre - 30.30 
Semi-automated ba l e systc>m 
P66 Ha rves t rotationa l mead . 1 cut t ing acre -5. 06 
P67 Ha rves t rotationa l mead . 2 cutting acre - 9.33 
P68 Harves t rota tiona l mead . 3 cutting acre -12 . 46 
Table 50a (ConLinued) 
AcL. Activity Program price 
No . Unit System I-IV V-VII 
Wilted grass silage system 
P7 6 Rot . mead ., har. , store 1 cutting acre -7. 51 
P77 Rot . mead ., har ., store 2 cutting acre -14 . 14 
P777 Ro L. mead ., har., store 3 cutting acre -20 . 13 
P74 Feed hay on past. Sept . t on 0 0 
P75 Feed hay on past. Oc t. t on 0 0 
P62 Feed corn silage on past. Dec . t on 0 0 
P9 2 Feed hay on past . Dec. t on 0 0 
P56 Se ll hay t on 16 . 00 16 . 00 
P57 Buy hay ton -18 . 00 - 18. 00 ..... 
P59 Buy corn bus . -1.17 - 1. 17 ~ 0 
Table 50b. Harvesting and feeding activities in Lhe oplima l solutions 
Sys tern I System II 
Acl. Acl . a No . +nc No . -tic 
No . 
Act . No . +llC No . -~C No. in Act. Act. No . Aff. at at Aff. Aff . at in at H.C . Sol. L.C . H.C. Sol. L. C. Af[. 
P08 0 5.31 .1 - P09 0 6 . 07 5 - Pl4 
P09 +P08 0 5.05 .1 92 .19 19 - R32 +P08 9 . 7 5 . 72 ).5 . 5 14 . 39 26 +P32 
PlO 0 5 . 35 .1 - P09 0 6 . 30 7 - Pl6 
Pll 0 5.59 . 1 - P09 0 6 . 59 18 - P09 
Pl 2 -P09 0 2 . 32 . 5 2 . 32 48 - P54 +Rl6 0 . 43 .5 43 187 - Pl3 
Pl3 -P09 0 1. 89 .5 1. 89 43 - P54 +Pl 8 175 . 7 3 208 . 38 209 -Pl2 
Pl4 +P08 5. 4 5 . 31 5.5 <>O +P08 0 6 . 08 5.5 <=>-""' 
Pl5 +R23 102. . 73 107 5.07 107 . l +P08 +R23 87 1. 83 91.8 5 . 73 98 +P08 
Pl6 +PlO 7 .1 5 . 36 7.2 e>G> +PlO 0 6 . 30 7 . 2 C>L> 
Pl7 +Pll 34 . 3 5.59 34 . L• C>P +Pll 16 6 .59 34 . 4 ~ ~ 
P69 +R47 35 .7 12.70 54 . 2 58 . 34 54.6 +P34 +R47 23 16 . 39 54.2 61.50 55 +P34 ~ ~ 
P23 +P53 23 .5 3.01 25 .4 7. OL• 41. 2 - P86 - P85 18.5 8 . 21 25 . 60 30 - P86 
P24 0 3 . 77 30 - P57 - P86 0 . 34 8.3 2 . 35 61 +P57 
P25 +P24 70 . 6 3 . 72 100 3 . 52 102 . +P53 +P57 37 . 5 2 . 29 91. 2 . 79 85 - P86 
P66 0 6 .16 . 1 6 .16 37 -P23 +P24 0 5.01 .1 5.01 31 - P23 
P67 0 5.88 . 1 5.88 72 - R42 -P61 0 6.91 .1 6 . 91 45 +P24 
P6 8 0 11. 30 . 1 11. 30 39 - P5L• +P24 0 8. t.2 . l 8. 42 57 - P25 
P74 0 12 . 73 18 0 7. 07 5 +P24 
P75 0 7. 25 22 0 1. 95 5 +P25 
P62 +P53 5.73 1.40 61 8 . 77 67 +P21 -P86 61 2 . 66 63 7.02 78 +P57 
P92 0 2 . 65 . 5 0 1. 38 156 +Pl07 
P56 55 .5 2 64.5 1. 50 120 0 1. 39 18 +P24 
P57 0 3 .98 20 0 2 .59 16 - R42 
P59 1096 .03 4463 . 007 4914 +P54 734 .08 607 1 .02 6414 +R23 
a1'he act i v ity affected is the activity which will enter (+) or leave (-) the optimal solution if 
the l e>ve l of the named ac tivity is either increased or decreased . 
Table 50b (Continued) 
System III System IV 
Act. Act . No . +{IC No . -LlC No. Act . Acl. No . +~c No. -,DC No . Act . 
no . Aff . at in at Aff . Aff. at in at Aff . 
H.C. Sol. L.C. H. C. Sol. L. C. 
P08 0 5 . 31 .3 -P09 0 7 .68 5 . 5 - P14 
P09 +P08 0 5.96 .1 93 . 59 JO +R32 +P75 10.4 1. 82 . 11 1. 20 16 - P86 
PlO 0 6 .50 . 1 - P09 0 7.91 7 . 2 - P16 
Pll 0 6.79 . 1 - P09 0 8. 20 9.5 - P09 
Pl2 - P09 0 . 91 .5 . 91 13 -P73 +Rl6 0 .43 . 5 .43 132 - P13 
P13 - POl 0 . 48 .5 . 48 11 - P73 +P75 139 . ll1 146 . 09 215 - P86 
Pl4 5. 4 6.27 5.5 oO +P08 0 7. 68 5.5 c:P 
P15 +R23 103 2.07 107 5. 96 107.1 +P08 - P86 91.4 1. 20 96 . 5 1. 82 97 +P75 
P16 +PlO 7.1 6 . 50 7.2 cc> +PlO 0 7 . 90 7 . 2 00 
P17 +Pll 34 .3 6.79 34.4 0.0 +Pll 25 8. 20 34 . 4 oO t-' 
P69 +R47 52 15 .16 54.2 62 . 41 55 +P34 +R47 39 15. 78 54. 2 71. 94 54 . 6 +P34 +" N 
P23 0 2.37 28 - P66 0 2. 35 26 - P66 
P24 0 4.61 15 -P75 0 4 . 19 37 - P63 
P25 0 5.99 29 +P07 0 5 . 55 37 - P63 
P66 - P85 31. 2 1.09 34 . 3 .50 37 +P67 +Pl8 17 1. 26 25 .5 . 40 44 - P86 
P67 0 . 04 27 - P75 +P75 58 .06 76.4 1.10 87 +P18 
P68 +P67 90 .03 119. 9 1. 00 123 - P85 +P25 50 5.45 50 . 9 . 06 70 +P75 
P74 0 5. 42 17 - P75 0 3.60 5 .1 - P72 
P75 +P67 15 . 04 20 1.18 23 - P85 0 0 12 - P73 
P62 -P85 61 4 . 58 62 .42 64 +P67 +P75 72 .60 73 17. 32 74 +P74 
P92 0 2 . 20 . 5 - Pl 9 0 2.01 74 +P85 
P56 0 2 . 25 16 - P75 0 2.97 30 - P21 
P57 0 1. 72 18 -P75 0 1. 01 27 +P85 
P59 +P67 5101 .01 5206 .02 5555 - R23 +Pl8 5869 .05 6034 .02 6357 +P75 
Table 50b (Continued) 
System V System VI 
Acl. Act . No . +6 C No . -~C No . Act. Act. No . +tlC No. -AC No. Act. 
no . Aff. a t in at Aff. Aff . at i n at Aff . 
H.C . Sol. L.C . H.C . Sol. L. C. 
P08 0 11. 92 5.5 -Pl4 0 12 . 52 . 1 +Pl3 
P09 +P60 55 1.40 56 8 . 09 60 +P20 +P08 0 . 71 .1 5. 36 1 +Pl3 
PlO 0 11. 98 7 -Pl6 0 11 . 67 . 1 +Pl3 
Pll 0 11. 76 19 +P65 0 10 . 88 . 1 +Pl3 
Pl2 +P60 738 .10 752 . 60 805 +P20 - P09 0 .58 . 5 .58 +Pl 9 
Pl3 0 . 57 835 - Pl2 0 . 04 34 +P09 
Pl4 +P08 0 11 .92 5 . 5 oO +P34 2 . 7 9 . 74 5 . 5 oO 
Pl5 +R23 46 2 . 67 51. 3 1. 40 53 +P60 +R23 107 . 71 107 . 4 9.74 110 +P34 
Pl6 +PlO 0 11. 98 7 .19 00 +PlO 7 11 . 67 7.2 ot:> 
Pl7 +Pll 15 11. 76 34 . lf oc +Pll 34 10 . 88 34 .4 ob ..... 
P69 +R47 40 16.32 54.2 103 . 33 55 +P34 +R47 5.5 17.30 54.2 74 . 95 55 +P34 +" VJ 
P26 +P27 0 3.32 68 .1 . 03 118 +P60 +P89 0 7 . 76 . 1 7 . 76 4 - P77 
P27 0 4 . 25 53 - P26 - P07 0 5 . 86 . 1 5. 86 4 - P77 
P83 +P60 4 .07 27 . 2 7.43 28 +P38 - P07 0 5 . 27 . 1 5. 27 7 +P86 
P7 6 0 3. 77 . 1 3. 77 59 +P81 0 2.03 7 - P77 
P77 0 3. 26 .1 3.26 47 - Pl04 +P75 4 .14 7 . 2 .12 8 +P02 
P77 7 0 7 .95 .1 7 . 95 25 +P83 +P02 122 . 10 107 .15 130 +P75 
P74 0 6.67 44 +P65 0 11. 60 4 -P07 
P75 0 10 .46 13 +P65 0 . 45 2 - P77 
P62 +P60 79 . 36 83 13.88 86 +P20 +P92 56 . 17 56 . 6 . 27 57 +P02 
P92 0 .97 159 -Pl04 0 . 04 1 - Pl9 
P56 0 1. 26 17 +P63 0 3 . 59 36 -P86 
P57 0 1. 27 63 +Pl04 - P86 0 1.05 1 1. 05 23 - P07 
P59 +P60 9114 . 001 9332 .03 9674 +R23 +P02 9413 .01 9414 .0 1 9775 +P75 
Table 50b (Continued) 
System VII 
Act. Act. No. at +l\C No . in -4C No . a t Act. 
no. Aff . H.C. Sol. L . c . Aff. 
P08 0 6 . 13 6 - Pl4 
P09 +Pl9 30 .60 37 . 8 1. 99 39 +Pl04 
PlO 0 5. 88 7 - P16 
Pll 0 5 .48 s - Rl6 
Pl 2 +Pl9 398 .04 506 . 14 519 +Pl04 
P13 0 .55 133 -Rl6 
P14 - P08 0 6.13 5.51 00 
PlS +R23 65 .33 69.5 . 60 67 . 6 +Pl9 
Pl6 +PlO 0 5. 88 7.2 oD 
Pl7 +Pll 29 .3 5.48 34 .4 °"' ..... 
P69 +R47 41. 2 17. 29 54. 2 67 . 03 SS +P34 ~ ~ 
P2 6 -P89 0 6 . 81 .1 6 . 81 7 . 4 - P61 
P27 -Rl 6 0 4. 68 .1 4.68 l. S +P64 
P83 - Rl 6 0 3.87 .1 3 . 87 1.5 +P64 
P7 6 0 l. 6S 8 -Rl6 
P77 Pl9 25 . 25 47 . 8 .60 52 +Pl04 
P25 +Pl04 61 . 54 64 . 8 . 21 91 +Pl9 
P74 0 7.15 2 - P61 
P75 0 3 . 13 2S - P77 
P62 0 .05 17 - POl 
P92 +P62 143 . 02 186 .64 189 +Pl04 
P56 -P02 0 . 70 .01 . 70 llS +Rl 6 
P57 0 3.24 19 - P02 
P59 -P88 16 ,125 .005 18,399 .002 18 , 948 +R23 
Table 5la. Crop and pasture ac tivities , description and prices 
Act. Description 
no. 
P53 
PlOl 
P50 
P51 
P52 
P72 
P61 
P7 3 
P49 
P9 3 
Pl04 
Pl05 
P70 
P60 
P89 
P28 
P29 
P33 
P34 
P40 
P42 
P45 
P48 
Kentucky blue grass - white c l over 
Kentucky blue gr ass - white clover +N 
Birdsfoo t trefoil, normal gr azing 
Birds foot trefoil June 15-Nov . 30 
Birdsfoot tre foil May 1-June 30 , Aug . l- Nov . 30 
Birdsfoot trefoil May 1-June 30 , Sept . l-Dec.31 
Tull grass mixtur e +N, normal grazing 
Tall gr ass mixtur e +N , deferred grazing 
Renovate cropland to trefoil 
Renovate blue grass to trefoil 
Renovate cropland to tall gr ass 
Renovate bl ue gr ass to t a ll grass 
Utilize rotati onal meadow only for grazing 
Lategrazing of rotAtional meadow af t e r one cutting 
Norma l gr azing of rotational ;neadow aft er one cu tting 
Continuous corn, l and A 
Corn-soybean rota tion , l and A 
CCOM, l a nd B 
CSbOM, l and B 
CCOMM, l and C 
COMl-!M , l and D 
COMMM , l and E 
COMMM , l and F 
Unit 
(acres ) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Progr am 
price 
-1. 70 
- 6 .00 
- 6 . 65 
- 6.65 
- 6.65 
- 6.65 
- 6 . 65 
- 6.65 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- 26.95 
24.07 
- 73 . 48 
5.34 
- 66.10 
-55 . 94 
- 55 . 94 
- 55 . 93 
Table 5lb . Crop and pasture activities in the optimal solutions 
System I System II 
Act. Act. a No . +tic No. -.6C No. Act. Act . No . +tic No. -.6C No . Act. 
no. Aff . at in at Aff. Aff. at in at Aff . 
H.C. Sol. L.C . H.C . Sol. L.C. 
P53 +P57 0 . 39 10 .39 22 - P54 +P24 0 4.48 10 4 .48 76 - Pl 04 
PlOl 0 1.00 19 -P54 0 3 . 50 28 - Pl04 
P50 0 1.48 47 +P104 0 1. 81 55 -Pl04 
P51 +P53 60 1. 63 63 6. 85 74 +R38 +P50 25 2. 71 62 9.18 70 +P49 
P52 +P53 37 2 . 22 39 4.13 71 +R39 -P86 36 1. 01 38 4 .44 69 +R39 
P72 +P53 30 1. 81 33 5.66 45 +P50 +R39 0 4.30 32 .81 35 - P86 
P61 +PlOl 12 1. 19 28 3 . 52 51 +R36 - P86 33 2.12 34 1. 84 40 +P75 
P73 +P53 29 2 .17 32 9.55 56 +P74 +P75 23 1. 97 29 3 . 27 29 - P86 
P49 0 6 . 76 23 - R22 0 4 . 33 17 +P24 
P93 +P53 51 .62 59 3 . 74 77 +P21 +P53 11 6 . 66 56 4 . 59 77 +P50 I-' 
Pl04 +P53 14 1.06 19 2 . 31 26 +R24 +PlOl 0 4 .44 22 17 . 17 70 +R36 ~ °' Pl05 0 6.76 23 -R22 0 4.34 17 +P24 
P70 +R49 32 11. 36 58 6 . 73 88 +P21 +P49 22 8.42 33 7.52 40 +P85 
P60 0 3 . 02 1 - P73 0 5.46 22 - P89 
P89 +P27 0 2 .98 68 7.04 73 +P60 +P60 0 5.30 28 .60 34 - P86 
P28 +R23 50 .37 60 3.79 65 +P34 +R23 50 .91 60 3.99 65 +P34 
P29 +P34 27 7.58 30 . 73 35 +R23 +P34 27 7 . 99 30 1. 83 34 +R23 
P33 +P34 0 7.58 3 00 3 +P34 0 7.99 3 C>O 3 
P34 0 7 . 58 3 - P33 0 7.99 30 -P28 
P40 +R22 5 105.69 7 105.69 17 +P57 +R22 5 123.67 7 123.67 9 +P24 
P42 -P54 2 54.12 4 54.12 13 +P57 +R22 0 73.87 4 73.87 6 +P24 
P45 - P54 5 48 . 75 7 48 . 75 16 +P57 +R22 3 67 . 89 7 67.89 9 +P24 
P48 +P49 30 33.82 34 C>'° 34 +P49 31 31 . 34 34 °"" 34 
aThe acti v ity affected i n each case is the activi ty which will enter (+) or exit ( - ) the optimal 
solution when the l evel of the named activity in the optimal solution i s ei ther i ncreased or de-
c r eased. 
Table 5lb (Continued) 
System III System IV 
Act. Act. No. +tic No. -AC No. Act. Act. No. +AC No . -~C No. Act. 
no. Aff . at in at Aff . Aff . at in at Aff . 
H. C. Sol. L.C . H.C. Sol. L.C. 
P53 +P75 0 4.48 10 4 . 84 13 - P73 - P21 0 5.70 10 5 . 70 42 +P85 
PlOl 0 3 . 99 10 - P73 . 0 4. 48 l~ 7 - Pl04 
P50 0 1. 95 33 -P73 0 1. 94 90 - P51 
P51 +P50 38 2 . 89 60 .45 62 +P67 +P75 59 .83 60 8. 27 63 +P74 
P52 +P67 42 . 14 49 4 .48 62 +R39 -P86 21 . 46 42 .24 46 +P75 
P72 - P85 11 1. 17 13 .13 21 +P67 +P75 4 . 32 7 . 72 15 -P86 
P61 +P67 45 .04 68 .52 75 - PBS +R42 54 1. 38 75 .09 86 +P75 
P73 - P85 0 .82 4 .05 25 +P67 +P75 0 . 09 11 3 . 06 20 +R42 
P49 0 7 . 78 13 -Pl8 0 6.90 19 - P21 
P93 - P85 44 1. 39 47 . 37 49 +P67 - P86 26 . 89 33 2. 50 45 +R42 ...... 
Pl04 +P67 29 .38 31 1. 33 33 - PBS +R42 33 2 . 50 44 . 90 51 - P86 ~ ....... 
Pl05 0 7.79 13 - Pl8 0 6.90 19 - P21 
P7 0 0 8 . 02 7 - Pl8 0 6.93 12 -P21 
P60 0 6.01 6 - P73 0 5. 63 8 - P72 
P89 - P85 27 1.09 30 .05 31 +P67 +Pl8 15 1. 26 22 .40 38 - P86 
P28 - R23 50 1. 03 60 4.05 65 +P34 - R23 50 1. 08 60 4 .67 65 +P34 
P29 +P34 27 8 .11 30 2 .06 35 - R23 +P34 27 9.35 30 2 .17 35 - R23 
P33 +P34 0 8 .11 3 c:>O 3 +P34 0 9.35 3 oO 3 
P34 0 8.11 3 -P7 3 0 9.35 3 -P33 
P40 +R22 4 139.40 7 139. l~O 9 +P88 +R22 4 141.44 7 141. 44 10 +P85 
P42 - Pl8 2 96.30 4 96.30 6 - P73 - P72 l 98.02 4 98 . 02 7 +P85 
P45 - Pl8 5 88.87 7 88 . 87 9 -P73 - P72 2 91. 88 7 91. 88 10 +P85 
P48 +P49 31 38.93 34 D'<> 34 +P49 30 34.49 34 00 34 
Table 51b (Continued) 
Sys t em V System VI 
Act. Act. No. +6C No . -..1C No. Act . Act . No. +~c No . -llC No. Act. 
no . Aff. at i n a t Aff . Aff . at in at AH. 
H.C. Sol. L.C. H. C. · Sol . L. C. 
P53 +P65 0 3.11 10 3 . 11 40 - P102 1 5 . 23 10 5 . 23 15 - P07 
PlOl 0 2 . 51 23 - Pl04 0 4.95 2 - P07 
P50 0 1. 26 55 - Pl04 0 2 .49 6 - Pl04 
P51 +P60 51 . 92 53 9 . 7 L1 62 +R38 +P02 66 1. 70 67 .30 73 +R38 
P5 2 +P60 21 1. 19 22 2.95 33 +P20 +Pl 8 60 1. 49 63 .35 63 +P02 
P72 +P60 43 . 08 59 4 . 60 74 +P50 +P02 21 . 72 22 2.04 23 +P75 
P61 +P20 17 1. 67 37 .03 79 +P60 0 2 . 64 2 - P07 
P7 3 +P60 0 .06 24 4.82 31 +P20 +P75 42 1.02 43 4 . 96 44 +P18 
P49 0 6 . 64 23 +R22 0 4 . 62 17 - P77 
P93 +P60 39 . 07 58 2 . 57 71 +P20 +P18 75 4 . 95 76 1. 02 77 +P75 ...... 
Pl04 +P20 7 2.58 19 .07 39 +P60 +P75 0 1.03 2 4 . 95 3 +Pl 8 ~ CX> 
Pl05 0 6.64 22 +R22 0 4 . 62 3 - Pl04 
P70 +P60 27 . 06 51 2 . 97 77 +P57 +Pl8 18 6 . 20 19 1. 39 20 +P02 
P60 0 .03 37 - P73 0 4.20 1 - P89 
P89 +P27 0 3.32 59 . 24 65 +P60 +P60 0 4 . 28 1 2 . 03 5 +P76 
P28 +R23 50 1. 33 59.5 6.71 65 +P34 +R23 50 .35 60 4.87 65 +P34 
P29 +P34 27 13.43 30 2 . 67 35 +R23 +P34 27 9 . 74 30 . 71 35 +R33 
P33 +P34 0 13 .43 3 00 +P34 2 9 . 74 3 ex::> 
P34 0 13 . 43 3 - P33 0 9 . 74 3 - P33 
P40 +R22 4 12L1. 26 7 124.26 15 -P102 - P77 5 111 . 33 7 111. 33 8 +P86 
P42 +R22 0 73.34 4 73.34 14 - Pl02 - P77 3 61. 35 4 61.35 5 +P86 
P45 +R22 2 73. 32 7 73. 32 16 -Pl02 - P77 5 56 . 79 7 56 . 79 8 +P86 
P48 +P49 30 33 . 21 34 oa +P49 31 23 .12 34 00 
Table 5lb (Continued) 
System VII 
Act. Act. No. at +L\C No. in -LIC No . at Act. 
no. Aff. H.C. Sol. L.C. Aff. 
P53 +P64 5 5.96 10 5.96 11 -R16 
PlOl 0 5. 96. 1 - R16 
P50 0 3.01 1 - R16 
P51 +P50 62 3.55 63 2 . 90 65 +P19 
P52 +P19 63 1.22 68 4 . 29 84 +R39 
P72 +Pl04 22 3.21 22 2 . 13 24 +P19 
P61 +Pl9 1 1.50 4 1. 39 5 +P104 
P73 +P104 35 2.38 37 1.50 40 +P19 
P49 0 3.28 4 - P61 
P93 +Pl04 77 3.36 78 00 t-' 
Pl04 0 3.37 1 -R16 .p-\0 
P105 0 6.65 1 - Rl6 
P70 +Pl9 31 1. 26 36 3.01 37 - P83 
P60 0 5.09 1 -P89 
P89 +P60 0 5.09 1 1.65 7 +P76 
P28 +R23 52 .19 60 4.35 65 +P34 
P29 +P34 27 8.71 30 .39 34 +R23 
P33 +P34 0 8. 71 3 oO 3 
P34 0 8. 71 3 -P33 
P40 +R22 4 111 . 79 7 111. 79 8 +R16 
P42 -P61 2 62 . 14 4 62.14 5 +Rl6 
P45 -P61 5 56. 71 7 56 . 71 8 +Rl6 
P48 +P49 33 16.40 35 0.0 
Table 52 a . Labor hiring activities 
Act. Period Progr am Unit 
no. price 
Semi-skilled l abor hiring acti vit i es 
P41 January 1.50 hr. 
P44 February 1.50 hr. 
P46 March 1. 50 hr. 
P30 April 1. 50 hr. 
P35 May 1.50 hr. 
P84 June 1-15 1. 50 hr. 
P85 June 16-30 1. 50 hr. 
P80 July 1- 15 1.50 hr. 
P86 July 16-31 1.50 hr. 
P87 August 1.50 hr . ~ 
P78 September 1.50 hr. Ln 0 
P79 October 1.50 hr. 
P88 November 1.50 hr. 
P47 December 1.50 hr. 
Additional labor hired for forage harves ting 
P63 June 1.50 hr . 
P64 Ju l y 1.50 hr. 
P65 August 1.50 hr. 
September 1. 50 hr. 
Table 52b. Labor hiring act i vities in the opt i mal solutions 
Ac t . a No. 
System I System II 
Period +llC No. - l1 C No . Act . Total Act. No . +LlC No . -AC No . Act . Total 
Aff . at in a t Aff . for Aff . a t in a t Aff . for 
H. C. Sol. L.C . period H.C . Sol. L. C. period 
Semi-skilled l abor 
J an. +P53a 108 1.57 111 1. 59 00 296 - P86 91 6 . 29 92 1.59 00 277 
Feb . +P53 99 2. 35 100 1.59 oO 295 - P86 77 7 . 21 78 1.59 00 273 
Mar. +P53 176 1. 22 180 1.59 c-c:> 413 - P86 160 5. 63 161 1. 59 oO 394 
Apr. +P53 151 1. 61 154 1. 49 236 +P21 442 - P86 139 6 .75 140 1. 59 oO 428 
Hay +P53 196 . 97 200 1. 48 236 +P21 510 - P86 203 7.85 204 1. 59 <>.o 514 
J une I +P57 39 2 . 67 128 2 . 67 232 - P70 284 +P24 100 1. 87 128 1. 87 239 -P70 284 
June II +P57 38 2 . 52 128 2 .52 232 - P70 281 +P24 99 1. 72 128 1. 72 239 - P70 281 
July I +P57 78 2 . 06 128 2 . 06 174 - P54 282 +P24 113 . 26 128 . 26 205 - P23 282 
J u l y II +P57 77 1. 92 128 1. 92 174 - P54 284 +P24 113 .17 128 .17 205 - P23 284 ...... 
Aug . +P24 122 2 . 36 163 1. 59 00 417 +P57 65 1. 70 127 1.59 ob 381 V1 ...... 
Sept . 0 1.59 oO 273 0 1.59 ""° 296 Oct . +P24 173 2 . 36 174 1. 59 ca 433 +R23 142 2 . 69 145 1.59 oO 404 
Nov . +P57 187 2 . 30 242 2 . 30 250 -P54 461 +P20 212 4 . 69 222 1.59 °"' 441 
Dec . +P53 98 1. 37 101 1. 59 00 297 - P86 76 3 . 30 77 1.59 oO 273 
Tota l 1937 4968 1758 47 82 
Additional l abor h ired 
June +P57 111 2 . 67 200 2. 67 304 -P70 200 +P24 172 1. 87 200 1. 87 311 -P70 200 
J uly +P57 149 2 . 01 200 2 . 01 246 -P54 200 +P24 185 2 . 62 200 2 . 62 277 - P23 200 
Aug . +P07 0 0 36 1. 59 o.c> 36 +P07 73 0 35 1.59 00 35 
Sept . 22 22 
Tota l add . hired 436 457 
Grand t o t al 2373 5404 3015 5210 
a The act i vi t y affected i s the acti vity which will en ter (+) or exit (-) t he optima l sol ution 
where the named activity is increased or decreased . 
Table 52b (Continued) 
System III System IV 
Act. No . +l\C No . - flC No. Act . Tot a 1 Act . No. +tic No. -6C No. Act . Total 
Aff. at in a t Aff. for Aff . at i n at Aff . for 
H. C. Sol. L.C . period H.C . Sol. L. C. period 
Semi - skilled l abor hired 
J an . +P67 124 . 29 127 1. 59 oO 312 - P86 98 .57 109 . 29 112 +P75 294 
Feb. +P67 113 .32 116 1.59 oO 311 -P86 84 .52 96 . 30 99 +P75 291 
Mar. +P67 194 .26 197 1.59 <.c> 430 -P86 169 .57 179 .27 183 +P75 412 
Apr. +P67 167 .32 171 1.59 r .<{l 459 -P86 146 . 65 155 . 32 158 +P75 443 
May -P85 233 .48 240 1. 59 .....:> 550 -P86 209 .43 223 .28 227 +P75 533 
June I - P87 121 .63 128 .63 141 - Pl8 284 +P85 109 .14 128 . 14 216 +Pl02 284 
June II - P87 121 .48 128 .48 141 -Pl8 281 -P86 94 .41 109 .14 237 - P84 262 
July I +P75 92 . 58 128 . 58 133 - P87 282 - P21 69 .19 128 .19 176 - P72 282 
Ju ly II +P75 92 .49 128 .49 133 - P87 284 - P21 69 .10 128 .10 176 - P72 284 ..... 
Aug . +P81 169 .01 230 0 330 +R44 484 -P86 72 .54 84 0 157 +P07 338 V1 N 
Sept. 0 1.59 oO 262 0 1.59 oO 272 
Oct. +P67 144 . 07 157 . 48 164 -P85 416 +P20 118 2 .57 147 . 16 153 +P75 406 
Nov. +P67 230 . 23 234 1. 21 237 - P85 453 +P20 208 3 . 62 229 .53 231 +P75 448 
Dec . +P67 112 . 40 114 1.59 oO 310 -P86 87 . 54 99 .37 101 +P75 295 
Total 2098 5118 1814 4844 
Additional l abor hired 
June +P81 149 . 53 156 1.59 00 -P87 156 +P81 137 .14 156 1.59 oO +R44 156 
July -P75 164 .58 200 . 58 205 -P87 200 -P21 lLfl .19 200 .19 248 - P72 200 
Aug . +P07 95 0. 100 0. 138 -P87 100 +P07 0 0 73 .06 88 +P75 73 
Sept . 16 16 
Total add . labor 456 445 --
Grand total 2554 5574 2259 5324 
Table 52b (Continued) 
System V System VI 
Act . No. +i1C No. -6 C No. Act . Total Act. No . +i!C No . -.1C No . Act. Total 
Aff . at in at Aff. for Aff . at in at Aff. for 
H.C. Sol. L.C . period H.C. Sol. L. C. period 
Semi-skilled l abor hired 
Jan. +P60 75 .4 1 78 1.59 00 263 +P02 80 . 27 81 .45 82 +P75 266 
Feb. +P60 53 .5 1 55 1. 59 OCI 250 +P02 55 .33 57 .56 58 +P75 252 
Mar. +P60 141 . 37 146 1.59 co 379 +P92 140 .37 141 .53 143 +P75 374 
Apr. +P60 100 . 51 103 1.59 0.0 391 +P02 106 . 28 107 .50 109 +P75 395 
May +P60 202 .48 205 1.59 c>O 515 +P92 223 .76 224 . 50 226 +P75 534 
June I +P63 47 0 128 0 247 - P63 284 - P07 123 7.79 128 7.79 136 +P86 284 
June II 0 .13 119 - P63 153 -P07 123 7.63 128 7.63 136 +P86 281 
July I +P82 26 0 128 0 205 - P64 282 +P86 123 .09 128 .09 222 +Pl03 282 
July II +P60 8 1. 25 88 . 08 89 -Pl03 244 +P75 122 .09 123 .09 251 - P80 279 ...... 
Aug. +P07 23 .17 31 0 106 - P07 285 +P02 196 . 05 197 0 296 - P65 451 Vl VJ 
Sept. +P60 45 .32 50 1.59 00 357 0 1.59 oa 234 
Oct . +P60 123 .46 127 1.59 00 386 +P02 119 . 16 120 .51 122 +P75 379 
Nov. +P60 210 .44 214 1.59 ex> 433 +P02 202 .13 203 .49 205 +P75 422 
Dec. +P60 83 .29 88 1.59 oO 284 +P92 81 . 16 82 .57 83 +P75 278 
Total 1441 4506 1719 4711 
Additional labor hired 
June +P85 8 .14 119 0 210 - P84 119 +P02 71 2 . 21 72 1.59 00 72 
July +P60 22 .02 77 0 17 8 -P80 77 +P86 195 .10 200 .10 207 - P82 200 
Aug . +PO? 0 0 75 1. 59 00 +R46 75 +P87 60 0 100 0 102 - P07 100 
Sept. 81 81 -Total add . l abor 352 372 . 
Gr and total 1793 4858 2091 5083 
Table 52b (Continued) 
Sys tem VII 
Act. No. +~c No. -/JC No. Act . Tota l 
Aff. at in at Aff . 
H.C. Sol. L.C . 
Semi-skilled l abor hired 
J an. +Pl9 133 . 61 141 . 76 143. +R23 326 
Feb. +Pl9 99 . 76 106 . 95 107 +R23 301 
Mar . +Pl9 191 .54 200 .83 201 +R23 433 
Apr. +Pl9 152 . 77 159 1. 41 160 +R23 447 
May +Pl9 270 . 51 280 . 67 282 +R23 590 
J une I -Rl6 127 7.02 128 7.02 134 - P64 284 
J une II -Rl6 127 6. 87 128 6.87 1 3l~ - P64 281 
July I +P86 99 . 09 128 . 09 194 +P103 282 
July II +P76 86 . 86 99 .09 227 - P80 255 I-' 
Aug. - Pl04 112 . 34 117 0 190 +P07 371 VI ~ 
Sep t . 0 1. 59 oO 305 
Oc t. -R23 126 . 72 128 1. 09 132 +Pl9 387 
Nov . - P64 231 1. 20 242 1. 20 243 - Rl 6 461 
Dec . +Pl9 113 .60 121 .15 127 P62 317 
Total 1977 5040 
Additiona l l abor hired 
June - P83 60 1. 42 61 1.59 oO 61 
July -P82 167 .09 196 1. 59 00 196 
Aug . -P07 46 o. 73 .35 87 +Pl9 73 
Sept . 55 55 
Total add . l abor 385 
Grand tota l 2362 5425 
Table 53. Analysis of shadow prices and unused r esources 
Mar ginal value product of l ast unit of r esource 
used ($) or amount of unused r esource . 
System Sys t ern System System System System System 
I II III IV v VI VII 
ROl Cont . crop 38. 86 43.79 44 . 63 45 . 30 45 . 17 38 . 85 37 . 87 
R02 RROM 80 bus. 27 .08 31.14 33 . 35 34.53 34 . 31 29 . 26 28.86 
P40 CCOMM 76 bus. 21. 13 24 . 73 27.88 28 . 29 24 . 85 22 . 27 22.35 
Pl~2 COMNM 76 bus . 10.82 14. 77 19. 26 19.66 14 . 67 12 . 27 12 . 42 
P45 COMMM 70 bus . 9.75 13 .58 17.78 18.38 14.66 11.35 11.34 
R03 COMMM 64 bus. 8 . 85 12 . 89 17. 44 18.06 13. 98 10 . 51 10.50 
R04 Trefoil 2 . 09 8 .55 9 . 66 11 . 16 7. 34 5. 88 7 . 22 
ROS Bl ue gr ass 1. 78 8.24 9 . 35 10 . 85 7. 03 5.57 6 . 91 
R24 Tall grass 2 .09 8 . 55 9.66 11.15 7.34 5. 89 3. 86 
Labor r esources t-' 
R06 J anuary 1. 59 1.59 1. 59 1.59 1.59 1.59 1. 59 VI VI 
R07 February 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59 1. 59 1. 59 1. 59 
ROB March 1. 59 1. 59 1. 59 1. 59 1.59 1. 59 1. 59 
Rll April 1.59 1.59 1.59 1. 59 1.59 1. 59 1.59 
Rl 2 May 1.59 1.59 1.59 1. 59 1. 59 1.59 1.59 
R09 June 1-15 4. 27 3.46 2.22 1. 72 1. 59 9. 38 8 . 61 
RlO June 16- 30 4 . 11 3.31 2 . 07 1. 59 1.59 9 . 22 8. 45 
Rl3 July 1-15 3.61 1. 85 2 .17 1. 77 1.59 1. 68 1. 68 
Rl4 July 16-31 3 .5 1 1. 76 2.08 1. 69 1.59 1.59 1.59 
Rl5 August 1. 59 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59 
Table 53 (Continued) 
Margina l value product of last unit of resource 
used ($) or amount of unused r esource . 
System System System System System System System 
T II III I V v VI VII 
Rl 6 September 34sa 34s 45s 35s 1. 59 73s 1.59 
Rl7 October 1. 59 1.59 1. 59 1. 59 1. 59 1. 59 1. 59 
R18 November 3 . 89 1. 59 1. 59 1.59 1. 59 1. 59 2.79 
R19 December 1.59 1. 59 1. 59 1. 59 1. 59 1. 59 1. 59 
R44 June hay labor 4 . 27 3 .46 1. 59 1.59 1. 59 1. 59 1.59 
R45 July hay l abor 3 . 61 1. 85 2.17 1. 78 1. 59 1. 68 1. 59 
R46 Aug . hay l abor 1. 59 1. 59 1. 59 1. 59 1.59 1. 68 1.59 
R49 Mead. tra. 12 .10 17 . 38 26 . 31 26.55 16 . 32 13.37 13 . 70 
R29 Hay tra. 19 . 98 18 .59 17 . 72 17 . 01 17.26 19.59 19 . 24 
R30 Corn sil. tra. 10 . 90 9 . 07 9 .55 9.07 8 .13 8.14 7 . 92 
R36 May pasture days . 09 .14 .15 . 17 . 14 . 06 . 07 
I-' 
Vl 
R37 June pasture days 2537s 2492 1847 1710s 2984s 2344s 2307s °' 
R38 July pasture days . 07 .12 . 12 .13 . 09 .08 . 10 
R39 August pasture days .13 . 13 . 13 . 13 . 11 . 14 .12 
R40 September pasture days.12 .18 . 20 . 21 . 18 . 13 . 19 
R41 October pasture days . 21 . 28 . 29 . 28 .12 .32 . 27 
R42 November past. days 1468 1272s 85 l s . 05 .26 1902s 663s 
R43 December past . days .33 . 31 . 29 .28 . 29 . 33 . 32 
R50 Feed lot space Oct -May 6 . 44 6 .44 6 .44 6.44 6 .44 6 . 44 6 . 4l~ 
R5 1 Feed l ot space 39s 39s 40s 4ls 4ls 78s 190s 
J une- Se t . 
as i ndicates unused resources or slack activity. 
